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PROPOSED RULES
Before an agency may permanently adopt a new or amended section or repeal an existing section, a proposal
detailing the action must be published in the Texas Register at least 30 days before action is taken. The 30-
day time period gives interested persons an opportunity to review and make oral or written comments on the
section. Also, in the case of substantive action, a public hearing must be granted if requested by at least 25
persons, a governmental subdivision or agency, or an association having at least 25 members.
Symbology in proposed amendments. New language added to an existing section is indicated by the use of
bold text. [Brackets] indicate deletion of existing material within a section.
TITLE 7. BANKING AND SECURITIES
Part VI. Credit Union Department
Chapter 93. Administrative Proceedings
General Rules
7 TAC §93.17
The Credit Union Commission proposes an amendment to
§93.17, concerning the appeal of the administrative action of
placing a credit union in suspension. Suspension of credit
union operations is no longer an administrative action to be
used by the Department, and therefore there is no reason to
have an appeals process for this action. The rule is also being
amended to conform to the requirements of Section 10.01 of
the Act regarding appeals of conservation orders.
Harold E. Feeney, Commissioner, has determined that there
will not be fiscal implications as a result of enforcing or
administering the rule.
Mr. Feeney also has determined that for each year of the first
five years the rule as proposed is in effect:
The public benefits anticipated as a result of enforcing the rule
as proposed will be the elimination of suspension of operations
of a credit union as an administrative action.
There is no anticipated economic cost to individuals who are
required to comply with the rule as proposed. There will be no
economic effect on small businesses.
Comments on the proposal must be submitted to Carol P.
Shaner, Staff Services Officer, 914 East Anderson Lane, Austin,
Texas 78752-1699 by no later than March 10, 1997.
The amendment is proposed under the provisions of Texas
Civil Statutes annotated, Article 2461-11.07 and 12.01. Section
11.07 authorizes the Commission to adopt reasonable rules for
the administration of the Texas Credit Union Act. Section 12.01
authorizes the Commission to adopt rules for the fair hearing
and adjudication of all issues in a hearing under the Act.
The specific sections affected by this proposed amendment are
Texas Civil Statute, Article 2461-10.01 and 12.01.
§93.17. Appeals of Orders of Conservation.
(a) The [C]commissioner’s order of conservation is final,
unless, within 30 days of service of the order, the board of directors
files a request for a hearing and a written reply.
(b)-(c) (No change.)
(d) The SOAH hearing on an order of conservation[, order
of suspension, or order in response to PFD,] is closed to the public.
[The]All orders and correspondence [and record] relating thereto are
confidential and may not be revealed to the public.
(e)(No change.)
(f) [The ALJ shall issue a PFD to the Commissioner.]
Exceptions shall be filed within five days of the date of service of the
PFD. Replies to exceptions shall be filed within 8 days of the date of
service of the PFD.
(g) [Exceptions shall be filed within five days of the date of
service of the PFD. Replies to exceptions shall be filed within 8 days
of the date of service of the PFD.] The commission shall consider
the PFD within 45 days of the date of its receipt.
[(h) The Commissioner shall issue an order in response to
the PFD no later than ten days from the date replies to exceptions
are due to be filed.]
[(i) The Commissioner’s order in response to the PFD is final
unless, within ten days from the date of service of the order, the board
of directors files a written appeal.]
[(j) If a notice of appeal is filed, the Commissioner shall set a
hearing before SOAH not later than 30 days from the date the notice
of appeal is filed.]
[(k) The board of directors shall establish by a preponderance
of the evidence that the board should regain control of the credit
union.]
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[(l) The ALJ shall issue a PFD to the Commission.]
This agency hereby certifies that the proposal has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be within the agency’s
authority to adopt.





Proposed date of adoption: March 10, 1997
For further information, please call: (512) 837-9236
♦ ♦ ♦
TITLE 16. ECONOMIC REGULATION
Part VI. Texas Motor Vehicle Commis-
sion
Chapter 103. General Rules
16 TAC §103.4
The Texas Motor Vehicle Board proposes an amendment to
§103.4, concerning Notification of License Application; Protest
Requirements.
The proposed amendments to §103.4 add language allowing
a franchised dealer, who is otherwise eligible to protest under
§4.06(d) and (e) of the Motor Vehicle Commission Code, the
opportunity to waive that right of protest by submitting a written
waiver. The amendments also add subsection (d) which
clarifies that certain additions to an existing facility are not
included in the protest requirements of this section.
Brett Bray, Director, Motor Vehicle Division, has determined that
for the first five-year period the section is in effect, there will be
no fiscal implications for state or local government as a result
of enforcing or administering the section.
Mr. Bray has also determined that for each year of the first five
years the section is in effect, the anticipated public benefit of
the amendment will be increased efficiency and clarification of
the license protest process. Allowing submission of waivers will
reduce the amount of time required to process an application
and will save staff and monetary resources. There will be no
effect on small businesses. There is no anticipated additional
economic cost to licensees who are required to comply with the
rules as proposed. Mr. Bray has also certified that there will be
no fiscal implications on local economies or overall employment
as a result of enforcing or administering these sections.
Comments on the proposal may be submitted to Brett Bray,
Division Director, Motor Vehicle Division, Texas Department of
Transportation, P.O. Box 2293, Austin, Texas, 78768, (512)
505-5100. The deadline for comments is April 1, 1997. A public
hearing on the proposed rules is scheduled in conjunction with
the board’s regular meeting on Thursday, April 24, 1997, in
Room 221, Anson Jones Building, 410 East 5th Street, Austin,
Texas.
The amendment is proposed under the Texas Motor Vehicle
Commission Code, §3.06, which provides the Board with au-
thority to adopt and amend rules as necessary and convenient
to effectuate the provisions of the Act and to govern practice
and procedure before the Agency.
Motor Vehicle Commission Code, §4.06(c)-(e) is affected by the
proposed amendment.
§103.4. Notification of License Application; Protest Requirements.
(a) Upon receipt of an application for a new motor vehicle
dealer’s license, including an application filed with theBoard
[commission] by reason of the relocation of an existing dealershipor
the addition of a line, the Board [commission] shall give notice of
the filing of such application to all dealer licensees holding franchises
for the sale of the same line-make of new motor vehicles who are
located in the same county in which the proposed dealership site is
located or in an area within 15 miles of the proposed dealership site,
unless a waiver of right to protest is received from that dealer
licensee. In order to be valid, the waiver must meet the following
requirements.
(1) The waiver of protest shall be in writing and shall
be signed by an authorized officer or other official authorized to
sign on behalf of the dealership that is waiving its protest right.
(2) The waiver shall state the identity of the applicant
and the physical address of the proposed dealership location.
(3) The waiver shall be dated no earlier than 90 days
prior to the filing of the application with the Board.
(b) If the same line-make is not represented in the county or
applicable 15-mile area, no notice shall be given. Any such dealer
licensee holding a franchise for the sale of the same line-make of
a new motor vehicle as proposed for sale in the subject application
may file with theBoard [commission] a notice of protest in opposi-
tion to the application and the granting of a license pursuant thereto,
which notice shall be given in the following manner.
(1) The notice of protest shall be in writing and shall be
signed by an authorized officer or other official authorized to sign on
behalf of the licensee filing the notice.
(2) The notice of protest shall state the basis upon which
the protest is made under the code, §4.06(c), and shall state the
reasons or grounds for the protest.
(3) The notice of protest shall state that the protest is
not made for purposes of delay or for any other purpose except for
justifiable cause under the code, §4.06(c).
(c)[b] The provisions of this section shall not be applicable
to any application filed with theBoard [commission] for a dealer
license as a result of the purchase or transfer of an existing dealership.
(d) The provisions of this section shall not be applicable
to any application filed with the Board for a dealer license for
the building of an additional facility upon the existing licensed
dealership property, or an adjacent tract, unless the facility is
designated to house a new line-make not previously situated on
that property.
This agency hereby certifies that the proposal has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be within the agency’s
legal authority to adopt.
Issued in Austin, Texas, on January 30, 1997.
TRD-9701396
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Brett Bray
Director
Texas Motor Vehicle Commission
Earliest possible date of adoption: March 10, 1997
For further information, please call: (512) 463–8630
♦ ♦ ♦
TITLE 19. EDUCATION
Part VII. State Board for Educator Certi-
fication
Chapter 230. Professional Educator Preparation
and Certification
Subchapter A. Educator Preparation Account-
ability System
19 TAC §230.5, §230.6
The State Board for Educator Certification (SBEC) proposes
amendments to §230.5, concerning deleting definitions of terms
because of adding a new Subchapter Y which provides defini-
tion of terms used in the entire Chapter, and to §230.6, con-
cerning a clarification of educator program.
Mark Littleton, Executive Director, has determined that for
the first five-year period the sections are in effect there will
be no fiscal implications for state or local government or
small businesses as a result of enforcing or administering the
sections.
Mark Littleton and Stephanie A. Korcheck, Director for Policy
and Planning, have determined that for each year of the first
five years the sections are in effect the public benefit anticipated
as a result of enforcing the sections will be clarification of
confusing terminology. There are no anticipated economic
costs to persons who are required to comply with the sections
as proposed.
Comments on the proposal may be submitted to Stephanie
A. Korcheck, Director of Policy and Planning, State Board for
Educator Certification, 1001 Trinity, Austin, Texas 78701.
The amendments are proposed under Texas Education Code
(TEC), Chapter 21, Subchapter B, §21.045, which authorizes
the State Board for Educator Certification to propose rules es-
tablishing standards to govern the continuing accountability of
all educator preparation programs.
The amendments implement Texas Education Code (TEC),
Chapter 21, Subchapter B, §21.045.
§230.5. Educator Assessment.
(a)-(g) (No change.)
(h) The following provisions concern test security and con-
fidential integrity.
[(1) The following words and terms, when used in this
subsection, shall have the following meanings, unless the context
clearly indicates otherwise.]
[(A) Educator—Consistent with the Texas Education
Code (TEC), §5.001(5) and 21.003(a), an educator is a person who
is required to hold a certificate issued by the SBEC, including
teachers, teacher interns or teacher trainees, librarians, educational
aides, administrators, and counselors.]
[(B) Certificate or certification—Any certificate, li-
cense, permit or other credential issued by the SBEC under authority
of the Texas Education Code (TEC), Chapter 21, Subchapter B.]
[(C) Examination—Any examination or other test
required by statute or SBEC rule that governs a person’s admission
to any program of educator preparation; certification as an educator;
continuation as an educator; or advancement as an educator.]
(1) [(2)] An educator who participates in the develop-
ment, design, construction, review, field testing, or validation of any
examination shall not reveal or cause to be revealed the contents of
that examination to any other person.
(2) [(3)] An educator who administers any examination
shall not:
(A) allow or cause an unauthorized person to view
any part of the examination;
(B) copy, reproduce, or cause to be copied or
reproduced any part of the examination;
(C) reveal or cause to be revealed the contents of the
examination;
(D) correct, alter, or cause to be corrected or altered
any response to a test item contained in the examination;
(E) provide assistance with any response to a test item
contained in the examination or cause assistance to be provided; or
(F) deviate from the rules governing administration
of the examination.
(3) [(4)] Any educator who violates subsection (b) or (c)
of this section is subject to sanction in accordance with the provisions
of the Texas Education Code (TEC), §21.041(b)(7).
(4) [(5)] An educator who is an examinee shall not:
(A) copy, reproduce, or cause to be copied or
reproduced any test item contained in the examination;
(B) provide assistance with any response to a test item
contained in the examination, or cause assistance to be provided;
(C) solicit or accept assistance with any response to
a test item contained in the examination;
(D) deviate from the rules governing administration
of the examination; or
(E) otherwise engage in conduct that amounts to
cheating, deception, or fraud.
(5) [(6)] Any educator who violates subsection (h) of this
section is subject to:
(A) sanction in accordance with the provisions of the
Texas Education Code (TEC) 21.041(b)(7);
(B) voiding of any score from an examination in
which violations in subsection (h) of this section occurred; and
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(C) disallowance and exclusion from future examina-
tions either in perpetuity or for a period of time that serves the best
interests of the profession.
(i) (No change.)
§230.6. Effective Date.
Effective September 1, 1994, individuals enrolled or participating
in educatorpreparation programs will complete their respective
programs based on approved outcome standards and appropriate
levels of performance adopted by the State Board for Educator
Certification.
This agency hereby certifies that the proposal has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be within the agency’s
legal authority to adopt.




State Board for Educator Certification
Earliest possible date of adoption: March 10, 1997
For further information, please call: (512) 469–3004
♦ ♦ ♦
Subchapter F. Professional Educator Preparation
19 TAC §§230.153, 230.156, 230.160, 230.161
The State Board for Educator Certification (SBEC) proposes
amendments to §§230.153, 230.156, 230.160 and 230.161,
concerning types of schools recognized by the SBEC for pur-
poses of student teaching, internship, and previous experience
requirements and providing a consistent reference to "cred-
itable" experience.
Mark Littleton, Executive Director, has determined that for
the first five-year period the sections are in effect there will
be no fiscal implications for state or local government or
small businesses as a result of enforcing or administering the
sections.
Mark Littleton and Stephanie A. Korcheck, Director for Policy
and Planning, have determined that for each year of the first
five years the section is in effect the public benefit anticipated
as a result of enforcing the sections will be clarification of
confusing terminology. There are no anticipated economic
costs to persons who are required to comply with the sections
as proposed.
Comments on the proposal may be submitted to Stephanie
A. Korcheck, Director of Policy and Planning, State Board for
Educator Certification, 1001 Trinity, Austin, Texas 78701.
The amendments are proposed under Texas Education Code
(TEC), Chapter 21, Subchapter B, §21.045, which authorizes
the State Board for Educator Certification to propose rules
establishing standards to govern the approval of all educator
preparation programs.
The amendments implement Texas Education Code (TEC),
Chapter 21, Subchapter B, §21.045.




(1) The responsibility for leadership and coordination
of teacher education shall be vested in qualified individuals with
leadership ability.
(A) (No change.)
(B) The head of the professional education unit
shall have at least threecreditable years of relevant elementary
or secondary [school] experiencein a Texas public school, a
public school in another state, or a private school, as defined in
Subchapter Y of this Chapter. Relevant experience must include a
minimum of one year of full-time, full-day classroom teaching and
may include other instructionally related roles.
(C) (No change.)
(2)-(7) (No change.)
(8) When appropriate, and with the approval of the
executive director of the SBEC, an institution may deviate from the
standards concerningcreditable teaching experience, as defined
in Subchapter Y of this Chapter, by justifying a faculty member’s
assignment in terms of experience, preparation, and eminence.





(2) Teaching field faculty.
(A)-(C) (No change.)
(D) College or university supervisors of student
teachers shall have at least threecr ditable years of elementary or
secondary teaching experience, as defined in Subchapter Y of this
Chapter, in the teaching field for which teachers are being prepared.
(E) When appropriate, and with the approval of the
executive director of the State Board for Educator Certification
(SBEC), an institution may deviate from the standards concerning
creditable teaching experience, as defined in Subchapter Y of
this Chapter, by justifying a faculty member’s assignment in terms
of experience, preparation, and eminence.
(3) Professional education faculty.
(A) (No change.)
(B) Each faculty member who serves as a director of
a component in the professional education unit shall have a minimum
of three years’creditable experience, as defined in Subchapter Y
of this Chapter, at the level for which teachers are being prepared.
Directors of all-level components shall have experience in at least
one of the levels for which teachers are being prepared.
(C)-(D) (No change.)
(E) The majority of the full-time faculty and all
teachers of education methods courses in the professional education
unit shall have certification or the equivalent and at least three
creditable years of elementary or secondary teaching experience,
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as defined in Subchapter Y of this Chapter,at the level or in the
teaching field for which teachers are being prepared.
(F) College or university supervisors of student teach-
ers shall have certification or the equivalent and at least threecr d-
itable years of elementary or secondary teaching experience, as
defined in Subchapter Y of this Chapter, at the level or in the
teaching field for which teachers are being prepared.
(G) (No change.)
(H) Each faculty member who teaches a professional
education course shall maintain a minimum of 90 clock hours of
involvement in field situations [with accredited schools] every seven
years with a Texas public school, a public school in another state,
or a private school, as defined in Subchapter Y of this Chapter.
(I) When appropriate, and with the approval of the
executive director of the SBEC, an institution may deviate from the
standards concerningcreditable teaching experience, as defined
in Subchapter Y of this Chapter, by justifying a faculty member’s
assignment in terms of experience, preparation, and eminence.




(1) The planning and review process for teacher education
programs shall involve representatives of the practicing profession,
includingTexaspublic school teachers and administrators,a defined
in Subchapter Y of this Chapter, faculties in professional education
and academic discipline areas for which the institution is approved,
and students and graduates of the program.
(2)-(4) (No Change.)
§230.161. Standard XI. Evaluation for Quality Control.
(a) (No change.)
(b) Quality indicators.
(1) The evaluation process shall include a procedure for
collecting information from faculty, students,Texas public school
educators,as defined in Subchapter Y of this Chapter,graduates,
and others concerning the graduate preparation program.
(2)-(3) (No change.)
This agency hereby certifies that the proposal has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be within the agency’s
legal authority to adopt.




State Board for Educator Certification
Earliest possible date of adoption: March 10, 1997
For further information, please call: (512) 469–3004
♦ ♦ ♦
Subchapter G. Program Requirements for Prepa-
ration of School Personnel for Initial Certificates
and Endorsements
19 TAC §§230.191, 230.195-230.199
The State Board for Educator Certification (SBEC) proposes
amendments to §§230.191, 230.195-230.199, concerning types
of schools recognized by the SBEC for purposes of student
teaching, internship, and previous experience requirements and
providing a consistent reference to "creditable" experience and
amendments to §230.199 concerning addition of the endorse-
ment of driver education instructors because SBEC is the ap-
propriate certifying agency.
Mark Littleton, Executive Director, has determined that for
the first five-year period the sections are in effect there will
be no fiscal implications for state or local government or
small businesses as a result of enforcing or administering the
sections.
Mark Littleton and Stephanie A. Korcheck, Director for Policy
and Planning, have determined that for each year of the first
five years the sections are in effect the public benefit anticipated
as a result of enforcing the sections will be placing the driver
education instructor endorsement under the authority of SBEC
and will be clarification of confusing terminology. There are
no anticipated economic costs to persons who are required to
comply with the sections as proposed.
Comments on the proposal may be submitted to Stephanie
A. Korcheck, Director of Policy and Planning, State Board for
Educator Certification, 1001 Trinity, Austin, Texas 78701.
The amendments are proposed under Texas Education Code
(TEC), Chapter 29, Subchapter Z §29.902 which requires estab-
lishment of standards for professional and paraprofessional per-
sonnel who conduct driver education courses; and under TEC,
Chapter 21, Subchapter B, §21.041 (b) (2) and (4), 21.044,
21.048 and 21.050, which require the State Board for Educa-
tor Certification to propose rules that establish the academic,
internship, and examination requirements for all candidates for
certification as well as the classes of certificates offered.
The amendments to §230.199 implement Texas Education
Code (TEC), Chapter 29, Subchapter Z §29.902. The amend-
ments implement Texas Education Code (TEC), Chapter 21,
Subchapter B, §21.041 (b) (2) and (4), 21.044, 21.048 and
21.050.
§230.191. Preparation Required in All Programs.
(a)-(d) (No change.)
(e) At the baccalaureate level, the professional development
sequence for the initial teacher certificate shall consist of 18 semester
hours of upper-division courses. The following three components
must be included.
(1)-(2) (No change.)
(3) Field experience requirements that provide for the
application of teaching-learning theories shall include the following.
(A) Pre-student teaching experiences. A planned
sequence of 45 clock hours in field experiences shall be a prerequisite
for admission to student teaching.
(i) Pre-student teaching field experiences shall in-
clude observing and working with children or youth in aTexas public
school or schoolsor in a private school, as defined in Subchapter
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Y of this Chapter [accredited by the Texas Education Agency under
the Texas Education Code (TEC) §39.073].
(ii)-(iii) (No change.)
(B) Student teaching. The institution shall provide
for each qualified student a student teaching experience involving
a period of major responsibility for instruction and learning in
the school classroom environment. Student teaching should verify
student performance capabilities developed through prior components
of the teacher education program. Notwithstanding any requirements
mandated in this paragraph, an institution may design a variety
of experiences and formats for student teaching. Student teaching
programs differing from the ones herein specified must be approved
by the SBEC.
(i) When determining credit under this chapter for
student teaching requirements, definitions for "one year" and "full
day" shall be consistent withSubchapter Y of this Chapter [the
Texas Education Code (TEC) §§25.081(a) and 25.082(a)].
(ii) Student teaching shall occur in aTexas public
school or schoolsor in a private school, as defined in Subchapter
Y of this Chapter [accredited by the Texas Education Agency under
the Texas Education Code (TEC) §39.073], and shall be designed in
compliance with this subchapter.
(I)-(V) (No change.)
(iii) (No change.)
(iv) Student teaching may be waived if the student
has [served successfully for] twocreditable yearsof experiencein a
Texas public school, a public school in another state, or a private
school, as defined in Subchapter Y of this Chapter,[an accredited
school] as a regular classroom teacher of record in the area and at
the level for which certification is sought.
(f)-(g) (No change.)
§230.195. Special Education Certificates.
(a) (No change.)
(b) The professional development sequence for special edu-
cation certificates shall consist of 18 semester hours of upper-division
courses. Reading, which may be offered beyond the 18 semester
hours of professional development courses, must be included. Read-
ing instruction will be developmental and corrective, and will incor-
porate identification, teaching strategies, and resources for dyslexia
and related disorders and other reading disorders. The following three
components must be included.
(1)-(2) (No change.)
(3) Field experience requirements that provide for the
application of teaching-learning theories shall include the following.
(A) Pre-student teaching experiences. A planned
sequence of not fewer than 45 clock hours in field experience shall
be a prerequisite for admission to student teaching.
(i) Pre-student teaching field experiences shall in-
clude observing and working with elementary and secondary school
children in a Texas publicschool or schoolsor in a private school,
as defined in Subchapter Y of this Chapter[accredited by the Texas
Education Agency].
(ii) (No change.)
(B) Student teaching. The institution shall provide
for each student a student teaching experience involving a period
of major responsibility for instruction and learning in the school
classroom environment in the area of the certificate sought. Student
teaching should verify student performance capabilities developed
through prior components of the teacher education program.
(i) Student teaching shall occur in aTexas public
school or schoolsor in a private school, as defined in Subchapter
Y of this Chapter, [accredited by the Texas Education Agency] and
shall be designed in compliance this subchapter.
(ii) (No change.)
§230.196. Vocational Agriculture Certificates.
(a)-(c) (No change.)
(d) The professional development sequence shall consist of
18 semester hours of upper-division courses in three component
areas. No more than nine semester hours, including student teaching,
of the professional development sequence may be completed in
vocational agriculture education courses. Reading, which may be
offered beyond the 18 semester hours of professional development,
must be included. Reading instruction will be developmental and
corrective, and will incorporate identification, teaching strategies, and
resources for dyslexia and other reading disorders.
(1)-(2) (No change.)
(3) Field experience requirements shall provide for the
application of teaching-learning theories and include:
(A) Pre-student teaching experiences. A planned
sequence of not fewer than 45 clock hours in field experiences shall
be a prerequisite for admission to student teaching.
(i) Pre-student teaching field experiences shall in-
clude observing and working with secondary school children in a
Texas public school or schoolsor in a private school, as defined
in Subchapter Y of this Chapter, [accredited by the Texas Educa-
tion Agency under the Texas Education Code (TEC), §39.073].
(ii) (No change.)
(B) Student teaching. The institution shall provide
for each student a student teaching experience involving a period
of major responsibility for instruction and learning in the school
classroom environment. Student teaching should verify student
performance capabilities developed through prior components of the
t acher education program.
(i) Student teaching shall occur in aTexas public
school or schoolsor in a private school, as defined in Subchapter
Y of this Chapter, [accredited by the Texas Education Agency] and
shall be designed in compliance with this subchapter.
(ii) (No change.)
(e)-(f) (No change.)
§230.197. Vocational Home Economics Certificates.
(a)-(b) (No change.)
(c) The professional development sequence shall consist of
18 semester hours of upper-division courses in three component areas.
No more than nine semester hours, including student teaching, of the
professional development sequence may be completed in vocational
home economics education courses. Reading, which may be offered
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beyond the 18 semester hours of professional development courses,
must be included. Reading instruction will be developmental and
corrective, and will incorporate identification, teaching strategies, and
resources for dyslexia and other reading disorders.
(1)-(2) (No change.)
(3) Field experience requirements shall provide for the
application of teaching-learning theories and shall include the fol-
lowing.
(A) Pre-student teaching experiences. A planned
sequence of not fewer than 45 clock hours in field experiences shall
be a prerequisite for admission to student teaching.
(i) Pre-student teaching field experiences shall in-
clude observing and working with secondary school children in a
Texas public school or schoolsor in a private school, as defined
in Subchapter Y of this Chapter [accredited by the Texas Educa-
tion Agency under the Texas Education Code, (TEC), §39.073].
(ii) (No change.)
(B) (No change.)
(i) Student teaching shall occur in aTexas public
school or schoolsor in a private school, as defined in Subchapter
Y of this Chapter, [accredited by the Texas Education Agency] and
shall be designed in compliance this subchapter.
(ii) (No change.)
(d)-(e) (No change.)
§230.198. Vocational Marketing Education Certificates.
(a)-(b) (No change.)
(c) The professional development sequence shall require 18
semester hours of upper-division courses in three component areas.
No more than nine semester hours, including student teaching, of the
professional development sequence may be completed in vocational
marketing education courses. Reading, which may be offered beyond
the 18 semester hours of professional development courses, must be
included. Reading instruction will be developmental and corrective,
and will incorporate identification, teaching strategies, and resources
for dyslexia and other reading disorders.
(1)-(2) (No change.)
(3) Field experience requirements shall provide for the ap-
plication of teaching-learning theories and include the following.
(A) Pre-student teaching experiences. A planned
sequence of not fewer than 45 clock hours in field experiences shall
be a prerequisite for admission to student teaching.
(i) Pre-student teaching field experiences shall in-
clude observing and working with secondary school children in a
Texas public school or schoolsor in a private school, as defined
in Subchapter Y of this Chapter [accredited by the Texas Educa-
tion Agency under the Texas Education Code, (TEC), §39.073].
(ii) (No change.)
(B) Student teaching. The institution shall provide
for each student a student teaching experience involving a period
of major responsibility for instruction and learning in the school
classroom environment. Student teaching should verify student
performance capabilities developed through prior components of the
teacher education program.
(i) Student teaching shall occur in aTexas public
school or schoolsor in a private school, as defined in Subchapter
Y of this Chapter, [accredited by the Texas Education Agency] and









(B) Professional development. The professional
development sequence for the bilingual education endorsement shall
consist of:
(i) (No change.)
(ii) one creditable year of successful classroom
teaching experience on a permit in an approved bilingual education
program.
(2) Early childhood education (prekindergarten - kinder-
garten).
(A) (No change.)
(B) Professional development. The professional
development sequence for the early childhood education endorsement
shall consist of an integrated sequence of 12 semester hours,
including:
(i) (No change.)
(ii) field experiences, including:
(I) (No change.)
(II) three semester hours of student teaching in
prekindergarten and/or kindergarten settings with certified early child-
hood supervising teachers in aTexas public school or in a private
school, as defined in Subchapter Y of this Chapter[accredited
by the Texas Education Agency under the Texas Education Code
(TEC), §39.073], or onecreditable year of successful prekinder-
garten or kindergarten classroom teaching experience in aTexas
public schoolor in a private school [accredited by the Texas Edu-
cation Agency].
(3) Early childhood – handicapped
(A) (No change.)
(B) Professional development. The professional de-
velopment sequence for the early childhood-handicapped endorse-
ment shall consist of:
(i)-(ii) (No change.)
(iii) three semester hours of student teaching with
handicapped children ages 0- eight; or onecreditable year of
successful teaching experience on a permit in an early childhood for
the handicapped classroom in aTexas public schoolor in a private
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school, as defined in Subchapter Y of this Chapter[accredited by
the Texas Education Agency].
(C) (No change.)
(4) Generic special education.
(A) (No change.)
(B) Professional development. The professional
development sequence for the generic special education endorsement
shall consist of:
(i) (No change.)
(ii) three semester hours of student teaching with
special education students; or onecreditable year , as defined in
Subchapter Y of this Chapter, of successful experience on a permit
working with special education students.
(C) (No change.)
(5) Seriously emotionally disturbed and autistic.
(A) (No change.)
(B) Professional development. The professional
development sequence for the severely emotionally disturbed and
autistic endorsement shall consist of:
(i)-(ii) (No change.)
(iii) three semester hours of student teaching with
the seriously emotionally disturbed or autistic; or onecr ditable
year , as defined in Subchapter Y of this Chapter, of successful
experience on a permit teaching the seriously emotionally disturbed
or autistic.
(C) (No change.)
(6) Severely and profoundly handicapped.
(A) (No change.)
(B) Professional development. The professional
development sequence for the severely and profoundly handicapped
endorsement shall consist of:
(i)-(ii) (No change.)
(iii) three semester hours of student teaching or one
creditable year , as defined in Subchapter Y of this Chapter,
of successful experience on a permit teaching the severely and
profoundly handicapped, including, but not limited to, deaf/blind
children, in a Texaspublic school or a private school, as defined
in Subchapter Y of this Chapter, [Education Agency accredited or
approved school,]or an agency [,] or institutionapproved by the




(B) Professional development. The professional
development sequence for the visually handicapped endorsement shall
consist of:
(i) (No change.)
(ii) three semester hours of a practicum working
with the visually handicapped; or onecreditable year , as defined in
Subchapter Y of this Chapter, of successful experience on a permit
teaching the visually handicapped, and three additional semester
hours directly related to teaching the visually handicapped
(C) (No change.)
(8) Gifted and talented.
(A) (No change.)
(B) Professional development. The professional
development sequence for the gifted and talented endorsement shall
consist of:
(i) (No change.)
(ii) three semester hours of practicum experience or
two creditable years, as defined in Subchapter Y of this Chapter,
of successful classroom teaching experience in a program for gifted
and talented students.
(d) Program requirements for endorsements in special service
areas.
(1) English as a second language (ESL).
(A) (No change.)
(B) Professional development. The professional
development sequence for the ESL endorsement shall consist of:
(i) (No change.)
(ii) evidence of a successful student teaching expe-
rience in an approved ESL program. The requirement for student
teaching may be waived with onecreditable year , as defined in
Subchapter Y of this Chapter, of successful classroom teaching




(B) Professional development. The professional
development sequence for the learning resources endorsement shall
consist of:
(i) (No change.)
(ii) three semester hours of a practicum working
in a learning resources center. The requirement for three semester
hours of a practicum may be waived for students with onecreditable
year, as defined in Subchapter Y of this Chapter,of successful
experience on a permit as a full-timeTexaspublic school librarian,




(A) Certificate requirement. The driver education
endorsement may be added to valid teacher certificates, special
education certificates, or vocational education certificates that
require a college degree.
(B) Professional development. The professional
development sequence for the driver education endorsement shall
consist of six semester hours that may include, but need not be
limited to:
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(i) driver and pedestrian attitudes, capabilities,
and responsibilities;
(ii) automobile operation and maintenance;
(iii) defensive driving procedures;
(iv) state motor vehicle laws and city ordi-
nances;
(v) street and highway characteristics; and
(vi) supervised student teaching in developing
driving skills in nondrivers.
(C) Additional requirements. Additional certifica-
tion requirements shall include:
(i) valid Texas driver’s license; and
(ii) driving record for the three-year period
immediately preceding application that meets the evaluation
standards established for Texas school bus drivers.
This agency hereby certifies that the proposal has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be within the agency’s
legal authority to adopt.




State Board for Educator Certification
Earliest possible date of adoption: March 10, 1997
For further information, please call: (512) 469–3004
♦ ♦ ♦
Subchapter H. Alternative Certification of
Teachers
19 TAC §230.231
The State Board for Educator Certification (SBEC) proposes
an amendment to §230.231, concerning types of schools
recognized by the SBEC for purposes of student teaching,
internship.
Mark Littleton, Executive Director, has determined that for the
first five-year period the section is in effect there will be no fiscal
implications for state or local government or small businesses
as a result of enforcing or administering the section.
Mark Littleton and Stephanie A. Korcheck, Director for Policy
and Planning, have determined that for each year of the first
five years the section is in effect the public benefit anticipated
as a result of enforcing the section will be clarification of
confusing terminology. There are no anticipated economic
costs to persons who are required to comply with the section
as proposed.
Comments on the proposal may be submitted to Stephanie
A. Korcheck, Director of Policy and Planning, State Board for
Educator Certification, 1001 Trinity, Austin, Texas 78701.
The amendment is proposed under Texas Education Code
(TEC), Chapter 21, Subchapter B, §21.049, which require the
State Board for Educator Certification to propose rules providing
for alternative certification programs.
The amendment implements Texas Education Code (TEC),
Chapter 21, Subchapter B, §21.049.
§230.231. Requirements for the Alternative Certification of Teach-
ers.
(a) General provisions. Approval of alternative certification
of teachers by the State Board for Educator Certification (SBEC) is
based on the following requirements.
(1) Alternative certification of teachers shall be a collabo-
rative program among public schools, regional education service cen-
ters (ESC), and institutions of higher education and delivered through
Texas public schools, as defined in Subchapter Y of this Chapter.
(2)-(6) (No change.)
(b) (No change.)
(c) Requirements for admission, assignment, and certifica-
tion. Each program must assure and document that an applicant
meets the following minimum requirements for admission as an in-
tern to the alternative teacher certification program.
(1)-(5) (No change.)
(6) The program shall identify specific performance indi-
cators consistent with state-adopted proficiencies and competencies
to determine an individual’s preparedness for classroom assignment,
a curriculum for continued development during ongoing training, and
an individual’s readiness for licensure at the completion of internship.
The program shall include:
(A) (No change.)
(B) a variety of student centered activities or services
that are field-based, support the proficiencies, and that also provide
experiences inTexaspublic schools, as defined in Subchapter Y of





This agency hereby certifies that the proposal has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be within the agency’s
legal authority to adopt.




State Board for Educator Certification
Earliest possible date of adoption: March 10, 1997
For further information, please call: (512) 469–3004
♦ ♦ ♦
Subchapter I. Standards for Approval of Institu-
tions Offering Graduate Education Programs for
Professional Certification
19 TAC §§230.263, 230.266, 230.270, 230.271
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The State Board for Educator Certification (SBEC) proposes
amendments to §230.263, 230.266, 230.270 and 230.271, con-
cerning types of schools recognized by the SBEC for purposes
of student teaching, internship, and previous experience re-
quirements and providing a consistent reference to "creditable"
experience. Also, amendments to §230.263 and 230.266 are
proposed to conform with similar language in Subchapter F.
Mark Littleton, Executive Director, has determined that for
the first five-year period the sections are in effect there will
be no fiscal implications for state or local government or
small businesses as a result of enforcing or administering the
sections.
Mark Littleton and Stephanie A. Korcheck, Director for Policy
and Planning, have determined that for each year of the first
five years the sections are in effect the public benefit anticipated
as a result of enforcing the sections will be clarification of
confusing terminology. There are no anticipated economic
costs to persons who are required to comply with the sections
as proposed.
Comments on the proposal may be submitted to Stephanie
A. Korcheck, Director of Policy and Planning, State Board for
Educator Certification, 1001 Trinity, Austin, Texas 78701.
The amendments are proposed under Texas Education Code
(TEC), Chapter 21, Subchapter B, §21.045, which requires
the State Board for Educator Certification to propose rules
establishing standards to govern the approval of all educator
preparation programs.
The amendments implement Texas Education Code (TEC),
Chapter 21, Subchapter B, §21.045.




(1) The responsibility for leadership and coordination of
graduate teacher education shall be vested in qualified individuals
with leadership ability.
(A) (No change.)
(B) The head of the professional education unit shall
have at least threecreditable years , as defined in Subchapter Y of
this Chapter, of relevant elementary or secondary school experience.
Relevant experience must include a minimum of one year of full-time,




(8) When appropriate, and with the approvalof the
executive director of the SBEC an institution may deviate from
the standards concerningcreditable teaching experience years, as
defined in Subchapter Y of this Chapter, by justifying a faculty
member’s assignment in terms of experience, preparation, and
eminence.





(5) The majority of the full-time graduate education fac-
ulty and all teachers of education methods courses in the professional
education unit shall have certification or the equivalent and at least
three creditable years, as defined in Subchapter Y of this Chap-
ter, of elementary or secondary experience in the teaching field for
which graduates are being prepared.
(6) Each graduate faculty member who teaches a profes-
sional education course shall maintain a minimum of 90 clock hours
of involvement in field situations [with accredited schools] every
seven yearswith a Texas public school, a public school in an-
other state, or a private school, as defined in Subchapter Y of
this Chapter.
(7) (No change.)
(8) When appropriate, and with the approvalof the
executive director of the SBEC, an institution may deviate from
the standards concerningcreditable teaching experience years,
as defined in Subchapter Y of this Chapter, by justifying a
faculty member’s assignment in terms of experience, preparation, and
eminence.




(1) The planning and review process for teacher education
programs shall involve representatives of the practicing profession,
includingTexaspublic school teachers and administrators,a defined
in Subchapter Y of this Chapter, faculties in professional education
and academic discipline areas for which the institution is approved,
and students and graduates of the program.
(2)-(3) (No change.)




(1) The evaluation process shall include a procedure for
collecting information from faculty, students,Texas public school
educators,as defined in Subchapter Y of this Chapter,graduates,
and others concerning the graduate preparation program.
(2)-(3) (No change.)
This agency hereby certifies that the proposal has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be within the agency’s
legal authority to adopt.




State Board for Educator Certification
Earliest possible date of adoption: March 10, 1997
For further information, please call: (512) 469–3004
♦ ♦ ♦
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Subchapter J. Graduate Education Programs for
Professional Certification
19 TAC §§230.303-230.308, 230.310, 230.311, 230.313,
230.316, 230.319
The State Board for Educator Certification (SBEC) proposes
amendments to §§230.303-230.308, 230.310, 230.311,
230.313, 230.316 and 230.319, concerning types of schools
recognized by the SBEC for purposes of student teaching, in-
ternship, and previous experience requirements and providing
a consistent reference to "creditable" experience.
Mark Littleton, Executive Director, has determined that for the
first five-year period the section is in effect there will be no fiscal
implications for state or local government or small businesses
as a result of enforcing or administering the sections.
Mark Littleton and Stephanie A. Korcheck, Director for Policy
and Planning, have determined that for each year of the first
five years the sections are in effect the public benefit anticipated
as a result of enforcing the sections will be clarification of
confusing terminology. There are no anticipated economic
costs to persons who are required to comply with the sections
as proposed.
Comments on the proposal may be submitted to Stephanie
A. Korcheck, Director of Policy and Planning, State Board for
Educator Certification, 1001 Trinity, Austin, Texas 78701.
The amendments are proposed under Texas Education Code
(TEC), Chapter 21, Subchapter B, §21.041 (b) (2) and (4),
21.044, 21.048, 21.050 which requires the State Board for
Educator Certification to establish the academic, internship, and
examination requirements for all candidates for certification as
well as the classes of certificates offered.
The amendments implement Texas Education Code (TEC),
Chapter 21, Subchapter B, §21.041 (b) (2) and (4), 21.044,
21.048, 21.050.
§230.303. Planned Program of Preparation.
(a) The planned program of preparation shall provide for the
following:
(1)-(2) (No change.)
(3) faculty understanding of the curriculum organization
and current problems of theTexas public schools,as defined in
Subchapter Y of this Chapter, through faculty selection and by
providing means for frequent contacts withTexas public school
programs;
(4) advisory participation in program planning of experi-
enced teachers, administrators, and special service personnel in the
Texaspublic schools;
(5)-(8) (No change.)
(b) The program is designed to increase the applicant’s
professional competence and knowledge of the subject matter above
the levels required for the provisional certificate. The applicant shall
hold or be eligible for a provisional certificate before being considered
for admission into a professional program. The applicant shall have
threecreditable years, as defined in Subchapter Y of this Chapter,
of teaching experience before being considered for recommendation
for the professional certificate.
(1)-(6) (No change.)
(c) The program shall be adequately staffed to assure indi-
vidual attention and an advanced level of specialized study.
(1) (No change.)
(2) The faculty members offering work in each special-
ization area (e.g. secondary, superintendent, counselor, etc.) shall be
especially well-qualified by preparation andcreditable experience,




(h) Professional certificate programs shall consider the un-
dergraduate provisional program(s) completed by the applicant. The
following requirements are applicable in addition to the undergraduate
criteria and the general requirements for the professional programs.
The professional teacher’s certificate shall require threecreditable
years , as defined in Subchapter Y of this Chapter,of classroom
teaching experience and shall consist of 30 semester hours and in-
clude the following.
(1)-(3) (No change.)
§230.304. Professional Administrator’s Certificates.
(a) Certificate requirements. The professional certificate for
a school administrator or the professional certificate for a school
superintendent shall be a document issued to a person who:
(1)-(2) (No change.)
(3) has had a minimum of twocreditable years class-






(b) Certificate requirements. The appropriate temporary
certificate shall be issued upon the recommendation of a college or
university to a person meeting the following requirements.
(1) Assistant principal. The individual must:
(A)-(B) hold a bachelor’s degree;
(C) have completed twocreditable years, as defined
in Subchapter Y of this Chapter, of classroom teaching experience;
(D)-(E) (No change.)
(2) Principal. The individual must:
(A)-(B) (No change.)
(C) have completed twocreditable years, as defined
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These specific requirements are applicable in addition to the under-
graduate criteria outlined in Subchapter G of this chapter (relating to
Program Requirements for Preparation of School Personnel for Initial
Certificates and Endorsements).
(1)-(2) (No change.)
(3) The certificate. The professional supervisor certificate
shall require:
(A) (No change.)
(B) threecreditable years, as defined in Subchapter
Y of this Chapter, of classroom teaching experience.
§230.307. Counselor.
These specific requirements are applicable in addition to the under-
graduate criteria outlined in Subchapter G of this chapter (relating to
Program Requirements for Preparation of School Personnel for Initial
Certificates and Endorsements).
(1)-(3) (No change.)
(4) The certificate. The counselor certificate shall require:
(A) (No change.)
(B) threecreditable years, as defined in Subchapter
Y of this Chapter, of classroom teaching experience.
§230.308. Visiting Teacher.
These specific requirements are applicable in addition to the under-
graduate criteria outlined in Subchapter G of this chapter (relating to
Program Requirements for Preparation of School Personnel for Initial
Certificates and Endorsements).
(1) The certificate. The visiting teacher certificate shall
be a document other than the teacher’s certificate and require at least
36 semester hours beyond the bachelor’s degree. The program shall
include a provisional teacher’s certificate and a minimum of three
creditable years, as defined in Subchapter Y of this Chapter,of
successful teaching experience or threecr ditable years of successful
experience in a [an approved] social welfare agencyapproved by
the State Board for Educator Certification (SBEC). The certificate
for visiting teachers shall cover the assignment of personnel to both
the elementary and the secondary schools.
(2) Emergency permit. The emergency permit may be
issued and renewed annually for three scholastic years subject to
the completion each year of at least six semester hours of courses
leading to the visiting teacher certificate. An emergency permit for
a visiting teacher is available only upon the request of an employing
superintendent for a person who:
(A)-(B) (No change.)
(C) has a minimum of threecreditable years, as
defined in Subchapter Y of this Chapter, of successful teaching
experience or threecreditable years of successful experience ina
[an approved] social welfare agencyapproved by the (SBEC);
(D) (No change.)
(3) The program.
(A) The certificate for a program for the preparation
of visiting teachers shall include:
(i) (No change.)
(ii) threecreditable years, as defined in Subchap-
ter Y of this Chapter, of successful teaching experience ina Texas
public school, a public school in another state, or a private school,
as defined in Subchapter Y of this Chapter,[an approved school]
or three creditable years ina [an approved] social welfare agency




A professional reading specialist certificate is issued upon completion
of the following requirements.
(1) (No change.)
(2) The individual to whom the certificate is issued shall
have completed threecreditable years of classroom teaching, as
defined in Subchapter Y of this Chapter .
(3) (No change.)
§230.311. Learning Resources Specialist.
(a) All-level professional certificate for the learning resources
specialist. Qualifications for the all-level learning resources specialist
certificate include the following:
(1)-(3) (No change.)
(4) the recommendation by an accredited institution of a
person who has completed the following:
(A) (No change.)
(B) a minimum of threecreditable years, as defined
in Subchapter Y of this Chapter, of teaching experience.
(b)-(d) (No change.)
(e) The program for the learning resources endorsement. The
all-level learning resources endorsement program is contained in the
specialization area which is a minimum of 21 semester hours, at
least 12 of which shall be graduate level and three of which shall
be a practicum, or 21 semester hours and onecreditable year of
experience as a full-timeTexaspublic school librarian , as defined
in Subchapter Y of this Chapter . This 21 semester hour block
shall develop basic competencies in:
(1)-(7) (No change.)
§230.313. Special Education Supervisor.
(a) Certification requirements. To qualify for certification as
a special education supervisor a person must:
(1) (No change.)
(2) have completed threecreditable years of classroom
teaching experience ina Texas public school, a public school in
another state, or a private school, as defined in Subchapter Y of
this Chapter [an approved school];
(3)-(4) (No change.)
(b) (No change.)
§230.316. Educational Diagnostician (Special Education).
(a) Requirements for professional certification as an educa-
tional diagnostician. The professional educational diagnostician cer-
tificate shall require a valid provisional teaching certificate and three
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creditable years of classroom teaching experience, as defined in
Subchapter Y of this Chapter . The professional program for ed-
ucational diagnostician shall require an earned master’s degree. At
least 18 semester hours of the program must be identified as graduate
courses in the institution’s catalogue.
(b) (No change.)
§230.319. Certification Standards for Vocational Education Sup-
portive Professional Personnel.
(a) Vocational counselor certificate. An applicant for a
vocational counselor certificate must:
(1)-(2) (No change.)
(3) have satisfied one of the following requirements:
(A) have three years of experience in occupations
for which vocational education is being conducted in Texas public
secondary schools (may include up to twocreditable years of
teaching experience, as defined in Subchapter Y of this Chapter);
or
(B) have twocreditable years of teaching experience
in an approved vocational education program adopted by the State
Board of Education (SBOE) under the Texas Education Code (TEC),
§28.002(b).
(b) Vocational supervisor (administrator) certificate.
(1) An applicant for a vocational supervisor (administra-
tor) certificate must:
(A)-(B) (No change.)
(C) have satisfied one or a combination of the
following requirements:
(i) have threecreditable years of teaching experi-
ence, as defined in Subchapter Y of this Chapter,in an approved
vocational education program adopted by the SBOE; or
(ii) have threecreditable years of public school
experience as a certified vocational counselor; and
(D) (No change.)
(2)-(3) (No change.)
This agency hereby certifies that the proposal has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be within the agency’s
legal authority to adopt.
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Earliest possible date of adoption: March 10, 1997
For further information, please call: (512) 469–3004
♦ ♦ ♦
Subchapter K. Alternative Certification of Ad-
ministrators
19 TAC §230.361
The State Board for Educator Certification (SBEC) proposes
an amendment to §230.361, concerning types of schools
recognized by the SBEC for purposes of student teaching,
internship, and previous experience requirements and providing
a consistent reference to "creditable" experience.
Mark Littleton, Executive Director, has determined that for the
first five-year period the section is in effect there will be no fiscal
implications for state or local government or small businesses
as a result of enforcing or administering the section.
Mark Littleton and Stephanie A. Korcheck, Director for Policy
and Planning, have determined that for each year of the first
five years the section is in effect the public benefit anticipated
as a result of enforcing the section will be clarification of
confusing terminology. There are no anticipated economic
costs to persons who are required to comply with the section
as proposed.
Comments on the proposal may be submitted to Stephanie
A. Korcheck, Director of Policy and Planning, State Board for
Educator Certification, 1001 Trinity, Austin, Texas 78701.
The amendment is proposed under Texas Education Code
(TEC), Chapter 21, Subchapter B, §21.049 which requires the
State Board for Educator Certification to propose rules providing
for alternative certification programs.
The amendment implements Texas Education Code (TEC),
Chapter 21, Subchapter B, §21.049.
§230.361. Requirements for the Alternative Certification of Admin-
istrators.
(a) General provisions. Approval of alternative certification
of administrators by the State Board for Educator Certification
(SBEC) shall be based on the following requirements.
(1) A program for alternative certification of administra-
tors is to be developed collaboratively and may include, in addition
to local education agencies, institutions of higher education with ap-
proved administrator preparation programs and/or education service
centers. The programs may be in cooperation with professional as-
sociations or consortia, and must be delivered through Texas public
schools, as defined in Subchapter Y of this Chapter.
(2)-(4) (No change.)
(b) (No change.)
(c) Requirements for admission into the program. Each
applicant must meet the following minimum requirements before
admission into the alternative certification program for administrators.
(1) (No change.)
(2) Applicants must have prior preparation and education
expertise as follows.
(A) Currently certified educators must have:
(i) a graduate degree from a regionally accredited
institution of higher education with a grade point average of no less
than 3.0 on a 4.0 system and at least threecr ditable years , as
defined in Subchapter Y of this Chapter,of successful experience
in a position in a Texas public school district that included leadership
responsibilities for a minimum of three other professionals who
possess at least a baccalaureate degree; or
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(ii) a baccalaureate degree from a regionally ac-
credited institution of higher education with a grade point average
of no less than 3.0 on a 4.0 system; completion of training in ef-
fective instructional practices, leadership ability, curriculum develop-
ment, and communications skills; and at least fivecr ditable years
, as defined in Subchapter Y of this Chapter,of successful ex-
perience in a position in a Texas public school district that included
leadership responsibilities for a minimum of three other professionals




This agency hereby certifies that the proposal has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be within the agency’s
legal authority to adopt.
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Earliest possible date of adoption: March 10, 1997
For further information, please call: (512) 469–3004
♦ ♦ ♦
Subchapter L. Postbaccalaureate Requirements
for Persons Seeking Initial Teacher Certification
through Approved Texas Colleges and Universities
19 TAC §230.391
The State Board for Educator Certification (SBEC) proposes
an amendment to §230.391, concerning types of schools
recognized by the SBEC for purposes of student teaching,
internship, and previous experience requirements.
Mark Littleton, Executive Director, has determined that for the
first five-year period the section is in effect there will be no fiscal
implications for state or local government or small businesses
as a result of enforcing or administering the section.
Mark Littleton and Stephanie A. Korcheck, Director for Policy
and Planning, have determined that for each year of the first
five years the section is in effect the public benefit anticipated
as a result of enforcing the section will be clarification of
confusing terminology. There are no anticipated economic
costs to persons who are required to comply with the section
as proposed.
Comments on the proposal may be submitted to Stephanie
A. Korcheck, Director of Policy and Planning, State Board for
Educator Certification, 1001 Trinity, Austin, Texas 78701.
The amendment is proposed under Texas Education Code
(TEC), Chapter 21, Subchapter B, §§21.041 (b) (2) and (4),
21.044, 21.048, and 21.050 which requires the State Board
for Educator Certification to propose rules that establish the
academic, internship, and examination requirements for all
candidates for certification as well as the classes of certificates
offered.
The amendment implements Texas Education Code (TEC),
Chapter 21, Subchapter B, §§21.041 (b) (2) and (4), 21.044,
21.048, and 21.050.
§230.391. General Program Requirements.
(a)-(b) (No change.)
(c) Certification. Each candidate must meet the following
qualifications for the certificate to be earned.
(1)-(5) (No change.)
(6) Successful completion of 18 semester hours of pro-
fessional development is required, which shall include, but not be
limited to:
(A)-(C) (No change.)
(D) a student teaching experience of at least eight
weeks of full days or 16 weeks of half days in aTexas public school
or schoolsor in a private school [accredited by the Texas Education
Agency (TEA) under the Texas Education Code (TEC), §39.073],as
defined in Subchapter Y of this Chapter, or a field internship of
one school year where the intern may be employed as a teacher of
record and where the intern is jointly supervised by the college or
university and a cooperating school district accredited by theTexas
Education Agency [TEA].
(7) (No change.)
This agency hereby certifies that the proposal has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be within the agency’s
legal authority to adopt.
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Earliest possible date of adoption: March 10, 1997
For further information, please call: (512) 469–3004
♦ ♦ ♦
Subchapter M. Certification of Educators in
General
19 TAC §230.413
The State Board for Educator Certification (SBEC) proposes an
amendment to §230.413, providing a consistent reference to
"creditable" experience.
Mark Littleton, Executive Director, has determined that for the
first five-year period the section is in effect there will be no fiscal
implications for state or local government or small businesses
as a result of enforcing or administering the section.
Mark Littleton and Stephanie A. Korcheck, Director for Policy
and Planning, have determined that for each year of the first
five years the section is in effect the public benefit anticipated
as a result of enforcing the section will be clarification of
confusing terminology. There are no anticipated economic
costs to persons who are required to comply with the section
as proposed.
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Comments on the proposal may be submitted to Stephanie
A. Korcheck, Director of Policy and Planning, State Board for
Educator Certification, 1001 Trinity, Austin, Texas 78701.
The amendment is proposed under Texas Education Code
(TEC), Chapter 21, Subchapter B, §§21.041 (b) (2) and (4),
21.044, 21.048, 21.050 and 21.082 which requires the State
Board for Educator Certification to propose rules that establish
the academic, internship, and examination requirements for all
candidates for certification; specify the classes of certificates
offered; and to obtain all criminal history information that relates
to an applicant for certification.
The amendment implements Texas Education Code (TEC),
Chapter 21, Subchapter B, §§21.041 (b) (2) and (4), 21.044,
21.048, 21.050 and 21.082.
§230.413. General Requirements.
(a)-(b) (No change.)
(c) To be certified to teach at the secondary level, a person
completing an approved program specified in Subchapter G of this
chapter must attempt all appropriate portions of the Examination for
the Certification of Educators in Texas (ExCET) prescribed by the
SBEC and pass the appropriate professional development examination
and a minimum of one content specialization portion of the ExCET.
(1) (No change.)
(2) Under this subsection, a person who holds a valid
elementary certificate and has at least onecr ditable year , as
defined in Subchapter Y of this Chapter, of classroom teaching
experience may be recommended for certification at the secondary
level with only one teaching field identified in §230.193 of this
chapter (relating to Professional Teacher Certificate-Secondary).
(d)-(e) (No change.)
This agency hereby certifies that the proposal has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be within the agency’s
legal authority to adopt.
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Earliest possible date of adoption: March 10, 1997
For further information, please call: (512) 469–3004
♦ ♦ ♦
Subchapter N. Certificate Issuance Procedures
19 TAC §230.437
The State Board for Educator Certification (SBEC) proposes an
amendment to §230.437, providing a consistent reference to
"creditable" experience.
Mark Littleton, Executive Director, has determined that for the
first five-year period the section is in effect there will be no fiscal
implications for state or local government or small businesses
as a result of enforcing or administering the section.
Mark Littleton and Stephanie A. Korcheck, Director for Policy
and Planning, have determined that for each year of the first
five years the section is in effect the public benefit anticipated
as a result of enforcing the section will be clarification of
confusing terminology. There are no anticipated economic
costs to persons who are required to comply with the section
as proposed.
Comments on the proposal may be submitted to Stephanie
A. Korcheck, Director of Policy and Planning, State Board for
Educator Certification, 1001 Trinity, Austin, Texas 78701.
The amendment is proposed under Texas Education Code
(TEC), Chapter 21, Subchapter B, §§21.041 (b) (4) and (c) and
21.048 which require the State Board for Educator Certification
to propose rules that specify the standards, assessments, and
fees required for the issuance of an educator certificate.
The amendment implements Texas Education Code (TEC),
Chapter 21, Subchapter B, §§21.041 (b) (4) and (c) and 21.048.




(4) A teacher who completes acreditable year , as
defined in Subchapter Y of this Chapter, of classroom teaching
experience in the subject or assignment area and at the grade level
of the certificate sought is exempt from the internship requirement.
(g) (No change.)
This agency hereby certifies that the proposal has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be within the agency’s
legal authority to adopt.
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Earliest possible date of adoption: March 10, 1997
For further information, please call: (512) 469–3004
♦ ♦ ♦
Subchapter P. Requirements for Provisional Cer-
tificates and Specialized Assignments or Programs
19 TAC §230.483
The State Board for Educator Certification (SBEC) proposes an
amendment to §230.483, providing a consistent reference to
“creditable” experience.
Mark Littleton, Executive Director, has determined that for the
first five-year period the section is in effect there will be no fiscal
implications for state or local government or small businesses
as a result of enforcing or administering the section.
Mark Littleton and Stephanie A. Korcheck, Director for Policy
and Planning, have determined that for each year of the first
five years the section is in effect the public benefit anticipated
as a result of enforcing the section will be clarification of
confusing terminology. There are no anticipated economic
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costs to persons who are required to comply with the section
as proposed.
Comments on the proposal may be submitted to Stephanie
A. Korcheck, Director of Policy and Planning, State Board for
Educator Certification, 1001 Trinity, Austin, Texas 78701.
The amendment is proposed under Texas Education Code
(TEC), Chapter 21, Subchapter B, §§21.041 (b) (2), (4) and
(6) which require the State Board for Educator Certification to
propose rules that specify the classes of certificates offered, the
requirements for the issuance of an educator certificate, and to
provide for special or restricted certification of educators.
The amendment implements Texas Education Code (TEC),
Chapter 21, Subchapter B, §§21.041 (b) (2), (4) and (6).
§230.483. Specific Requirements for Provisional Vocational Cer-
tificates Based on Experience and Preparation in Skill Areas.
(a) Provisional health science technology certificate.
(1)-(2) (No change.)
(3) The provisional health science technology certificate
shall require a professional development sequence that includes the
following:
(A)-(F) (No change.)
(G) two creditable years, as defined in Subchapter
Y of this Chapter, of teaching experience on emergency permits in
the area of health science.
(b) Provisional marketing education certificate.
(1) (No change.)
(2) Certification based on preparation and experience in
the skill area shall require:
(A)-(D) (No change.)
(E) two creditable years, as defined in Subchapter
Y of this Chapter, of teaching experience on emergency permits in
the area of marketing education.
(3) (No change.)
(c) Provisional office education certificate.
(1)-(2) (No change.)
(3) Professional development. The professional develop-
ment requirements for the provisional office education certificate shall
be completed in an approved institution and shall require the follow-
ing:
(A)-(B) (No change.)
(C) onecreditable year, as defined in Subchapter Y
of this Chapter, of teaching experience on an emergency permit for
a teacher who does not have one or more years of teaching experience
at the secondary level.
(d) Provisional occupational orientation certificate.
(1)-(2) (No change.)
(3) Professional development. The professional develop-
ment requirements shall be completed in an approved institution and
must include:
(A)-(E) (No change.)
(F) two creditable years, as defined in Subchapter
Y of this Chapter, of successful teaching experience on emergency
permits in the area of vocational occupational orientation.
(e) Provisional trades and industry certificates. A provisional
trades and industry certificate shall be based on preparation and
experience in the skill areas to be taught and completion of specified
professional development course work.
(1) Provisional trades and industry - preemployment lab-
oratory certificate.
(A) (No change.)
(B) Professional development. The professional de-
velopment requirements shall be completed in an approved institution
and consist of:
(i) (No change.)
(ii) two creditable years, as defined in Subchap-
ter Y of this Chapter, of successful experience teaching preemploy-
ment laboratory programs on emergency permits in the area of the
certificate sought.
(2) Provisional trades and industry - cooperative training
certificate.
(A) Academic specialization. The academic special-
ization requires:
(i)-(ii) (No change.)
(iii) two creditable years, as defined in Subchap-
ter Y of this Chapter, of teaching experience in a secondary school;
and
(iv) (No change.)
(B) Professional development. The professional de-
velopment requirements shall be completed in an approved institution
and consist of:
(i) (No change.)
(ii) two creditable years, as defined in Subchap-
ter Y of this Chapter, of successful experience teaching cooperative
training programs on emergency permits in the area of the certificate
sought.
(f) (No change.)
This agency hereby certifies that the proposal has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be within the agency’s
legal authority to adopt.




State Board for Educator Certification
Earliest possible date of adoption: March 10, 1997
For further information, please call: (512) 469–3004
♦ ♦ ♦
Subchapter Q. Permits
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19 TAC §230.501, §230.504
The State Board for Educator Certification (SBEC) proposes
amendments to §230.501 and 230.504, providing a consistent
reference to “creditable” experience.
Mark Littleton, Executive Director, has determined that for
the first five-year period the sections are in effect there will
be no fiscal implications for state or local government or
small businesses as a result of enforcing or administering the
sections.
Mark Littleton and Stephanie A. Korcheck, Director for Policy
and Planning, have determined that for each year of the first
five years the sections are in effect the public benefit anticipated
as a result of enforcing the sections will be clarification of
confusing terminology. There are no anticipated economic
costs to persons who are required to comply with the sections
as proposed.
Comments on the proposal may be submitted to Stephanie
A. Korcheck, Director of Policy and Planning, State Board for
Educator Certification, 1001 Trinity, Austin, Texas 78701.
The amendments are proposed under Texas Education Code
(TEC), Chapter 21, Subchapter B, §§21.041 (b)(2) which
requires the State Board for Educator Certification to propose
rules that specify the classes of certificates offered.
The amendments implement Texas Education Code (TEC),
Chapter 21, Subchapter B, §§21.041 (b) (2).
§230.501. General Provisions.
(a) Under this subchapter, a superintendent who cannot
secure an appropriately certified and qualified individual to fill a
vacant position may activate an emergency permit for an individual
who does not have one of the appropriate credentials required for the
assignment as specified in Subchapter U of this chapter (relating to
Assignment of Public School Personnel). The superintendent must
be able to:
(1) (No change.)
(2) verify that the district maintains an adequate support
system and has assigned a teacher, certified in and assigned to the
same subject or level, to assist the permitted teacher as required.
(A district shall not be required to provide a mentor for a degreed,
certified teacher assigned on permit status if the teacher has one or
morecreditable years experience within the district, as defined in
Subchapter Y of this Chapter.); and
(3) (No change.)
(b)-(e) (No change.)
§230.504. Specific Requirements for Initial Emergency Permits.
(a)-(f) (No change.)
(g) Assignments for special populations.
(1) Students with limited English proficiency (LEP).
(A) (No change.)
(B) English as a second language (ESL). An individ-
ual must:
(i) (No change.)
(ii) have satisfied one of the following require-
ments:
(I) (No change.)
(II) have one creditable year of classroom
teaching experience, as defined in Subchapter Y of this Chapter.
(2) Students with special learning needs.
(A) (No change.)
(B) Visually handicapped. An individual must:
(i) (No change.)
(ii) have satisfied one of the following require-
ments:
(I) (No change.)
(II) have one creditable year of classroom
teaching experience, as defined in Subchapter Y of this Chapter;
(iii)-(iv) (No change.)
(C) Homebound or hospitalized. An individual must:
(i) (No change.)
(ii) have onecreditable year of [acceptable] teach-
ing experience, as defined in Subchapter Y of this Chapter.
(D) Other special learning needs (resource room/
categorically defined).
(i) An individual who holds a bachelor’s degree
from an accredited institution and is certified at the appropriate level
must:
(I) (No change.)
(II) have one creditable year of classroom
teaching experience, as defined in Subchapter Y of this Chapter.
(ii) (No change.)
(h) Assignments for other instructional and support person-
nel.
(1) Counselors.
(A) Regular programs. An individual must:
(i)-(ii) (No change.)
(iii) have onecreditable year of classroom teaching
experience, as defined in Subchapter Y of this Chapter.
(B) Special education programs. An individual must:
(i)-(ii) (No change.)
(iii) have onecreditable year of classroom teaching
experience, as defined in Subchapter Y of this Chapter.
(C) Vocational programs. An individual must:
(i)-(ii) (No change.)
(iii) have satisfied one of the following require-
ments:
(I) have two creditable years of acceptable
teaching experience, as defined in Subchapter Y of this Chapter,
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in an approved vocational program that prepares students for gainful
employment; or
(II) have a combination of three years of ex-
perience that may includecreditable teaching experience but must
include at least one year of experience in an occupation or trade area
for which vocational education is offered. To establish acceptability
of work experience other than teaching, a statement of qualifications
must be approved by the certification officer of an institution ap-
proved to prepare vocational counselors.
(2) Educational diagnosticians. An individual must:
(A)-(C) (No change.)
(D) have threecreditable years of [acceptable] teach-
ing experience, as defined in Subchapter Y of this Chapter.
(3) Learning resources personnel. An individual must:
(A)-(B) (No change.)
(C) have onecreditable year of [acceptable] teaching
experience, as defined in Subchapter Y of this Chapter.
(4) (No change.)
(5) Supervisors.
(A) Regular programs. An individual must:
(i)-(ii) (No change.)
(iii) have threecreditable years of classroom teach-
ing experience, as defined in Subchapter Y of this Chapter.
(B) Special education programs. An individual must:
(i)-(iii) (No change.)
(iv) have threecreditable years of classroom teach-
ing experience, as defined in Subchapter Y of this Chapter, in-
cluding at least one year in a special education setting
(C) Vocational programs. An individual must:
(i) (No change.)
(ii) have satisfied one or a combination of the
following requirements:
(I) have threecreditable years of teaching expe-
rience, as defined in Subchapter Y of this Chapter,in an approved
vocational education program adopted by the State Board of Educa-
tion under the Texas Education Code (TEC), §28.002(b);or
(II) have threecreditable years of public school
experience, as defined in Subchapter Y of this Chapter, as
a certified vocational counselor. Permit applicants for vocational
supervisor assignments are not required to submit a statement of
qualifications.
(6) Visiting teachers.
(A) Regular programs. An individual must:
(i)-(ii) (No change.)
(iii) have satisfied one or a combination of the
following requirements:
(I) have threecreditable years of [acceptable]
teaching experience, as defined in Subchapter Y of this Chapter
; or
(II) have three years of experience ina [an
approved] social welfare agencyapproved by the State Board for
Educator Certification .
(B) Special education programs. An individual must:
(i)-(ii) (No change.)
(iii) have threecreditable years of [acceptable]
teaching experience, as defined in Subchapter Y of this Chapter.
This agency hereby certifies that the proposal has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be within the agency’s
legal authority to adopt.
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Earliest possible date of adoption: March 10, 1997
For further information, please call: (512) 469–3004
♦ ♦ ♦
Subchapter S. Paraprofessional Certification
19 TAC §§230.554, 230.555, 230.557, 230.558
The State Board for Educator Certification (SBEC) proposes
amendments to §230.554- 230.558, concerning providing a
consistent reference to “creditable” experience.
Mark Littleton, Executive Director, has determined that for
the first five-year period the sections are in effect there will
be no fiscal implications for state or local government or
small businesses as a result of enforcing or administering the
sections.
Mark Littleton and Stephanie A. Korcheck, Director for Policy
and Planning, have determined that for each year of the first
five years the sections are in effect the public benefit anticipated
as a result of enforcing the sections will be clarification of
confusing terminology. There are no anticipated economic
costs to persons who are required to comply with the sections
as proposed.
Comments on the proposal may be submitted to Stephanie
A. Korcheck, Director of Policy and Planning, State Board for
Educator Certification, 1001 Trinity, Austin, Texas 78701.
The amendments are proposed under Texas Education Code
(TEC), Chapter 21, Subchapter B, §§21.041 (b)(2) which
requires the State Board for Educator Certification to propose
rules that specify the classes of certificates offered.
The amendments implement Texas Education Code (TEC),
Chapter 21, Subchapter B, §§21.041 (b) (2).
§230.554. Certification Requirements for Educational Aide II.
An applicant for an educational aide II certificate shall:
(1) (No change.)
(2) have satisfied one of the following requirements:
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(A) have two creditable years of experience, as




§230.555. Certification Requirements for Educational Aide III.
An applicant for an educational aide III certificate shall:
(1) (No change.)
(2) have satisfied one of the following requirements:
(A) have threecreditable years of experience, as
defined in Subchapter Y of this Chapter,as either an educational
aide I or II; or
(B) (No change.)
(3)-(4) (No change.)
§230.557. Certification Requirements for Educational Secretary II.
An applicant for an educational secretary II certificate shall:
(1) (No change.)
(2) have satisfied one of the following requirements:
(A) have two creditable years of experience, as




§230.558. Certification Requirements for Educational Secretary III.
An applicant for an educational secretary III certificate shall:
(1)-(2) (No change.)
(3) have satisfied one of the following requirements:
(A) (No change.)
(B) threecreditable years of experience, as defined
in Subchapter Y of this Chapter, as an educational secretary I or
II; and
(4) (No change.)
This agency hereby certifies that the proposal has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be within the agency’s
legal authority to adopt.
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Earliest possible date of adoption: March 10, 1997
For further information, please call: (512) 469–3004
♦ ♦ ♦
Subchapter U. Assignment of Public School Per-
sonnel
19 TAC §230.601
The State Board for Educator Certification (SBEC) proposes an
amendment to §230.601 (f), concerning conforming Figure: 19
TAC §230.601 (f) Part III with changes in Senate Bill 1 that
transfer to appropriate state licensing agency the licensure of
professionals working in the Texas public school system.
Mark Littleton, Executive Director, has determined that for the
first five-year period the section is in effect there will be no fiscal
implications for state or local government or small businesses
as a result of enforcing or administering the section.
Mark Littleton and Stephanie A. Korcheck, Director for Policy
and Planning, have determined that for each year of the first
five years the section is in effect the public benefit anticipated
as a result of enforcing the section will be bringing SBEC rules
into compliance with the Texas Education Code. There are
no anticipated economic costs to persons who are required to
comply with the section as proposed.
Comments on the proposal may be submitted to Stephanie
A. Korcheck, Director of Policy and Planning, State Board for
Educator Certification, 1001 Trinity, Austin, Texas 78701.
The amendment is proposed under Texas Education Code
(TEC), Chapter 21, Subchapter B, §§21.041 (b) (2) which
requires the State Board for Educator Certification to propose
rules that specify the classes of certificates offered.
The amendment implements Texas Education Code (TEC),
Chapter 21, Subchapter B, §§21.041 (b) (2).
§230.601. Assignment of Public School Personnel.
(a)-(e) (No change.)
(f) A public school employee must have the appropriate
credentials for his or her current assignment specified in the charts
in this section, unless the appropriate permit has been issued under
Subchapter Q of this chapter.
Figure 19 TAC §230.601 (f).
This agency hereby certifies that the proposal has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be within the agency’s
legal authority to adopt.
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Earliest possible date of adoption: March 10, 1997




The State Board for Educator Certification (SBEC) proposes
new Subchapter Y, §230.801, to ensure the consistent inter-
pretation of terms frequently used throughout Chapter 230.
Mark Littleton, Executive Director, has determined that for the
first five-year period the section is in effect there will be no fiscal
implications for state or local government or small businesses
as a result of enforcing or administering the section.
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Mark Littleton and Stephanie A. Korcheck, Director for Policy
and Planning, have determined that for each year of the first
five years the section is in effect the public benefit anticipated
as a result of enforcing the section will be clarification of
confusing terminology. There are no anticipated economic
costs to persons who are required to comply with the section
as proposed.
Comments on the proposal may be submitted to Stephanie
A. Korcheck, Director of Policy and Planning, State Board for
Educator Certification, 1001 Trinity, Austin, Texas 78701.
The new rule is proposed under Texas Education Code (TEC),
Chapter 21, Subchapter B, §§21.041 (b)(1) which requires the
State Board for Educator Certification to provide for regulation
of educators and the general administration of this subchapter
in a manner consistent with this subchapter.
The new rule implements Texas Education Code (TEC), Chap-
ter 21, Subchapter B, §§21.041 (b) (1).
§230.801. Definitions.
(a) The following words and terms, when used in this chapter
shall have the following meanings, unless the context clearly indicates
otherwise:
(1) "Board" and "SBEC" - the State Board for Educator
Certification.
(2) "Educator," consistent with the Texas Education Code
(TEC), §§5.001(5) and 21.003(a), - any person who is required to
hold a certificate issued by the State Board for Educator Certifica-
tion, including teachers, teacher interns or teacher trainees, librarians,
educational diagnosticians, educational aides or secretaries, adminis-
trators, and counselors.
(3) "Certificate" or "certification" - any certificate, license,
permit, or other credential issued by the State Board for Educator
Certification under the authority of the Texas Education Code (TEC),
Chapter 21, Subchapter B.
(4) "Examination" - any examination or other test required
by any statute or State Board for Educator Certification rule that gov-
erns an individual’s admission to any educator preparation program;
certification as an educator; continuation as an educator; or advance-
ment as an educator.
(5) "Texas public school" - any school accredited by the
Texas Education Agency under the Texas Education Code (TEC)
§39.073.
(6) "Public school in another state" - any school under the
jurisdiction of a state department of education and funded through that
state’s general appropriations act.
(7) "Private school" - any school whose educational
program has been evaluated by a state department of education or
regional accrediting agency, as defined in paragraph (8)(A)-(F) of
this section, and whose program has met and is maintaining certain
educational standards.
(8) "Regional accrediting agency" –:
(A) Southern Association of Colleges and Schools;
(B) Middle States Association of Colleges and
Schools;
(C) North Central Association of Colleges and
Schools;
(D) New England Association of Schools and Col-
leges;
(E) Western Association of Schools and Colleges; and
(F) Northwestern Association of Schools and Col-
leges.
(9) When determining credit under this chapter for student
teaching, internship, and creditable service requirements, definitions
for "year" and "day" shall:
(A) in a Texas public school, be consistent with the
Texas Education Code (TEC), §§25.081(a) and 25.082(a); and
(B) in a private or out-of-state public school, be
consistent with the length of year and day requirements for that
particular school.
(b) References throughout this Chapter to "the essential
knowledge and skills adopted by the State Board of Education
(SBOE) under the Texas Education Code (TEC), §28.002(c)-(d),"
hall be construed to refer to the essential elements adopted by the
SBOE under the previous Texas Education Code (TEC), §21.101(c),
until one year after the adoption by the SBOE of the new essential
knowledge and skills. This subsection shall expire September 1,
1999.
This agency hereby certifies that the proposal has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be within the agency’s
legal authority to adopt.




State Board for Educator Certification
Earliest possible date of adoption: March 10, 1997
For further information, please call: (512) 469–3004
♦ ♦ ♦
TITLE 28. INSURANCE
Part I. Texas Department of Insurance
Chapter 5. Property and Casualty Insurance




The Texas Department of Insurance proposes an amendments
to §5.4001, the plan of operation of the Texas Catastrophe
Property Insurance Association (TCPIA). The Legislature cre-
ated the TCPIA in 1971, by enacting the Catastrophe Prop-
erty Insurance Pool Act (Article 21.49 of the Insurance Code).
The TCPIA is composed of all property insurers authorized to
transact property insurance in Texas. Its purpose is to provide
windstorm and hail insurance coverage to residents in desig-
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nated catastrophe areas who are unable to obtain such cov-
erage in the voluntary market. Since its inception, the TCPIA
has provided this coverage to residents of 14 coastal coun-
ties, including Aransas, Brazoria, Calhoun, Cameron, Cham-
bers, Galveston, Jefferson, Kenedy, Kleberg, Matagorda, Nue-
ces, Refugio, San Patricio and Willacy. Pursuant to Commis-
sioner’s Order Number 95-1200 (November 14, 1995), effective
March 1, 1996, the TCPIA provides coverage to residents in
two additional coastal areas–the area located east of a bound-
ary line of State Highway 146 and inside the city limits of the
City of Seabrook (Harris County) and the area located east of
the boundary line of State Highway 146 and inside the city limits
of the City of La Porte (Harris County). Pursuant to Commis-
sioner’s Order Number 96-0380 (April 5, 1996), effective June
1, 1996, the TCPIA also provides coverage in the City of Mor-
gan’s Point (Harris County).
On December 18, 1996, the Commissioner designated two
additional catastrophe areas, through entry of Commissioner’s
Order Number 96-1468. The areas are: (1) the area located
east of a boundary line of State Highway 146 and inside the
city limits of the City of Shoreacres (Harris County); and (2) the
area located east of a boundary line of State Highway 146 and
inside the city limits of the City of Pasadena (Harris County).
Commissioner’s Order Number 96-1468 becomes effective on
March 1, 1997, at which time TCPIA coverage will become
available in the designated areas.
The proposed amendments are necessary to amend subsection
(e) of the plan of operation, relating to Building Codes, to
include the area east of State Highway 146 and inside the
city limits of the City of Shoreacres, and the area east of
State Highway 146 and inside the city limits of the City of
Pasadena, as designated catastrophe areas that are subject
to the TCPIA building code specifications and standards and to
the Department’s Windstorm Inspection Program. It is proposed
that subsection (e)(3) be amended to add a new subparagraph
(D) to provide that the area east of State Highway 146 and
inside the city limits of the City of Shoreacres (Harris County),
and the area east of State Highway 146 and inside the city
limits of the City of Pasadena (Harris County), are subject to
the building code requirements set forth in subsection (e) of
the plan of operation. Also, under the proposed amendments,
subsection (e)(4) is amended to add a new subparagraph (F),
relating to structures in the newly designated catastrophe areas
constructed, repaired, or to which additions were made on and
after January 1, 1988 and before March 1, 1997. Subsection
(F) provides that such structures shall be considered approved
by the Commissioner of Insurance as being in compliance with
the TCPIA’s inland building code requirements contained in
paragraph 2 of subsection (e) (Standard Building Code, 1973
Edition) or an equivalent recognized Code and, therefore, shall
be considered insurable property by the TCPIA, if the owner of
the structure presents to the TCPIA at the time of application a
written statement verifying such compliance by a city building
official. The text of the required compliance statement is
included within the proposed new subparagraph (F). It is also
proposed that a new subparagraph (G) be added to subsection
(e)(4) to provide that a structure constructed, repaired, or to
which additions were made on and after March 1, 1997, that
is located in an area east of State Highway 146 and inside
the city limits of the City of Shoreacres (Harris County), or in
an area east of State Highway 146 and inside the city limits
of the City of Pasadena (Harris County), shall be considered
an insurable property for windstorm and hail insurance from
the TCPIA only if the structure is inspected or approved by
the Commissioner of Insurance for compliance with building
specifications as provided in the plan of operation, including
any specifications for roofing materials, as provided in Article
21.49, §6A(a) of the Insurance Code.
These amendments are proposed to be effective April 1, 1997.
Lyndon Anderson, Associate Commissioner, Property and Ca-
sualty Division, has determined that for each year of the first
five years the proposed amendments are in effect, there will be
no fiscal implications to state and local governments as a result
of enforcing or administering the section, except for the mini-
mal cost to the City of Shoreacres and the City of Pasadena of
issuing the compliance certification required in proposed sub-
section (e)(4)(E).
Mr. Anderson also has determined that for each year of the
first five years the proposed amendments are in effect, the
public benefit anticipated as a result of enforcing the section
will be that structures insured by the TCPIA in the area east
of State Highway 146 and inside the city limits of the City
of Shoreacres (Harris County), and in the area east of State
Highway 146 and inside the city limits of the City of Pasadena
(Harris County), will be subject to the same building code
and inspection requirements as other structures insured by the
TCPIA. This will result in the availability of windstorm and hail
insurance from the TCPIA for those individuals with property
located east of State Highway 146 and inside the city limits
of the City of Shoreacres (Harris County) and east of State
Highway 146 and inside the city limits of the City of Pasadena
(Harris County). Many of these individuals have been unable to
purchase such insurance or have purchased insurance through
an unlicensed insurer at extremely high costs. As a result of
the designation of the area east of State Highway 146 and
inside the city limits of the City of Shoreacres (Harris County)
and the area east of State Highway 146 and inside the city
limits of the City of Pasadena (Harris County) as catastrophe
areas, these individuals will be able to purchase windstorm and
hail insurance through the TCPIA and may realize substantial
savings in premium dollars. The availability of windstorm and
hail insurance in these areas will reverse any trend of reduced
resale value of property based on the unavailability of windstorm
and hail insurance. For each year of the first five years the
proposed amendments will be in effect, the cost for inspections
required by proposed subsection (e)(4)(G) for applicants to
the TCPIA for windstorm and hail insurance for structures
constructed on and after March 1, 1997 and located in these
areas will be $100 for new structures. For additions and repairs
made on and after March 1, 1997, the cost for inspections will
be $35. There will be no effect on small business as a result of
enforcing or administering the section.
Comments on the proposed amendments must be submitted
within 30 days after publication of the proposed amendments in
the Texas Register to the Office of the Chief Clerk, Texas De-
partment of Insurance, P. O. Box 149104, MC #113-2A, Austin,
Texas 78714-9104. An additional copy of the comment is to be
submitted to Lyndon Anderson, Associate Commissioner, Prop-
erty and Casualty Program, Texas Department of Insurance, P.
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O. Box 149104, MC #103-1A, Austin, Texas 78714-9104. Ar-
ticle 21.49, §5A of the Insurance Code requires a hearing to
be held before any orders may be issued pursuant to Article
21.49 and provides that any person may appear and testify for
or against the adoption of this proposal.
The amendments are proposed pursuant to the Insurance
Code, Articles 21.49 and 1.03A. Article 21.49, §3(h) authorizes
the Commissioner to designate a city or a part of a city, or
a county or a part of a county, as a catastrophe area to be
served by the TCPIA upon determination, after notice of not less
than ten days and hearing, that windstorm and hail insurance is
not reasonably available to a substantial number of owners of
insurable property within that city or a part of that city or county
or a part of that county that is subject to unusually frequent and
severe damage resulting from windstorms and/or hailstorms.
Article 21.49, §6A specifies building code requirements and
approval or inspection procedures for windstorm and hail
insurance through the TCPIA. Article 21.49, §5(c) of the
Insurance Code provides that the Commissioner of Insurance
by rule shall adopt the TCPIA plan of operation with the
advice of the TCPIA board of directors. Section 5(f) of Article
21.49 provides that any interested person may petition the
Commissioner to modify the plan of operation in accordance
with the Administrative Procedure Act (Government Code title
10, subtitle A, chapter 2001). Article 21.49, §5, subsections
(c) and (f), by their terms, delegate the foregoing authority to
the State Board of Insurance. However, under Article 1.02
of the Insurance Code, a reference in the Insurance Code or
another insurance law to the State Board of Insurance means
the Commissioner of Insurance or the Texas Department of
Insurance, as consistent with the respective powers and duties
of the Commissioner and the Department under Article 1.02.
Article 1.03A authorizes the Commissioner of Insurance to
adopt rules and regulations, which must be for general and
uniform application, for the conduct and execution of the duties
and functions of the Texas Department of Insurance only as
authorized by a statute.
The following statute is affected by this proposal: Insurance
Code, Article 21.49.




(3) Limitations on applicability of building codes.
Notwithstanding any other provisions of this section, the building
code set forth in this subsection shall be applicable only in:
(A) the counties of Aransas, Brazoria, Calhoun,
Cameron, Chambers, Galveston, Jefferson, Kenedy, Kleberg,
Matagorda, Nueces, Refugio, San Patricio, and Willacy; [and]
(B) the area located east of the boundary line of State
Highway 146 and inside the city limits of the City of Seabrook
(Harris County) and the area located east of the boundary line of
State Highway 146 and inside the city limits of the City of La Porte
(Harris County); [and]
(C) the City of Morgan’s Point (Harris County); [.]
and
(D) the area located east of the boundary line
of State Highway 146 and inside the city limits of the City of
Shoreacres (Harris County), and the area located east of the
boundary line of State Highway 146 and inside the city limits
of the City of Pasadena (Harris County).
(4) Insurable property for windstorm and hail insurance.
(A)-(E) (No change.)
(F) For structures located in an area east of a
boundary line of State Highway 146 and inside the city limits
of the City of Shoreacres (Harris County), and in an area east of
a boundary line of State Highway 146 and inside the city limits
of the City of Pasadena (Harris County), from January 1, 1988
to March 1, 1997. A structure constructed, repaired, or to which
additions were made on and after January 1, 1988 and before
March 1, 1997, that is located in an area east of State Highway
146 and inside the city limits of the City of Shoreacres (Harris
County), or in an area east of State Highway 146 and inside
the city limits of the City of Pasadena (Harris County), shall
be considered approved by the Commissioner of Insurance as
being in compliance with the association’s inland building code
requirements contained in paragraph (2) of this subsection, and
shall be considered an insurable property for windstorm and hail
insurance from the association, if the owner of the structure to
be insured by the association presents to the association at the
time of application for insurance the following statement signed
by a city building official: "To the best belief and knowledge of
the undersigned, the structure located at (street address) in the
City of___________(insert name of city), Texas, was constructed,
repaired, or an addition was made on and after January 1,
1988 and before March 1, 1997, in accordance with the building
specifications and standards which comply with the Standard
Building Code (1973 Edition) or an equivalent recognized code;
and the City of ____________ (insert name of city), Texas, has
inspected the structure and enforced compliance to said code."
(G) For structures in an area east of a boundary
line of State Highway 146 and inside the city limits of the
City of Shoreacres (Harris County) and in an area east of a
boundary line of State Highway 146 and inside the city limits
of the City of Pasadena (Harris County) on and after March 1,
1997. A structure constructed, repaired, or to which additions
were made on and after March 1, 1997, that is located in an
area east of a boundary line of State Highway 146 and inside
the city limits of the City of Shoreacres (Harris County), or
in an area east of a boundary line of State Highway 146 and
inside the city limits of the City of Pasadena (Harris County),
shall be considered an insurable property for windstorm and hail
insurance from the association only if the structure is inspected
or approved by the Commissioner of Insurance for compliance
with building specifications in this plan of operation, including
any specifications for roofing materials, as provided in Article
21.49, §6A(a) of the Insurance Code.
(f) (No change.)
This agency hereby certifies that the proposal has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be within the agency’s
authority to adopt.
Issued in Austin, Texas, on January 28, 1997.
TRD-9701287
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Caroline Scott
General Counsel and Chief Clerk
Texas Department of Insurance
Proposed date of adoption: March 10, 1997




The Texas Department of Insurance proposes an amendment
to §5.4501, concerning the adoption by reference of a revised
manual of rules governing the writing of windstorm and hail in-
surance by the Texas Catastrophe Property Insurance Associ-
ation (TCPIA), pursuant to Article 21.49 of the Insurance Code.
The Legislature created the TCPIA in 1971, by enacting the
Catastrophe Property Insurance Pool Act (Article 21.49 of the
Insurance Code). The TCPIA is composed of all property in-
surers authorized to transact property insurance in Texas. Its
purpose is to provide windstorm and hail insurance coverage
to residents in designated catastrophe areas who are unable
to obtain such coverage in the voluntary market. Since its
inception, the TCPIA has provided this coverage to residents
of 14 coastal counties, including Aransas, Brazoria, Calhoun,
Cameron, Chambers, Galveston, Jefferson, Kenedy, Kleberg,
Matagorda, Nueces, Refugio, San Patricio and Willacy. Pur-
suant to Commissioner’s Order Number 95-1200 (November
14, 1995), effective March 1, 1996, the TCPIA provides cov-
erage to residents in two additional coastal areas–the area lo-
cated east of a boundary line of State Highway 146 and inside
the city limits of the City of Seabrook (Harris County) and the
area located east of the boundary line of State Highway 146
and inside the city limits of the City of La Porte (Harris County).
Pursuant to Commissioner’s Order Number 96-0380 (April 5,
1996), effective June 1, 1996, the TCPIA also provides cover-
age in the City of Morgan’s Point (Harris County).
On December 18, 1996, the Commissioner designated two
additional catastrophe areas, through entry of Commissioner’s
Order Number 96-1468. The areas are: (1) the area located
east of a boundary line of State Highway 146 and inside the
city limits of the City of Shoreacres (Harris County); and (2) the
area located east of a boundary line of State Highway 146 and
inside the city limits of the City of Pasadena (Harris County).
Commissioner’s Order Number 96-1468 becomes effective on
March 1, 1997, at which time TCPIA coverage will become
available in the designated areas.
The revised manual is necessary to incorporate rule amend-
ments to provide for the applicability of the TCPIA’s build-
ing code and inspection requirements to the newly designated
catastrophe areas located east of a boundary line of State High-
way 146 and inside the city limits of the City of Shoreacres
(Harris County), and east of a boundary line of State Highway
146 and inside the city limits of the City of Pasadena (Harris
County). The proposed amendments to the TCPIA manual in-
clude amending Rule C, relating to Determination of Territory
(Catastrophe Areas), in Section I–General Rules, to add new
subdivisions, 2.c and 2.d. The new subdivisions will list the area
located east of a boundary line of State Highway 146 and inside
the city limits of the City of Shoreacres (Harris County) and the
area located east of a boundary line of State Highway 146 and
inside the city limits of the City of Pasadena (Harris County) as
designated catastrophe areas. It is also proposed that Rule D,
relating to Insurable Property, in Section I–General Rules, be
amended to add a new subdivision 4.c to provide that structures
constructed, repaired or to which additions were made on and
after January 1, 1988 and before March 1, 1997 that are lo-
cated in the newly designated catastrophe areas are approved
as complying with the TCPIA inland building code (1973 Edition,
Standard Building Code) if the City of Shoreacres or the City
of Pasadena has issued to the owner of the property a state-
ment signed by a city building official that the structure was con-
structed or repaired, or an addition was made to the structure,
in accordance with the building specifications and standards
which comply with the Standard Building Code, (1973 Edition)
or an equivalent recognized code; and the City of Shoreacres
or the City of Pasadena inspected the structure and enforced
compliance to said code. Under the proposed amendment, this
signed statement must be provided to the TCPIA upon appli-
cation to the TCPIA for windstorm and hail insurance and shall
be considered evidence of the insurability of the structure by
the TCPIA. It is also proposed that Rule D, relating to Insurable
Property, in Section I–General Rules, be amended to add a new
subdivision 5.c to provide that a structure constructed, repaired,
or to which additions were made on and after March 1, 1997,
that is located in the area east of State Highway 146 and inside
the city limits of the City of Shoreacres (Harris County), or in the
area east of State Highway 146 and inside the city limits of the
City of Pasadena (Harris County), and that has been certified
by the Texas Department of Insurance as being in compliance
with the building specifications of the plan of operation shall
be considered insurable property by the TCPIA. A certificate
of compliance (Form WPI-8) issued by the Texas Department
of Insurance shall be considered evidence of insurability of the
structure by the TCPIA.
It is proposed that the proposed revised manual become
effective April 1, 1997.
Lyndon Anderson, Associate Commissioner, Property and Ca-
sualty Division, has determined that for each year of the first
five years the proposed amendments are in effect, there will be
no fiscal implications as a result of enforcing or administering
the section to state and local government, except for the min-
imal cost to the City of Shoreacres and the City of Pasadena
to issue the compliance certification required in the proposed
amendment to Section I, Rule D.4.c.
Mr. Anderson also has determined that for each year of the first
five years the proposed amendments are in effect, the public
benefit anticipated as a result of enforcing the section will be
that structures insured by the TCPIA in the City of Shoreacres
and the City of Pasadena will be subject to the same building
code and inspection requirements as other structures insured
by the TCPIA. This will result in the availability of windstorm
and hail insurance from the TCPIA for those individuals with
property located east of State Highway 146 and inside the city
limits of the Cities of Shoreacres and Pasadena (Harris County).
Many of these individuals have been unable to purchase such
insurance or have purchased insurance through an unlicensed
insurer at extremely high costs. As a result of the designation
of the areas located east of State Highway 146 and inside the
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city limits of the Cities of Shoreacres and Pasadena (Harris
County) as catastrophe areas, these individuals will be able
to purchase windstorm and hail insurance through the TCPIA
and may realize substantial savings in premium dollars. The
availability of windstorm and hail insurance in these areas
will reverse any trend of reduced resale value of property
because of windstorm and hail insurance being unavailable to
the purchaser of existing properties. For each year of the first
five years in which the proposed amendments will be in effect,
the cost for inspections required by the proposed amendments
for applicants to the TCPIA for windstorm and hail insurance
for structures constructed on and after March 1, 1997, will be
$100 for new structures; and for additions made on and after
March 1, 1997, the costs for inspections will be $35. There
will be no effect on small business as a result of enforcing or
administering the proposed amendments.
Comments on the proposal must be submitted within 30 days
after publication of the proposed amendments in the Texas
Register to the Office of the Chief Clerk, Texas Department
of Insurance, P. O. Box 149104, MC #113-2A, Austin, Texas
78714-9104. An additional copy of the comment is to be sub-
mitted to Lyndon Anderson, Associate Commissioner, Property
and Casualty Program, Texas Department of Insurance, P. O.
Box 149104, MC #103-1A, Austin, Texas 78714-9104. Article
21.49, §5A of the Insurance Code requires a hearing to be held
before any orders may be issued pursuant to Article 21.49 and
provides that any person may appear and testify for or against
the adoption of this proposal.
The amendments are proposed pursuant to the Insurance
Code, Articles 21.49 and 1.03A. Article 21.49, §3(h) authorizes
the Commissioner to designate a city or a part of a city or
a county or a part of a county as a catastrophe area to be
served by the TCPIA upon determination, after notice of not less
than 10 days and hearing, that windstorm and hail insurance is
not reasonably available to a substantial number of owners of
insurable property within that city or a part of that city or county
or a part of that county that is subject to unusually frequent and
severe damage resulting from windstorms and/or hailstorms.
Article 21.49, §6A specifies building code requirements and
approval or inspection procedures for windstorm and hail
insurance through the TCPIA. Article 21.49, §5A authorizes the
Commissioner, after notice and hearing, to issue any orders
which the Commissioner considers necessary to carry out the
purposes of Article 21.49, including, but not limited to, maximum
rates, competitive rates and policy forms. Article 21.49, §8
authorizes the Commissioner to approve every manual of
classifications, rules, rates, rating plans, and every modification
of any of the foregoing for use by the TCPIA. Articles 21.49,
§§5A, 6A, and 8, by their terms delegate the foregoing authority
to the State Board of Insurance; however, under Article 1.02
of the Insurance Code, a reference in the Insurance Code or
another insurance law to the State Board of Insurance means
the Commissioner of Insurance or the Texas Department of
Insurance, as consistent with the respective powers and duties
of the Commissioner and the Department under Article 1.02.
Article 1.03A authorizes the Commissioner of Insurance to
adopt rules and regulations, which must be for general and
uniform application, for the conduct and execution of the duties
and functions of the Texas Department of Insurance only as
authorized by a statute.
The following statute is affected by this proposal: Insurance
Code, Article 21.49.
§5.4501. Rules and Regulations for the Texas Catastrophe Property
Insurance Association (association).
The Texas Department of Insurance adopts by reference a rules
manual for the association as amended effectiveApril 1, 1997
[February 1, 1997]. Copies of the rules manual may be obtained by
contacting the Property/Casualty Division, Mail Code 103-1A, Texas
Department of Insurance, 333 Guadalupe Street, P. O. Box 149104,
Austin, Texas 78714-9104.
This agency hereby certifies that the proposal has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be within the agency’s
authority to adopt.
Issued in Austin, Texas, on January 28, 1997.
TRD-9701286
Caroline Scott
General Counsel and Chief Clerk
Texas Department of Insurance
Proposed date of adoption: March 10, 1997
For further information, please call: (512) 463-6327
♦ ♦ ♦
TITLE 40. SOCIAL SERVICES AND AS-
SISTANCE
Part I. Texas Department of Human Ser-
vices
Chapter 19. Nursing Facility, Requirements for
Licensure and Medicaid Certification
Subchapter U. Inspections, Surveys, and Visits
40 TAC §§19.2008, 19.2010, 19.2011
The Texas Department of Human Services (DHS) proposes
amendments to §19.2008, concerning investigations of inci-
dents and complaints; §19.2010, concerning general provisions;
and §19.2011, concerning procedures for inspection of public
records, in its Nursing Facility Requirements for Licensure and
Medicaid Certification chapter. The purpose of the amendments
is to allow the department to release reports of an abuse and
neglect investigation involving a particular resident, without re-
moving the resident’s name, but only upon the request of the
resident or his legal representative.
Terry Trimble, interim commissioner, has determined that for
the first five-year period the sections are in effect there will be
no fiscal implications for state or local government as a result
of enforcing or administering the sections.
Mr. Trimble also has determined that for each year of the first
five years the sections are in effect the public benefit anticipated
as a result of enforcing the sections will be to allow nursing
facility residents, or their legal representatives, to obtain reports
of an abuse and neglect investigation involving that resident,
without removing the resident’s name. There will be no effect
on small businesses. There is no anticipated economic cost to
persons who are required to comply with the proposed sections.
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Questions about the content of this proposal may be directed to
Susan Syler at (512) 438-3111 in DHS’s Long Term Care Policy
Section. Written comments on the proposal may be submitted
to Supervisor, Rules Unit, Media and Policy Services-101,
Texas Department of Human Services E-205, P.O. Box 149030,
Austin, Texas 78714-9030, within 30 days of publication in the
Texas Register.
The amendments are proposed under the Human Resources
Code, Title 2, Chapters 22 and 32, which authorizes the de-
partment to administer public and medical assistance programs;
and under Texas Government Code §531.021, which provides
the Health and Human Services Commission with the authority
to administer federal medical assistance funds.
The amendments implement the Human Resources Code,
§§22.001-22.030 and §§32.001-32.042.
§19.2008. Investigations of Incidents and Complaints.
(a)-(g) (No change.)
(h) The individual reporting the alleged abuse or neglect
and the facility will be notified of the results of DHS’s investiga-
tion of a reported case of abuse or neglect.
§19.2010. General Provisions.
(a) Confidentiality. All reports, records, and working papers
used or developed by the Texas Department of Human Services
(DHS) in an investigation are confidential and may be released to
the public only as provided below.
(1) (No change.)
(2) If DHS receives written authorization from a
facility resident or the resident’s legal representative regarding
an investigation of abuse or neglect involving that resident, DHS
will release the completed investigation report without removing
the resident’s name. The authorization must:
(A) be signed and dated within six months of the
request or state a length of time the authorization is valid;
(B) detail the information to be released;
(C) identify to whom the information can be re-
leased; and
(D) release DHS from all liability for complying
with the authorization.
[(2) The reporter and the facility will be notified of the
results of DHS’s investigation of a reported case of abuse or neglect.]
(b)-(d) (No change.)
§19.2011. Procedures for Inspection of Public Records.
(a)-(d) (No change.)
(e) Records maintained by Long-Term Care-Regulatory are
open to the public, with the following exceptions:
(1) (No change.)
(2) all reports, records, and working papers used or
developed by DHS in an investigation of reports of abuse and neglect
are confidential, and may be released to the publicas provided in
§19.2010(a) of this title (relating to General Provisions). [only as
follows:]
[(A) completed written investigation reports are open
to the public, provided the report is de-identified. The process of
de-identification means removing all names and other personally
identifiable data, including any information from witnesses and others
furnished to DHS as part of the investigation; and
[(B) the reporter and the facility will be notified of the
results of DHS’s investigation of a reported case of abuse or neglect,




This agency hereby certifies that the proposal has been reviewed by
legal counsel and found to be within the agency’s authority to adopt.
Issued in Austin, Texas, on January 27, 1997.
This agency hereby certifies that the proposal has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be within the agency’s
authority to adopt.
Issued in Austin, Texas, on January 27, 1997.
TRD-9701218
Glenn Scott
General Counsel, Legal Services
Texas Department of Human Services
Proposed date of adoption: April 1, 1997
For further information, please call: (512) 438-3765
♦ ♦ ♦
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ADOPTED RULES
An agency may take final action on a section 30 days after a proposal has been published in the Texas
Register. The section becomes effective 20 days after the agency files the correct document with the Texas
Register, unless a later date is specified or unless a federal statute or regulation requires implementation of
the action on shorter notice.
If an agency adopts the section without any changes to the proposed text, only the preamble of the notice and
statement of legal authority will be published. If an agency adopts the section with changes to the proposed
text, the proposal will be republished with the changes.
TITLE 1. ADMINISTRATION
Part V. General Services Commission
Chapter 111. Executive Administration Division
Historically Underutilized Business Certification
Program
1 TAC §111.23
The General Services Commission adopts an amendment to
§111.23 concerning Graduation Procedures. The amendments
are adopted without changes to the proposed text as published
in the December 13, 1996, issue of the Texas Register (21
TexReg 11903)
The amendments to §111.23 are being adopted to update His-
torically Underutilized Business (HUB) graduation procedures
because of a change in the Small Business Administration
(SBA) industry size standards (13 Code of Federal Regulations,
§121.201).
The amendments delete the requirement that a HUB graduates
upon maintaining total gross receipts or total employment levels
during four consecutive years which exceed 75% of the U.S.
Small Business Administration’s size standards. The amend-
ments also remove specific dollar amounts from industry/cate-
gory descriptions in §111.23; require review of SBA size stan-
dards each Fiscal Year; and if required, make administrative
changes to the HUB size standards effective 1 September of
each Fiscal Year.
One comment was received in which the commenter expresses
concern that the HUB Graduation rule is not authorized by
statute, is not consistent with the policy goals for the HUB
program, and lacks clear procedures for administration.
Eligibility Services Inc. commented against the rule.
The commission disagrees with the assertion that its HUB
graduation standards are not authorized by statute. The
statutory definition of "HUB" requires that prospective HUBs
be "socially disadvantaged" persons. The determination of
whether a person is "socially disadvantaged" is based on two
criteria. First, the person must be a member of an ethnic group
that has been socially disadvantaged. Second, the person
must have suffered the effects of discriminatory practices or
other insidious circumstances. In determining the second
element, the commission finds that persons who have reached
the graduation thresholds for four consecutive years are not
suffering the effects of discriminatory practices or other insidious
circumstances.
The commission disagrees with the assertion that its use of SBA
size standards for graduation is not consistent with the policy
and intent of HUB legislation. The commission finds that the
SBA standard size criteria are a valid measure of a HUB’s entry
into commerce. Therefore, the commission uses this standard
to serve as a basis for determining whether the HUB in question
suffers the effects of discriminatory practices or other insidious
circumstances.
The commission disagrees with the assertion that it lacks clear
procedures for administration of its graduation rule. Further, the
commission finds that, even if it presently lacked such proce-
dures, this would not prohibit the adoption of the amendment in
question since procedures may be developed to administer the
rule after its adoption.
The amendment is adopted in accordance with Government
Code, Title 10. Subtitle D, Chapter 2161, which authorizes the
commission to administer the HUB program.
This agency hereby certifies that the adoption has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be a valid exercise of the
agency’s legal authority.





Effective date: February 18, 1997
Proposal publication date: December 13, 1996
For further information, please call: (512) 463–3960
♦ ♦ ♦
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TITLE 19. EDUCATION
Part I. Texas Higher Education Coordinat-
ing Board
Chapter 9. Public Junior Colleges
Subchapter J. Approval of Continuing Education
Courses for State Appropriations to Public Com-
munity Colleges and Texas State Technical
College
19 TAC §§9.211 - 9.216
The Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board adopts
amendments to §9.211-§9.216 concerning Approval of Con-
tinuing Education Courses for State Appropriations to Public
Community Colleges and Texas State Technical College.
Section 9.212 and §9.214 are adopted with changes to the
proposed text as published in the November 26, 1996, issue
of the Texas Register (21 TexReg 11431). Sections 9.211,
9.213, 9.215 and 9.216 are adopted without changes and will
not be republished. The changes will replace language that is
no longer current terminology relative to continuing education
courses. The references in the Board rules include the
outdated terminology "postsecondary technical and vocational
adult" courses. In general, higher education has come to know
these kinds of courses as continuing education courses and the
amendments will update these references. The amendments
are non-substantive in that the only functional change is in
language usage and not content.
No comments were received regarding adoption of the amend-
ments.
The amendments are adopted under Texas Education Code,
§61.061, §130.003(b), and §135.04 which provides the Texas
Higher Education Coordinating Board with the authority to adopt
rules concerning Approval of Continuing Education Courses for
State Appropriations to Public Community Colleges and Texas
State Technical College.
§9.212. Authority.
The Texas Education Code, Sections 61.061, 130.003(b), and 135.04
provides the authority for the approval of continuing education
courses for state appropriations.
§9.214. Approval.
(a) Professional practices routinely acceptable in the devel-
opment of any course of instruction must be followed for continuing




(c) Continuing education course revisions must be submitted
to the Coordinating Board, Community and Technical Colleges
Division, for approval.
(d) The governing board of the postsecondary institution
will establish tuition and fees for state-funded, continuing education
courses. Tuition and fees for state-funded courses will be uniformly
and consistently assessed.
(e) Continuing education courses will be approved for five
years from the beginning of the quarter following the approval date.
The termination date for each course will be reflected on the approved
course list. Approved revisions or updates to the course list will
renew that five year approval, and any course not offered within a
five year period will be deleted from the approved course list.
(f) Any continuing education course request meeting or ex-
ceeding 360 contact hours must be dealt with as a new postsecondary
technical and vocational program request and will be subject to all the
requirements for postsecondary technical and vocational programs for
state appropriations as outlined in Subchapter G of this chapter (re-
lating to Approval of Postsecondary Technical and Vocational Pro-
grams for State Appropriations to Community and Junior Colleges
and Texas State Technical College).
(g) (No change.)
This agency hereby certifies that the adoption has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be a valid exercise of the
agency’s legal authority.
Issued in Austin, Texas, on January 27, 1997.
TRD-9701337
James McWhorter
Assistant Commissioner for Administration
Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board
Effective date: February 19, 1997
Proposal publication date: November 26, 1996
For further information, please call:
♦ ♦ ♦
Chapter 11. Texas State Technical College
Subchapter C. Operational Provisions
19 TAC §11.51, §11.55
The Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board adopts
amendments to §11.51 and §11.55, concerning Operational
Provisions without changes to the proposed text as published
in the November 26, 1996, issue of the Texas Register (21
TexReg 11432). The changes will replace language that is
no longer current terminology relative to continuing education
courses. The references in the Board rules include the
outdated terminology "postsecondary technical and vocational
adult" courses. In general, higher education has come to know
these kinds of courses as continuing education courses and the
amendments will update these references. The amendments
are non-substantive in that the only functional change is in
language usage and not content.
No comments were received regarding adoption of the amend-
ments.
The amendments are adopted under Texas Education Code,
§135.04 which provides the Texas Higher Education Coordi-
nating Board with the authority to adopt rules concerning Oper-
ational Provisions.
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This agency hereby certifies that the adoption has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be a valid exercise of the
agency’s legal authority.
Issued in Austin, Texas, on January 27, 1997.
TRD-9701338
James McWhorter
Assistant Commissioner for Administration
Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board
Effective date: February 19, 1997
Proposal publication date: November 26, 1996
For further information, please call: (512) 483-6160
♦ ♦ ♦
TITLE 31. NATURAL RESOURCES AND
CONSERVATION
Part XX. Edwards Aquifer Authority
Chapter 701. Filing and Processing of Permit
Applications
The Edwards Aquifer Authority (Authority) adopts new
subchapters C, D, E, F, G and H of Chapter 701, §§701.31-
701.35,701.52-701.59, 701.71-701.77, 701.91-701.102,
701.121-701.131, 701.141-701.147, concerning filing and
notices, administrative and technical review, initial regular
permit amounts and terms, hearings, final decisions and post
hearing processes on applications for initial regular permits
governing withdrawals of water from the Edwards Aquifer.
Proposed §§701.31, 701.53, 701.55, 701.58, 701.59, 701.72,
701.73, 701.74, 701.75, 701.76, 701.77, 701.92, 701.94,
701.101, 701.121, 701.122, 701.124, 701.125, 701.126 and
701.130 are adopted with changes to the proposed text as
published in the November 12, 1996, Texas Register (21
TexReg 11071). Proposed §701.51 is withdrawn and not
adopted. Sections 701.32-701.35, 701.52, 701.54, 705.56,
701.57, 701.71, 701.91, 701.93, 701.95-701.100, 701.102,
701.123, 701.127- 701.129, 701.131, 701.141-701.147 are
adopted without change.
The Authority adopts these rules pursuant to the Conservation
Amendment of the Texas Constitution, Article 16, §59, the
Edwards Aquifer Authority Act, chapter 626, 73rd Legislature,
Regular Session (1993), as amended (the "Act"), the Authority’s
powers and duties under the Act to promulgate rules and to
implement and enforce a permit system for withdrawals of water
from the Edwards Aquifer, and the Texas Water Code, Chapter
36. These rules implement §§1.08, 1.11 and 1.14-1.17 of the
Edwards Aquifer Authority Act.
The Legislature created the Authority pursuant to the Conser-
vation Amendment, which makes the protection and conserva-
tion of underground water and all other natural resources of
the State of Texas both public rights and public duties. Sec-
tion 1.08(a) of the Act grants the Authority all the powers, rights
and privileges necessary to manage, conserve, preserve, and
protect the Edwards Aquifer and to increase the recharge of,
and prevent the waste and pollution of water in, the aquifer.
Section 1.08(a) also confers upon the Authority all the rights,
powers, privileges, authority, functions and duties provided by
the Conservation Amendment and the general law of the State,
including Chapter 36 of the Texas Water Code.
The Act creates a permitting system for withdrawals of under-
ground water from the Edwards Aquifer. These rules, together
with previously adopted subchapters A and B of chapter 701
(See 21 TexReg 11377, November 22, 1996), implement and
carry out a permitting scheme for initial regular permits required
by §1.16 of the Act. The Act requires the Authority to accept
timely filed historical claims to underground water called "dec-
larations of historical use" and, to the extent water is available
for permitting, to issue "initial regular" permits to those persons
who establish by convincing evidence that an amount of under-
ground water was withdrawn from the aquifer and beneficially
used without waste during the 21-year historical period of June
1, 1972, to May 31, 1993. The "declaration of historical use"
constitutes an application for an initial regular permit. The Act
requires the Authority to make a final determination on all his-
torical claims for initial regular permits before considering any
other claim for water that is not based on proven beneficial use
during the historical period. The Act does provide for permits to
be issued on an emergency basis to prevent the loss of life or
to prevent severe, imminent threats to public health or safety.
According to the express terms of the Act, declarations of
historical use were to be filed with the Authority by March
1, 1994. The Act was intended by the 73rd Legislature to
become effective on September 1, 1993, with the required filing
date following the effective date by six months. However, the
effectiveness of the Act was unexpectedly delayed by objections
under the federal Voting Rights Act - objections that were
resolved by the 1995 amendment to the Act that provided for the
election, rather than the appointment of the board of directors.
The Act was then challenged in state court on constitutional
grounds, resulting in an injunction barring implementation of
the Act. The injunction was dissolved by the Texas Supreme
Court, and the Act thereby become effective, on June 28, 1996.
Barshop v. Medina County Underground Water Conservation
District, 925 S.W. 2d 618 (Tex. 1996). In its opinion upholding
the Act, the Supreme Court recognized that the Legislature
intended to require the filing of declarations of historical use
six months following the effective date of the Act and rejected
the argument that the stale March 1, 1994, filing date was an
immovable, fatal flaw in the legislation.
In general, under §1.15(b) of the Act, persons within the juris-
dictional boundaries of the Authority may not withdraw under-
ground water from the Edwards Aquifer or begin construction
of a well or other works designed for the withdrawal of water
from the aquifer unless they obtain a permit from the Authority.
This prohibition does not apply to a well that produces 25,000
gallons of underground water from the Edwards Aquifer per day
or less that is used exclusively for domestic use or watering of
livestock (Act, §1.16(c)). Such wells must be registered with
the Authority (or with a local groundwater conservation district),
but need not be metered and may continue to use underground
water from the Edwards Aquifer exclusively for domestic and
livestock uses (Act, 1.33). Domestic and livestock uses are de-
fined by the Act to include use of water for drinking, washing,
and culinary purposes, irrigation of a family garden or orchard
the produce of which is for household consumption only, and
watering of animals (Act, §1.03(9)). However, the exemption
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for small domestic and livestock wells does not extend to a well
serving a subdivision requiring platting (Act, §1.33(c)).
Under the Act, initial regular permits are subject to proportional
reduction to reflect the total amount of water available for
withdrawals through non-exempt wells. The total amount of
water available is 450,000 acre feet per calendar year, unless
the board of the Authority determines in consultation with
appropriate state and federal agencies, that additional water
supplies are available through the implementation of various
water management strategies and studies (§1.14(d)). However,
the Act provides two safe harbors against proportional reduction
to reflect the total amount of water available for permitting. An
existing user that qualifies for the "irrigation withdrawal floor" is
assured two acre-feet of underground water for every acre of
land the user actually irrigated during any one calendar year of
the historical period. The "historical average withdrawal floor" is
available to a historical user that withdrew and beneficially used
water from the aquifer for at least three years of the historical
period. Such a user is assured its annual average beneficial
water use during the years of the historical period in which it
withdrew water from the aquifer.
Although the Act prohibits withdrawals from non-exempt wells
without a permit, it provides "interim authorization" to persons
who produced water from a well on the effective date of
Act to continue withdrawing water until the filing date for
declarations of historical use. For an existing user with interim
authorization that timely filed a declaration of historical use,
the Act extends the authorization until a final and appealable
decision is rendered on the user’s application for permit.
On September 3, 1996, the Authority published in the Texas
Register, volume 21, page 8401, a first set of proposed filing
rules contained in subchapter A and B of chapter 701. Among
other things, these rules, which were adopted by the Authority
on October 29, 1996, and published in the November 22, 1996,
Texas Register (21 TexReg 11377) established December 30,
1996, as the filing deadline for declarations of historical use.
Under 701.19 of this first set of rules, applications for initial
regular permits must be filed with the Authority no later than
December 30, 1996. An application is considered timely filed
with the Authority if the application and the $25 application
fee are 1) actually received in the Authority offices by 5:00
p.m. on December 30, 1996 or 2) deposited in the United
State mail enclosed in a postpaid envelope properly addressed
to the Authority which bears an official postmark date of no
later than December 30, 1996. Applications must be made on
printed forms prescribed by and available from the Authority.
Subchapters C-H, the subject of this rulemaking, should be read
in conjunction with adopted Subchapters A and B.
The terms and provisions of subchapters C-H, which are
summarized below, provide the procedures by which the staff of
the Authority will review applications for initial regular permits,
make initial determinations on those applications, and provide
notice to the applicants. The rules also provide a procedure
by which an applicant may supplement his application and
protest his or another’s initial determination permit and seek a
contested case hearing on the underlying application. Finally,
the rules set out a procedure by which the Authority will hold
a contested case hearing and make a final decision on such
hearings. The rules also provide for judicial review of those
decisions. These rules, in short, provide the process, based on
the boundaries established by the Act and the Administrative
Procedures Act, to review and issue water withdrawal permits
to historical users of the Edwards Aquifer.
The new rules in subchapters C-H, as adopted, differ in some
respects from the proposed published rules based on comments
received from the public and further review by staff. Adopted
rules are referred to by their numbers as proposed. Proposed
§701.51, relating to De Minimis Users, is withdrawn in its
entirety, therefore, §701.51 will be reserved for future use.
Specific changes and reasoned justification for the changes and
agency responses to comments are addressed in the Summary
of Comments.
Subchapter C, relating to Filing and Notices, contains §§701.31-
701.35. This subchapter contains general provisions governing
the filing of applications and sending of notices under this chap-
ter. Section 701.31 contains additional definitions applicable to
Chapter 701 and should we read together with the definitions
set forth in previously adopted subchapter A, §701.1. Sections
701.32 and 701.33 establish a docket clerk and docket system
that the Authority will use in accepting and filing applications
for initial regular permits and supporting documentation. Sec-
tion 701.34 sets forth a standard rule for mailing notices and
other communications to the applicant or another person by the
Authority or to the Authority by an applicant. Section 701.35
governs the numbers of copies an applicant must file with the
Authority. It provides that the applicant shall file with the Author-
ity an original and one copy of the application and supporting
documentation.
Subchapter D, relating to Administrative Review of Declarations
of Historical Use, contains §§701.52-701.59. This subchapter
contains provisions governing the consequences of filing a
declaration of historical use and the administrative review of
those declarations. Section 701.52 states that the failure to
timely file a declaration for historical use extinguishes and bars
any claim to an initial regular permit under §1.16 of the Act, but
does not affect any right to withdraw water from an exempt well.
Section 701.53 provides interim authorization to an existing
user who timely files a declaration for historical use if the well
is in compliance with all statutes and rules relating to well
construction, approval, location, spacing and operation. Interim
authorization allows the existing user to withdraw water from the
aquifer up to the user’s annual historical maximum beneficial
use of water without waste.
Section 701.53 also provides that interim authorization is sub-
ject to the rules or plans of the Authority, is modified by is-
suance of an initial determination permit and ends on entry of
a final and appealable order by the Authority on an application.
Section 701.54 provides that an applicant must file a separate
declaration for every separate farm, industrial activity, munici-
pality or other user unit, but an application may pertain to more
than one well or use if the wells are located or the use occurs
within the same user unit. Section 701.55 governs the proce-
dures the Authority will follow in receiving applications for filing
and requires the Authority to issue a statement of interim au-
thorization to each applicant as soon as practicable. Section
701.56 governs the procedures the Authority will follow in the
event that an application is not accompanied by an appropriate
application fee. Section 701.57 requires the general manager
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to review the application to determine whether it is complete.
Sections 701.58 and 701.59 provide that the general manager
will declare the application complete or incomplete by March 1,
1997, and send a notice to the applicant of that determination.
If the application is determined to be incomplete, the applicant
will have 30 days to supplement his application. In any event,
the application will be submitted for technical review on the ba-
sis of the information filed with the Authority on the 31st day
after the notice of incomplete application is sent to the appli-
cant.
Subchapter E, relating to Technical Review and Initial Deter-
mination of Declaration of Historical Use, contains §§701.71-
701.77. As stated in §701.71, this subchapter governs the
technical review and initial determinations of all declarations
of historic use. Section 701.72 provides that an applicant may
supplement his application by filing additional information up to
30 days after the notice of administrative completeness. The
general manager may extend this time for good cause to a
date no later than April 1, 1997. Section 701.73 provides that
the general manager may request additional information dur-
ing technical review. Upon notice of the request for additional
information, the applicant has 30 days to file that information.
Section 701.74 establishes the general procedures for technical
review. The general manager will generally complete technical
review within 90 days of the date the application is complete or
90 days after the 31st day after the date of notice of incomplete
application. Generally, the purpose of technical review is to
determine whether and to what extent the applicant has estab-
lished withdrawals and beneficial use of Edwards Aquifer water
without waste during the historical period. The general man-
ager has the right of access to property to verify the information
submitted in support of an application. After technical review,
the general manager will prepare an application summary stat-
ing his preliminary findings relating to the amount of water used
during the historic period, the use of the water, the applicable
permit withdrawal floor, if any, and other determinative factors
bearing on the water right determination. The general man-
ager will mail the application summary along with a statement
to each applicant. The statement will, among other things, no-
tify the applicant that the right may be adjusted due to the need
to proportionately reduce each water right, to reflect the waters
available for permitting and set forth the applicant’s right to file
a protest and request a hearing. Section 701.75 provides that
within 15 days after technical review of all applications is com-
plete, the general manager will prepare a summary of all initial
determination permits, after performing any necessary calcu-
lation to proportionately reduce the aggregate withdraws. In
no event will the permitted withdrawal floors be reduced below
their respective floor. Section 701.76 provides that the general
manager will send to each applicant a copy of his initial deter-
mination permit and will publish notice of the summary of initial
determination permits in the Texas Register and in newspapers
of general circulation throughout the Authority. Section 701.77
provides that after the last day for filing protests on an initial
determination permit, the general manager will submit to the
Board for review and approval all uncontested initial determina-
tion permits. In the event of an uncontested initial determination
permit seeking a water withdrawal right based on the irrigation
withdrawal floor, the Board will issue to that applicant a final
and appealable permit. In the event of an uncontested initial
determination permit seeking a water withdrawal right on any
other basis, the Board will issue a final permit with a special
condition stating that the withdrawal right may be subject to ad-
justment following a final decision in all contested case hearings
and shall state the formula for calculating that adjustment.
Subchapter F, relating to Initial Regular Permit Amounts and
Terms, contains §§701.91-701.102. As stated in §701.91,
this subchapter governs the determination of amounts of with-
drawals authorized by initial regular permits and the terms of
those permits. Section 701.92 directs the Board to determine
the amount of water available for permitting in accordance with
§1.14 of the Act before the staff completes technical review of
all timely filed declarations. Section 701.93 provides that the
Authority shall issue an initial regular permit for an amount of
water equal to that user’s annual maximum beneficial use of
water without waste if the existing user establishes that amount
by convincing evidence and to the extent water is available for
permitting. Section 701.94 sets forth various presumptions of
wasteful or nonwasteful uses of water. Section 701.95 estab-
lishes a definition for convincing evidence. Section 701.96 sets
out how the Authority will determine a water withdrawal right
based on use for a part of a year. Section 701.97 establishes
a credit for irrigated acreage or other usage participating in a
federal program. Section 701.98 sets out the two permit with-
drawal floors recognized in the rules and the Act relating to two
acre feet of water a year for each acre of land actually irrigated
in any one calendar year during the historic period and the av-
erage historic use of water for an existing user who operated
a well for three years or more during the historic period. Sec-
tion 701.99 describes how an irrigator may establish his right
to claim a water withdrawal permit based on the irrigation floor.
Section 701.100 describes how an existing user may establish
his right to claim a water withdrawal permit based on the his-
torical average floor. Section 701.101 sets out the basis for
the calculation and the formula to perform the proportionate
reduction calculation in establishing each applicant’s initial de-
termination permit. Section 701.102 contains the general and
special terms and conditions for each initial regular permit ulti-
mately issued by the Authority under this chapter.
Subchapter G, relating to Hearings Process, contains
§§701.121-701.131. This subchapter generally describes who
is entitled to file a protest on an initial determination permit and
the contested case hearings process. Section 701.121 states
that any applicant who has timely filed an application for an
initial regular permit may file a protest disputing his or any other
applicant’s initial determination permit within 45 days following
the date of publication of the initial determination permit in the
Texas Register. That section goes on to describe the basis
for the protest, that the protest must be verified, and that a
separate protest must be filed on each initial determination
permit. Section 701.122 provides that the Board will review
each protest to determine whether it complies with the Board’s
rules. If the Board decides that the protest complies, the
Board will refer the matter to a contested case hearing. If
the Board determines that the protest does not comply, the
Board will deny the protest and issue a final permit. The
protestant may then appeal the decision to deny the protest
under the Administrative Procedures Act. Section 701.123
provides that the general manager will contract within the
State Office of Administrative Hearings to conduct contested
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case hearings for the Authority and sets out the authority of
such administrative law judges in conducting those hearings.
Section 701.124 describes the type of evidence that may be
offered at a contested case hearing on an application for an
initial regular permit. Section 701.125 provides that notice for
such proceedings shall be prepared by the Authority stating
the time and place for each hearing. The notice shall be
given to each applicant and to each protestant and it shall
also be published in the Texas Register and in newspapers
of general circulation throughout the Authority and the area
represented by the South Central Texas Water Advisory
Committee 30 days before each hearing is scheduled. Section
701.126 establishes a procedure for the administrative law
judge to hold a preliminary hearing to determine the parties
and facts in dispute. Section 701.127 establishes a procedure
to be followed at a contested case hearing. Section 701.128
requires all persons who attend a contested case hearing to
conduct themselves in a manner respectful of the conduct of
public business and authorizes the administrative law judge to
take actions as necessary to enforce this standard. Section
701.129 prohibits any member of the Board of the Authority
from engaging in ex parte communications. Section 701.130
establishes the parties’ burdens of proof at a contested case
hearing. Section 701.131 provides that the general manager
will contract with a certified court reporter service to make
the official verbatim record and transcript of the hearing. The
administrative law judge is authorized to allocate the costs for
this service among the parties.
Subchapter H, relating to Post Hearing Process, contains
§§701.141-701.147. Section 701.141 provides that the admin-
istrative law judge will file his proposal for decision, containing
findings of facts and conclusions of law separately stated with
the Authority’s docket clerk 30 working days after the close of
the hearing and will send a copy by certified mail to each party.
If the parties have informally resolved the dispute, the adminis-
trative law judge need not prepare a formal proposal for deci-
sion. Section 701.142 provides that any party affected by the
proposal for decision may file exceptions 20 days after the is-
suance of the proposal for decision with any replies due 10
days later. Section 701.143 provides that the general manager
will schedule the proposal for decision and any exceptions or
replies for the Board’s consideration at an open meeting. The
Board will have discretion to accept or reject the proposal, but
if it rejects a proposal for decision it must state in writing the
reasons for its decision. Section 701.144 governs the filing of
a motion for rehearing and provides that it must be filed 20
days after the party or his attorney of record is notified of the
decision. A reply to the motion for rehearing is due 10 days
later. Section 701.145 provides that the Board will consider
the motion for rehearing during a Board open meeting or if the
motion is not scheduled for action it will be overruled by oper-
ation of law 45 days after the party or his attorney of record is
notified of the decision. In some circumstances this period of
time can be extended up to 90 days after the Board’s decision.
Section 701.146 provides that the Board’s decision is final and
appealable on the expiration of the period for filing a motion for
rehearing, on the date of the Board’s order overruling a motion
for rehearing or on the date the motion is overruled by opera-
tion of law. Section 701.147 provides that a person affected by
a final decision or order of the Board on an application for an
initial regular permit may appeal such decision by filing a peti-
tion for judicial review within 30 days after the decision or order
is final and appealable. The procedure for appealing an order
of the Board is governed by the Administrative Procedures Act
and is pursuant to the substantial evidence rule. This section
also describes the content of the record in a contested case
hearing.
Summary of Comments and Agency Responses.
Three public hearings were held on the proposed rules - the first
was held in San Marcos, Texas on November 25, 1996, the sec-
ond was held in Uvalde, Texas on December 3, 1996, and the
third was held in San Antonio on December 5, 1996. Oral com-
ments were received at these hearings. Some of those com-
menters followed-up by also submitting written comments. Most
of the written and oral comments were submitted by individu-
als or lawfirms on behalf of individuals. Additional commenters
include Bexar Metropolitan Water District, the San Antonio Wa-
ter System, the Southwest Research Institute, and Living Wa-
ters Artesian Springs, Ltd. While the commenters focused on
grammatical and conceptual errors that they believed needed
changing, overall, they generally supported the adoption of the
proposed rules. The staff of the Authority has summarized each
of the comments below and has explained why each suggested
change was rejected or accepted. In addition, the staff of the
Authority has made changes to the text of the rules to clarify
the meaning of the rules, to correct grammatical or typograph-
ical errors, or to delete redundancies. Each of these changes
is noted below.
General. Declarations of Historical Use. One user commented
that all declarations of historical use filed by existing users
with the TNRCC, the Texas Water Development Board or the
predecessor to the Edwards Aquifer Authority on or before the
original March 1, 1994, submission date should be accounted
for by the EAA, and in the order received and assigned numbers
to reflect submission before any that are filed after that date,
including filings made in accordance with the proposed Rules.
Agency Response: The act specifically requires that a declara-
tion of historical use is to be filed on a form prescribed by the
board. The existing users who provided a declaration of histor-
ical use before March 1, 1994, did not file on a form prescribed
by the Authority. Therefore all users must apply on a form pre-
scribed by the Authority by December 30, 1996. Further, the
Act does not contemplate any preference based on priority date
or date of filing other than December 30, 1996. Therefore, any
record of any other date would not be significant or material in
this permitting scheme.
General. One commenter urged the Authority to delay any
action on the proposed rules because the rules and the Act
infringes on Federal Constitutional 5th amendment rights.
Agency Response: The Texas Supreme Court has already
ruled in Barshop v. Medina Underground Water Conservation
District that the Act does not on its face unconstitutional
infringe or impair vested property rights. The court reserved
for future consideration a determination of whether the Act
unconstitutionally infringes upon or impairs vested property
rights as applied. The Authority believes that these rules when
applied are a reasonable and valid exercise of its powers.
Further, the Authority is required to carry out these permitting
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activities by its enabling legislation. Accordingly, the Authority
will not delay the implementation of these rules.
General. One commenter indicated that there are some circum-
stances in which irrigators’ property rights are not protected and
the sentence in the proposal preamble which states: "These
rules will not deny any real property owner of all economically
viable use of land or eviscerate any vested property rights..." is
at least unnecessary and probably incorrect.
Agency Response: The Authority believes that these rules in
and of themselves do not eviscerate any vested property rights.
The Texas Supreme Court in Barshop v. Medina Underground
Water Conversation District recognized that Texas Courts have
not previously considered the point at which water regulation
unconstitutionally invades the property rights of landowners.
The Authority believes that these procedural regulations do not
unconstitutionally invade the property rights of landowners who
have historically withdrawn water from the Edwards Aquifer.
These rules merely provide the process, the procedural due
process, for the regulation of the use of that property in the
future. For these reasons, the staff of the Authority believes
that no modification of the above-described wording is needed.
General. One commenter indicated that many irrigators have
expressed opinions related to the complexity of these rules
making self-representation almost impossible. The Authority
may have intended for the rules to be designed for the protection
of individuals’ legal rights but many persons feel intimidated by
the complicated procedures incorporated within these rules to
the point that they feel compelled to hire a lawyer just to protect
their existing property rights.
Agency Response: The Authority has made every effort to
insure that the rules are reasonable, equitable and provide
sufficient due process. The staff has held numerous workshops
throughout the region to assist filers in filling out the necessary
forms. The staff will continue to hold these workshops and
make themselves available to the public.
General. One commenter stated that the rules do not have
any provision for compensation as a result of a taking of water
rights.
Agency Response: The proposed rules are promulgated for
the purposes of providing the public and the agency with
a procedure for the filing, processing and review of permit
applications for initial regular permits as well as to provide an
opportunity for a hearing and a final appealable decision on
such applications. Any potential taking and related measure of
compensation as a result of implementation of the act by these
rules would be decided by a court and brought in the form of
individual actions. Therefore, a provision for compensation is
not needed in these rules.
General. One commenter stated that a separate permit should
be issued for each well co-owner, if desired, otherwise a sale,
lease or other transaction to transfer the water withdrawal permit
may be impeded unless all co-owners agree to the transfer.
Agency Response. The Authority has already adopted a rule
in subchapter B of Chapter 701, §701.17 (relating to Joint
Application) which addresses this issue. The Authority has
already determined that in the event of multi-party ownership
in a well that the co-owners should submit a joint application
and one permit will be issued to the joint applicant. Should a
dispute between the co-owners arise, the parties to that dispute
must resolve the issue informally or resort to district court.
Section 701.31. One commenter said that the Authority should
add to the definition of the term "Beneficial use without waste"
the following "...as the term waste is defined by §1.03(21) of the
Act."
Agency Response: The staff believes that the term waste is
generally governed by the definition set forth in §1.03(21) of the
Act and that a separate statement in this section to that effect
is not necessary. After further study, the staff recommends the
insertion of the term "additional" definitions to the title of this
section to make clear that these definitions are in addition to
the definitions adopted in §701.1 and both sets of definitions
apply equally throughout the chapter.
Section 701.51. De Minimis Users. The Authority proposed this
rule to expand the statutory small well exemption to apply to any
well regardless of the particular use of the water. Section 1.33
of the Act provides that "A well that produces 25,000 gallons
of water a day or less for domestic or livestock use is exempt
from metering requirements." For the purposes of permitting,
the Act specifies that only wells for domestic and livestock use
are exempt.
Agency Response: On advice from legal counsel, the Board
will not adopt §701.51 because only an owner of a well that
produces 25,000 gallons of water per day or less and the water
produced is used for domestic and livestock purposes is exempt
from filing a declaration for historic use according to §1.15 of
the Act. Therefore, the staff recommends the withdrawal of this
rule in its entirety.
Section 701.53. Interim Authorization. The staff recommends
that the term "withdraws" in §701.53(a) be changed to "with-
drew" to correct the tense of that word. Staff also recommends
the addition of §701.53(b)(3) to clarify that the amount of wa-
ter withdrawal right authorized by the interim authorization may
be modified by the issuance of an initial determination permit.
With the addition of §701.53(b)(3) the following Subsection was
renumbered, so that §701.53(b)(3), as proposed, is renumbered
to §701.53(b)(4) as adopted.
Section 701.55. Receipt and Filing of Application. The staff
recommends the addition of §701.55(c) that provides for the
issuance of a statement to each applicant setting forth his
interim authorization in order to clearly notify the applicant of
his authority to use that amount of water.
Sections 701.58 and 701.59. Application Complete and Appli-
cation Incomplete. One commenter indicated that these sec-
tions relate to the duty of the Edwards Aquifer Authority to pre-
liminarily review each application for administrative complete-
ness but fail to place a timeline for when this review will take
place or when notice of such review is to be given to the appli-
cant.
Agency Response: The staff agrees with the comment that a
timeline is needed which provides when the preliminary review
will be complete or when notice of such review is to be given
to the applicant. The staff is not yet clear about the number or
complexity of the claims that will be filed by December 30, 1996.
It is the staff’s intention and to the Authority’s benefit to process
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the declarations of historical use as soon as possible after
December 30, 1996. The Staff recognizes the need for such
a deadline and recommends that a deadline for determining
application completeness should be March 1, 1997. The staff
has also corrected a reference to a rule by changing "§701.19"
to "§701.21" (relating to Information Required in Application) in
§701.58.
Section 701.72. Supplementation of Application. A commenter
pointed out that a reference to "§701.33" and a reference to
"§701.64" are misstated.
Agency Response: The staff agrees that the reference to
"§701.33" should be changed to "§701.73" (relating to Request
of Additional Information) and the reference to "§701.64" should
be changed to "§701.124" (relating to Evidence at Contested
Case Hearing).
Section 701.73. Request for Additional Information. One
commenter suggested the inclusion of the following language at
the end of subsection (a) "...unless the applicant can show good
cause for the failure to submit the requested information. If good
cause is shown the general manager shall extend the deadline
for a reasonable period of time." In addition, the reference to
"§701.34" is misstated.
Agency Response: The staff agrees that the reference to
"§701.34" should be changed to "§701.74" (relating to Technical
Review). Section 701.72 already provides that the general
manager may allow additional time for applicants to provide any
additional information concerning their application until April 1,
1997, upon a showing of good cause. The staff believes that
this is enough time to provide any additional information that is
needed to complete the technical review process. In addition,
staff has corrected the grammar of §701.73(a) by changing "the"
chapter to "this" chapter.
Section 701.74. Technical Review. Several commenters
pointed out that the references to "§701.35", "§701.36",
"§701.42" and "§701.61" are misstated. One commenter
indicated that the general manager does not have the authority
under the Act to reduce the amount of the withdrawal floors
under §701.74(d)(2)(C).
Agency Response: The staff agrees that the references
to "§701.35", "§701.36", "§701.42" and "§701.61" should
be changed to "§701.75" (relating to Initial Determination),
"§701.76" (relating to Notice of Initial Determination), "§701.92"
(relating to Determination of Amount of Water Available for
Permitting) and "§701.121" (relating to Filing Protests), respec-
tively. The purpose of §701.74(d)(2)(C) is to allow the authority
to adjust permit withdrawal amounts upon issuance of a final
decision by the Authority after all contested case hearings are
concluded. By statute, the Authority may permit on an annual
basis up to 450,000 acre feet of water withdrawals from the
Edwards Aquifer by the initial regulatory permit process. If the
water withdrawal right of one applicant increases or decreases
as the result of a contested case, the withdrawal rights of other
applicants will correspondingly increase or decrease provided
no permit withdrawal floor applies. Therefore, the Authority
must have the discretion to reallocate water withdrawal rights
at the time a final decision is rendered on all contested cases.
In addition, the staff recommends that a provision be added at
the end of §701.74(b) that provides access to the site by the
general manager to verify information submitted in support of
an application. Staff also recommends after further study that
the term "permit" be added to the phrase "initial determination"
throughout these rules. The purpose of this change is to
substitute the term "initial determination permit" for the term
"proposed permit". The initial determination under the rules
encompasses all the elements of a proposed permit. Staff
recommends this change as it is in substance the proposed
permit. The first place this term appears is in §701.74(d)(2)(D).
This is a global change that will appear throughout this section
and other sections of these rules. Staff recommends that
the words "and rate" be deleted from §701.74(d)(1)(C) as the
users’ historical rate of withdrawal is relevant to, and therefore
implied by, a determination of beneficial use without waste.
The rate of withdrawal will be separately stated in the initial
determination permit and final permit. A typo is corrected
in §701.74(d)(2)(F) changing 30 to 45 days indicating the
appropriate length of time to file a protest. Finally, staff has
made a grammatical correction in §701.74(b) by changing
"application" to "applicant".
Section 701.75. Summary of Initial Determination Permits. One
commenter indicated that in §701.75(b)(1) the wording "rate
of withdrawal" be deleted because it is not applicable in the
application process.
Agency Response: Staff disagrees that the wording in
§701.75(b)(1) concerning "rate of withdrawal" be removed.
Section 1.15 of the Act requires the Authority to issue a permit
in terms of amount of authorized withdrawal and maximum rate
of withdrawal. Indeed, staff recommends changing "and rate
of withdrawal claimed" to the "maximum rate of withdrawal"
to more accurately reflect the statutory language. Other
changes to §701.75 include correction of a reference to rule
section, "§701.51" to "§701.101" (relating to calculation of
Initial Determination Permit Withdrawal Amounts), addition of
the term "permit" to initial determination, addition of the term
"summary of" to initial determination permits to distinguish
between a reference to each individual initial determination and
the document which represents the collection or summary of
all initial determinations, grammatical corrections, corrections
to the title of sections referenced, and substitution of "initial
determination permit" for "proposed permit". Finally, the staff
recommends that §701.75(b)(4) be deleted as it is redundant
of other provisions in the rules.
Section 701.76. Notice of Initial Determination Permits. Several
commenters suggested that §701.76(b)(3) should be changed
as only applicants should be allowed to contest the initial
determination.
Agency Response. Staff agrees with the comment that only
applicants should be allowed to contest their application or
another application and, therefore, the rules have been modified
to provide that an applicant who has timely filed an application
may protest an initial determination on his application or the
application of another. After further review, staff has made
other changes to 701.76 to correct a reference to "§701.61"
to "§701.121" (relating to Filing Protests), add the term "permit"
to initial determination and "summary of" initial determination,
where applicable, make grammatical corrections where needed,
and deleted surplus or unnecessary language.
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Section 701.77. Uncontested Applications Submitted to Board.
One commenter suggested that the language in §701.77(b)
which states: "The board may refer an uncontested application
to a contested case hearing by written order stating the specific
issues the board wishes to submit to the hearing" is unclear
as to the purpose of this rule and is too far-reaching and
ambiguous. Other commenters suggest that final permits for
applicants for an irrigation floor could be issued early as they will
not be reduced by any later proportionate reduction calculation.
Agency Response: The staff agreed with these comments
and recommends striking §701.77(b) and adding language that
provides for early issuance of a final permit for those applicants
claiming the irrigation floor and issuance of a final permit with
a special condition stating that the water withdrawal right may
be subject to later adjustment for all other applicants.
Section 701.92. Determination of Amount of Water Available
for Permitting. Staff recommends the correction of a typo by
changing the word "discharge" to "recharge."
Section 701.94. Criteria for Technical Review. One commenter
suggested that the language in §701.94(a) which states: "With-
drawal of water which is substantially in excess of the volume or
rate reasonable required for a particular use will be presumed to
constitute waste" should be deleted because it is not supported
by the definition of waste in the Act. Another commenter in-
dicated that §701.94(d) should be deleted because there is no
connection to the capacity of the well and its beneficial use with-
out waste.
Agency Response: Staff believes that §701.94(a) is supported
under §1.03(4) of the Act which states: "beneficial use means
the use of the amount of water that is economically necessary
for a purpose authorized by law, when reasonable intelligence
and reasonable diligence are used in applying the water to
that purpose" and §1.03(21)(A) of the Act which defines waste
as, "the flowing or producing of wells from the aquifer if the
water produced is not used for a beneficial purpose". Because
the withdrawal of water which is substantially in excess of the
volume or rate reasonably required for a particular use is not
defined as beneficial, it is therefore waste. Staff agrees with
the comment concerning §701.94(d) for the reason stated by
the commenter. Staff recommends deleting §701.94(d) from
the rules.
Section 701.98. Permit Withdrawal Floor. One commenter ob-
jected to the floors language provided in this section, and further
stated that there should be further language to protect those
users that do not qualify under the irrigation withdrawal floor or
the historical average withdrawal floor. The commenter stated
that all timely filed applications for historical use should receive
protection against proportional reduction.
Agency Response: Staff believes that the language set forth in
the rules is consistent with §1.16 of the Act. However, staff does
see a need to further investigate alternatives that the Authority
may have in adjusting the permit cap of 450,000 acre-feet per
year in order to meet obligations of the Authority to honor permit
withdrawal floors. A proposed new rule to address the potential
requirement of the board to issue more than 450,000 acre-feet
for permitting will need to be placed before the public to receive
comment before the Authority can adopt such a rule.
Section 701.101. Calculation of Initial Determination of Per-
mit Withdrawal Amounts. One commenter indicated that the
language in §701.101(a) which states: "The general manager
will determine proposed permit withdrawal amounts by propor-
tionately reducing each applicant’s maximum historical use to
reflect the amount of water available for permitting," assumes
that the proposed permit withdrawal amounts will exceed the
amount of water available for permitting. In §701.101(d), the
commenter also suggested deletion of the last sentence which
provides: "If because of permit withdrawal flow, W still exceeds
P, the general manager will continue to apply this reduction ap-
proach to individual permit withdrawal amounts until W equals
P."
Agency Response: Staff believes the wording should be
changed in §701.101(a) to read: "In the event that the total
of all declaration of historical use amounts exceed the amount
of water available for permitting as defined in §701.94 of this
chapter, the general manager will reduce each applicant’s
proposed permit withdrawal amount in accordance with the
reduction formula described in the section." The staff disagrees
with the comment on §701.101(d) but suggests that wording
in the last sentence in §701.101(d) be modified to read, "The
general manager will continue to apply the reduction to those
applications that have not reached their permit floors until W
equals P or until no further reductions can be accomplished to
meet the amount of water available for permitting." This new
language recognizes that the permit withdrawal floors will be
protected. A reference to "§701.42" is corrected to "§701.92"
(relating to Determination of Amount of Water Available for
Permitting). After review the staff recommends that the first
sentence of §701.101(d) and §701.101(e) be rewritten to clarify
the meaning of those sentences and subsections.
Section 701.102. General and Special Permit Terms. In
§701.102(a)(6), one commenter suggested that pumping infor-
mation of industrial users required to be provided to the EAA be
treated as confidential under the Texas Open Records Act, as
proprietary in nature. One commenter suggested that the lan-
guage in §701.102(a)(10) which states: "The permit will remain
in effect until it is abandoned, canceled, or retired" should be
deleted because the wording is not consistent with the Act.
Agency Response: §701.102(a)(6) applies to all users and
is required under the Act. The question about whether the
authority must or may treat this information as proprietary under
the Texas Public Information Act is not within the scope of this
set of rules. The Authority will treat each request to handle
such information separately as provided under the Texas Public
Information Act as the request is made. The staff also believes
that the wording in §701.102(a)(10) which states: "The permit
will remain in effect until it is abandoned, canceled, or retired" is
consistent with §1.23(g) of the Act which states: "The authority
shall issue an initial regular permit without a term, and an initial
regular permit remains in effect until the permit is abandoned,
canceled, or retired." Therefore, the staff does not recommend
a change based on these comments.
Section 701.121. Filing Protests. One commenter expressed
concern that the Authority should set out in its rules who
are "affected persons" entitled to participate in permit protest
hearings. That commenter felt that the undefined term could
result in no limits on potential protestants and intervenors and
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that defining the requisite interest for participation would go far
in properly focusing the issues in any contested case. Leaving
the scope of protests undefined may allow an administrative
law judge to conclude the rules allow global protests and
challenges to become part of an individual permit case. The
commenter also recommended that each protest of an individual
initial determination must be filed separately. Two commenters
supported the limitation of standing to any applicant or affected
person within the geographic boundaries of the Authority, while
another commenter believed that only the applicant should be
able to protest the applicant’s initial determination.
Agency Response: The staff agrees that only the applicant
or a competing applicant who has timely filed an application
for initial regular permit should be able to file a protest or
an initial determination permit and, therefore, recommends a
change to §701.121(a) to that effect. The staff agrees that
each protest of an individual initial determination should be filed
separately, therefore, the following language is recommended
to be added to §701.121(f): "A separate protest must be
filed on each contested individual initial determination permit."
Other changes to this section include the correction of a typo
from "30th" to "45th" day, the insertion of the terms initial
determination "permits" and "summary of" initial determination
permits, and the correction of the numbering of two subsections
as subsection (d).
Section 701.122. Board Review of Protests. One commenter
pointed out that the reference to "§701.61" is misstated.
Agency Response: Staff agrees that "§701.61" should be
changed to "§701.121" (relating to Filing of Protests).
Section 701.124. Evidence at Contested Case Hearing. After
review the staff recommends that the term "initial determination"
as used in §701.124(b) be changed to "application" as the
applicant may not agree with the initial determination in all
cases.
Section 701.125. Notice of Hearing. After review, the staff
recommends that the language "to the initial determination"
which appears in the first sentence of this section be struck
as it is surplusage.
Section 701.126. Preliminary Hearing. After review, the staff
recommends the following clean-up changes to this section:
insert the term initial determination "permit", where applicable,
delete the clause "has a justifiable interest" in §701.126(b)
and insert "is an applicant who has timely filed an application
for an initial regular permit" in order to reflect changes made
in §701.121 (relating to Filing Protests), substitute "General
Manager" for the "Authority", and correct the grammar of
§701.126(d) to clarify the automatic parties in a contested case
hearing.
Section 701.127. Procedure at Protest Hearing. One com-
menter indicated that only applicants are proper parties in con-
tested case hearings.
Agency Response: Staff disagrees with the comment and
instead believes that the applicant, the protestant who is
a timely filed applicant for an initial regular permit, other
competing applicants, and the General Manager of the Edwards
Aquifer Authority are proper parties in contested case hearings.
Section 701.130. Burden of Proof. One commenter indicated
the burden of proof should remain with the protestant at all
times.
Agency Response: Staff believes that the burden of proof is
properly stated. Once a protestant demonstrates a dispute
exists on a stated fact or a fact necessarily implied by the
initial determination permit, the applicant has the burden to
prove that fact by a preponderance of the evidence. It is the
applicant’s application and his responsibility to prove it. Staff
also recommends some cleanup changes to this section to
insert the term initial determination "permit" where appropriate.
Subchapter C. Filing and Notices
31 TAC §§701.31–701.35
The Authority adopts these rules under the Edwards Aquifer
Authority Act, chapter 626, 73rd Legislature, Regular Session
(1993), as amended (the "Act"), the Authority’s powers and
duties under the Act to promulgate rules and to implement and
enforce the Act’s permitting requirements (Act §§1.08, 1.11,
1.14 - 1.17), Chapter 36 of the Texas Water Code, and the
Conservation Amendment of the Texas Constitution, Article 16,
§59.
The adopted sections implement the Edwards Aquifer Authority
Act, chapter 626, 73rd Legislature, Regular Session (1993),
§§1.08, 1.10, 1.14 - 1.17.
§701.31. Additional Definitions.
The following words and terms when used in this chapter shall
have the following meanings, unless the context clearly indicates
otherwise.
APA - The Administrative Procedures Act, Texas Government Code,
chapter 2001.
Application - A permit application along with any information,
documents, and attachments timely submitted in support of the
application by the applicant. The term "application" includes a timely
filed declaration of historical use.
Beneficial use without waste - Use of the amount of water econom-
ically necessary for a lawful purpose, when reasonable intelligence
and reasonable diligence are used in applying the water to that pur-
pose, and the use does not constitute waste. Contested case hearing
- An evidentiary hearing governed by these rules and the APA .
Historical period - The 21-year period from June 1, 1972, through
May 31, 1993.
Permit withdrawal floor - The amount of underground water an initial
regular permit holder is assured against any required proportional
reduction to meet the amount available for permitted withdrawals,
because such holder either irrigated during any year of the historical
period and is entitled to the "irrigation withdrawal floor" or operated
a well for three or more years during the historical period and is
entitled to the "historical average withdrawal floor," in accordance
with §1.16(e) of the Act.
This agency hereby certifies that the adoption has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be a valid exercise of the
agency’s legal authority.
Issued in Austin, Texas, on January 28, 1997.
TRD-9701320




Effective date: February 18, 1997
Proposal publication date: November 12, 1996
For further information, please call: (210) 222–2204
♦ ♦ ♦
Subchapter D. Administrative Review of Decla-
rations of Historical Use
31 TAC 701.52–701.59
The Authority adopts these rules under the Edwards Aquifer
Authority Act, chapter 626, 73rd Legislature, Regular Session
(1993), as amended (the "Act"), the Authority’s powers and
duties under the Act to promulgate rules and to implement and
enforce the Act’s permitting requirements (Act §§1.08, 1.11,
1.14 - 1.17), Chapter 36 of the Texas Water Code, and the
Conservation Amendment of the Texas Constitution, Article 16,
§59.
The adopted sections implement the Edwards Aquifer Authority
Act, chapter 626, 73rd Legislature, Regular Session (1993),
§§1.08, 1.10, 1.14 - 1.17.
§701.53. Interim Authorization.
(a) A person who owned a producing nonexempt well that
withdrew water from the aquifer on June 28, 1996 may, pursuant to
§1.17 of the Act, continue to withdraw and beneficially use water
from the well until final action on permits by the Authority, if:
(1) the well is in compliance with all statutes and rules
relating to well construction, approval, location, spacing and opera-
tion; and
(2) the person timely files an application in compliance
with this chapter.
(b) Use under interim authorization
(1) may not exceed on an annual basis the historical
maximum beneficial use of water without waste during any one
calendar year of the historical period as evidenced by the declaration
submitted as part of the application;
(2) is subject to the comprehensive management plan and
other plans or rules adopted by the Authority;
(3) is modified by issuance of an initial determination
permit; and
(4) ends on entry of a final and appealable order by the
authority acting on the application, or on December 30, 1996, if the
person has not filed a declaration of historical use.
§701.55. Receipt and Filing of Application.
(a) Applications and any other papers submitted by an
applicant in connection with an application will be date stamped
"RECEIVED" by the docket clerk at the time that they are received
by the Authority.
(b) Subject to the timely payment of a required fee, if any,
and subject to §701.18 of this title (relating to filing of declarations
of historical use), any application papers submitted in support of an
application, including but not limited to any request, motion, response
to request for additional information, or protest, will be considered
filed on the day deposited in the mail or, in the case of personal
delivery, the date actually received by the Authority.
(c) As soon as practicable after receipt, the Authority shall
issue a statement to each applicant setting forth the interim authoriza-
tion for each timely filed application. The statement shall provide
that the applicant may continue to withdraw water during the pe-
riod of processing the application provided that the amount of water
withdrawn does not exceed the amount of that applicant’s historical
maximum withdrawal and beneficial use of water without waste, and
that the use under interim authorization is subject to the rules of the
Authority.
§701.58. Application Complete.
Upon receipt of an application that appears to contain the information
required by §701.21 of this title (relating to Information Required
in Application), including any required attachments and supporting
documentation, the general manager will declare the application
administratively complete, and notify the applicant by March 1, 1997,
that the application is administratively complete and will be submitted
for technical review.
§701.59. Application Incomplete.
(a) Upon receipt of an application that appears not to contain
the required information or is otherwise incomplete, the general
manager will mail to the applicant a notice that the application is
incomplete by March 1, 1997.
(b) A notice that an application is incomplete will state
what information or other action is required to make the application
complete, state that the applicant must file the information or take
the action within 30 days of the date of the notice, and state that
the application will be submitted to technical review on the 31st day
after the date of the notice based on information timely submitted in
support of the application by that day.
(c) On the 31st day after the notice of incomplete application,
the incomplete application along with any other timely filed support-
ing papers will be submitted to technical review.
This agency hereby certifies that the adoption has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be a valid exercise of the
agency’s legal authority.





Effective date: February 18, 1997
Proposal publication date: November 12, 1996
For further information, please call: (210) 222–2204
♦ ♦ ♦
Subchapter E. Technical Review and Initial De-
termination of Declarations of Historical Use
31 TAC §§701.71–701.77
The Authority adopts these rules under the Edwards Aquifer
Authority Act, chapter 626, 73rd Legislature, Regular Session
(1993), as amended (the "Act"), the Authority’s powers and
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duties under the Act to promulgate rules and to implement and
enforce the Act’s permitting requirements (Act §§1.08, 1.11,
1.14 - 1.17), Chapter 35 of the Texas Water Code, and the
Conservation Amendment of the Texas Constitution, Article 16,
§59.
The adopted sections implement the Edwards Aquifer Authority
Act, chapter 626, 73rd Legislature, Regular Session (1993),
§§1.08, 1.10, 1.14 - 1.17.
§701.72. Supplementation of Application.
(a) The applicant may submit further information in support
of the application not later than 30 days following the date of the
notice of administrative completeness, but may not submit such
information after that time except as allowed or requested by the
general manager pursuant to subsection (b) of this section or §701.73
of this title (relating to Request of Additional Information) or as
provided in §701.124 of this title (relating to Evidence at Contested
Case Hearing).
(b) The general manager may upon good cause allow the
applicant to submit additional information upon good cause shown
no later than April 1, 1997.
§701.73. Request for Additional Information.
(a) If at any time prior to the completion of technical review
on all timely filed applications in accordance with §701.74 of this
title (relating to Technical Review) the general manager believes that
additional information is necessary or helpful to complete review
of an application, the general manager will request the applicant to
provide such information within 30 days of the date of the request.
(b) A request for additional information under this section
extends the deadline for completion of technical review by 30 days.
(c) If the applicant fails to timely provide requested addi-
tional information, the technical review of the application will be
concluded based on information previously provided by the appli-
cant.
§701.74. Technical Review.
(a) When an application has been declared administratively
complete (or the 31st day after the date of notice of incomplete
application), it will be submitted to the staff for technical review.
(b) The purpose of technical review is to determine if and
to what extent the applicant convincingly establishes the applicant’s
claimed amount of withdrawals and beneficial use without waste of
underground water from the Edwards Aquifer during the historical
period entitling the applicant to an initial regular permit in accordance
with the Act and this chapter. The general manager or his designee is
entitled to enter any public or private property at any reasonable time
upon reasonable notice for the purpose of inspecting, investigating,
or verifying conditions or information submitted in support of an
application for a permit filed pursuant to this chapter.
(c) Technical review of the application will be completed
within 90 days of the date the application is declared administratively
complete (or within 90 days after the 31st day after the date of notice
of incomplete application), unless that time is extended by a request
for additional information by the general manager in accordance with
§701.73 of this title (relating to Request for Additional Information).
(d) Promptly following the completion of technical review,
the general manager will notify the applicant that technical review of
the application has been completed. The notice will contain:
(1) An application summary that states the following
preliminary findings, if applicable:
(A) the total maximum amount of annual historical
usage claimed by the applicant;
(B) the type or types of water use upon which the
claim is based;
(C) the total maximum volume of water withdrawn
and beneficially used without waste during any one calendar year
of the historical period determined to be established by convincing
evidence;
(D) the type and amount of permit withdrawal floor
or floors for which the applicant seeks to qualify;
(E) the type and amount of permit withdrawal floor
determined to be established by convincing evidence;
(F) any equitable adjustment made because the appli-
cant’s historic water use was affected by a requirement of or partici-
pation in a federal program; and
(G) any other determinative factors bearing on the
preliminary findings.
(2) A statement that:
(A) The general manager may modify the preliminary
findings and seek additional information from the applicant in the
course of conducting technical review of other applications.
(B) The general manager may proportionately reduce
the total amount of annual historical usage established by convincing
evidence in the application, subject to any application permit with-
drawal floor, to reflect the amount of water available for permitting
in accordance with §701.92 of this title (relating to Determination of
Amount of Water Available for Permitting), and that this proportional
reduction cannot be made until technical review of all timely filed
applications has been completed.
(C) The general manager may further adjust the
permit withdrawal amount after a final decision is rendered on all
timely filed applications, to the extent the permit withdrawal amount
exceeds any applicable permit withdrawal floor.
(D) The general manager will issue an initial determi-
nation permit on all timely-filed applications when technical review
is complete on all such applications, in accordance with §701.75 of
this title (relating to Initial Determination Permit).
(E) The general manager will notify the applicant of
the initial determination permit and publish notice of same in the
Texas Registerin accordance with §701.76 of this title (relating to
Notice of Initial Determination Permits); and
(F) The applicant may file a protest and request
for contested case hearing on or before the 45th day following
the publication of notice in the Texas Register in accordance with
§701.121 of this title (relating to Filing Protests), and that protests
filed prior to such publication of notice will not be acted upon until
after such publication.
§701.75. Summary of Initial Determination Permits.
(a) Within 15 days after technical review on all applica-
tions has been completed, the general manager will determine rec-
ommended permit withdrawal amounts in accordance with §701.101
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of this title (relating to Calculation of Initial Determination Permit
Withdrawal Amounts), and prepare a summary of initial determina-
tion permits for all timely filed applications.
(b) The summary of initial determination permits will consist
of the following:
(1) a matrix of all claims presented in such applications
that shows at least the following information: application identifica-
tion number, principal type of use (agricultural, municipal, industrial,
or other), amount of maximum historical beneficial use without waste,
the maximum rate of withdrawal, the proposed permit withdrawal
amounts, the type and amount of permit withdrawal floor claimed
and recommended, and, if denial of the application is recommended,
the reason for the denial;
(2) the final application summaries prepared by the gen-
eral manager after the conclusion of the technical review period with
respect to each application represented in the matrix;
(3) an initial determination permit for each application
setting forth permit withdrawal amounts, terms, and conditions.
§701.76. Notice of Initial Determination Permits.
(a) The general manager will send a copy of the application
summary and initial determination permit to the applicant, and will
publish notice of the summary of initial determination permits in the
Texas Register and in newspapers of general circulation throughout
the Authority.
(b) The published notice of the summary of the initial
determination permits shall state:
(1) the initial determination permits on all timely filed
applications have been issued by the Authority, and that a copy of
each initial determination permit is available for inspection by the
public;
(2) the initial determination permit will become final with
respect to any application, subject to any pro rata adjustments, unless
the initial determination permit is timely contested in accordance with
this section;
(3) any applicant who has timely filed for an initial regular
permit may contest an initial determination permit by filing with the
Authority, on or before the 45th day following the publication of
notice of the summary of initial determination permits in theT xas
Register,a written and verified protest of an initial determination
permit in accordance with §701.121 of this title (relating to Filing
Protests); and
(4) until the Authority enters a final and appealable order
on the application, the applicant’s interim authorization to withdraw
water is modified by the amount equal to that applicant’s initial
determination permit.
§701.77. Uncontested Applications Submitted to Board.
(a) Promptly after the last day for filing protests of initial
determination permits, the general manager shall submit to the board
for review and approval all uncontested initial determination permits.
(b) The Board shall issue to all holders of an uncontested
initial determination permit that seek a water withdrawal right based
on the two acre foot per acre irrigation withdrawal floor a final permit.
(c) With respect to a holder of an uncontested initial determi-
nation permit that seeks a water withdrawal right on any basis other
than as stated in subsection (b) of this section, the board shall issue
a final permit with a condition stating that the water withdrawal right
is subject to adjustment as a result of a final decision has been ren-
dered in all contested case hearings and shall state the formula for
calculating that adjustment.
This agency hereby certifies that the adoption has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be a valid exercise of the
agency’s legal authority.





Effective date: February 18, 1997
Proposal publication date: November 12, 1996
For further information, please call: (210) 222–2204
♦ ♦ ♦
Subchapter F. Initial Regular Permit Amounts
and Terms
31 TAC §§701.91–701.102
The Authority adopts these rules under the Edwards Aquifer
Authority Act, chapter 626, 73rd Legislature, Regular Session
(1993), as amended (the "Act"), the Authority’s powers and
duties under the Act to promulgate rules and to implement and
enforce the Act’s permitting requirements (Act §§1.08, 1.11,
1.14 - 1.17), Chapter 36 of the Texas Water Code, and the
Conservation Amendment of the Texas Constitution, Article 16,
§59.
The adopted sections implement the Edwards Aquifer Author-
ity Act, chapter 626, 73rd Legislature, Regular Session (1993),
§§1.08, 1.10, 1.14 - 1.17. 701.91. Applicability. This subchap-
ter governs the determination of amounts of withdrawals autho-
rized by initial regular permits and the terms of those permits.
§701.92. Determination of Amount of Water Available for Permit-
ting.
(a) If the board determines from time to time that there are
additional supplies available from the aquifer through studies and
implementation of water management strategies, including conserva-
tion, springflow augmentation, diversions downstream of the springs,
reuse, supplemental recharge, conjunctive management of surface and
subsurface water, and critical period management plans, the board
may increase the maximum amount of permitted withdrawals and
set a different maximum amount of withdrawals in accordance with
§1.14 of the Act.
(b) Not later than the date the staff completes technical
review of all timely filed declarations, the board will consider whether
it should increase the maximum amount of permitted withdrawals and
set a higher maximum amount of withdrawals in accordance with
§1.14(d) of the Act.
§701.94. Criteria for Technical Review.
(a) Withdrawal of water which is substantially in excess of
the volume or rate reasonably required for a particular use will be
presumed to constitute waste.
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(b) Irrigation use of two acre feet of water per irrigated acre
will be presumed not to constitute waste.
(c) Use of water for irrigation of multiple or successive crops
is a beneficial use to the extent it does not constitute waste.
(d) Any presumption stated in this section may be rebutted
by convincing evidence.
§701.101. Calculation of Initial Determination Permit Withdrawal
Amounts.
(a) In the event that the total of all declarations of historical
use amounts exceed the amount of water available for permitting
as defined in §701.94 of this title (relating to Maximum Historical
Use), the general manager will reduce each applicant’s proposed
permit withdrawal amount in accordance with the reduction formula
described in this section.
(b) The amount of water available for permitting is 450,000
acre feet per calendar year unless the board establishes a higher
amount in accordance with §701.92 of this title (relating to Determi-
nation of Amount of Water Available for Permitting).
(c) An applicant’s proposed permit withdrawal amount will
not be set below that applicant’s permit withdrawal floor.
(d) In the event that the total maximum historical use exceeds
the amount of water available for permitting, the General Manager
will proportionately reduce the maximum historical use by calculating
each initial determination permit amount (p) by using the following
formula: multiply the applicant’s maximum historical use (h) by the
quotient of the total amount of water available for permitting (P)
divided by the aggregate amount of approved historical use claims
(C): h x P/C = p. Each applicant’s permit withdrawal amount will
then be reduced to p, or the applicable permit withdrawal floor,
whichever is higher. The general manager will then calculate the
resulting aggregate amount of permit withdrawal amounts (W). The
general manager will continue to apply the reduction formula to
each application that has not been reduced to its respective permit
withdrawal floor until W equals P or until no further reductions can
be accomplished to meet the amount of water available for permitting.
(e) After a final decision in all contested case hearings
have been rendered, a final calculation to proportionately reduce
each applicant’s permitted withdrawal amount will be performed in
accordance with their permit condition. Any final calculations cannot
be contested in any contested case hearing.
This agency hereby certifies that the adoption has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be a valid exercise of the
agency’s legal authority.





Effective date: February 18, 1997
Proposal publication date: November 12, 1996
For further information, please call: (210) 222–2204
♦ ♦ ♦
Subchapter G. Hearings Process
31 TAC §§701.121–701.131
The Authority adopts these rules under the Edwards Aquifer
Authority Act, chapter 626, 73rd Legislature, Regular Session
(1993), as amended (the "Act"), the Authority’s powers and
duties under the Act to promulgate rules and to implement and
enforce the Act’s permitting requirements (Act §§1.08, 1.11,
1.14 - 1.17), Chapter 36 of the Texas Water Code, and the
Conservation Amendment of the Texas Constitution, Article 16,
§59.
The adopted sections implement the Edwards Aquifer Authority
Act, chapter 626, 73rd Legislature, Regular Session (1993),
§§1.08, 1.10, 1.14 - 1.17.
§701.121. Filing Protests.
(a) Any applicant who has timely filed an application for an
initial regular permit who disputes the initial determination permit
on that person’s or another person’s application may, following the
publication of notice of initial determination permits in theTexas
Register, but no later than the 45th day following such publication
of notice, file a written protest with the Authority, stating with
reasonable specificity the grounds of the protest and a request for
a contested case hearing.
(b) A protestant may object only to the fact or facts which
serve as the foundation for, or are necessarily implied by, an initial
determination permit.
(c) The statement filed to protest an initial determination
permit must be verified by an affidavit of the protestant or his agent.
(d) The protest must set forth facts showing on a prima facie
basis that the person is affected by an initial determination permit
and that the person is reasonably entitled to a hearing on a fact or
facts described in subsection (b) of this section.
(e) If the protest is directed against an initial determination
permit of an applicant other than the protestant, a copy shall be served
on each such applicant or applicant’s attorney by certified mail, and
proof of service shall be filed with the docket clerk of the Authority.
(f) No protest will be acted upon by the Authority prior to
the date notice of the summary of initial determination permits is
published in theTexas Register.
(g) A separate protest must be filed on each contested
individual initial determination permit.
§701.122. Board Review of Protests.
(a) The board shall review a timely filed protest to determine
whether it complies with §701.121 of this title (relating to Filing of
Protests).
(b) After review of all timely filed protests, the board shall
refer to a contested case hearing before an administrative law judge of
the State Office of Hearings Examiners those protests which comply
with §701.121 of this title (relating to Filing of Protests) and deny
those protests which the board finds do not so comply.
(c) The board’s order to deny a protest shall be in writing
and shall state the basis for the denial and is a final appealable order
pursuant to the APA. If the board finds that a protest of an application
is groundless or filed in bad faith, it shall so state in its order and
shall assess the costs of reviewing the protest against the person who
filed it.
(d) The board’s decision to refer a protest does not constitute
approval of or support for the merits of the protest. The board’s
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decision to refer a protest merely indicates that the protestant has
properly stated with reasonable specificity grounds for a contested
case hearing and has satisfied the other requirements of §701.121 of
this title (relating to Filing of Protests).
(e) The board’s order referring a protest shall include an order
remanding to the State Office of Administrative Hearings a contested
case hearing on the matters raised in each protest.
§701.124. Evidence At Contested Case Hearing.
(a) A copy of the application certified by the docket clerk
will be admitted in a contested case hearing.
(b) The applicant may offer the following evidence at the
contested case hearing in support of the application:
(1) A certified copy of the application and all papers
timely filed with the Authority in support of the application;
(2) rebuttal and impeachment evidence;
(3) evidence bearing on procedural and jurisdictional
issues;
(4) evidence which is newly discovered; and
(5) any other relevant and material evidence that must be
admitted under the Texas or United States Constitution.
(c) Evidence is newly discovered and may be admitted
as such under subsection (b) of this section if the evidence was
discovered after technical review of the application was completed,
the evidence is relevant material, and would probably affect the
outcome of the hearing, and the applicant did not know or have
reason to know about the evidence until it was discovered.
§701.125. Notice of Hearing.
The Authority shall prepare a notice that lists the protests that the
board has referred to a contested case hearing, and states the time and
place of the contested case hearings on the protests. Notice of the
time and place of the hearings shall be published in theTexas Register
and in newspapers of general circulation throughout the Authority
and the area represented by the South Central Texas Water Advisory
Committee at least thirty days before each hearing is scheduled to
commence. Notice shall also be given to each person whose protest
was referred to a contested case hearing or whose application is
the subject of a referred protest not less than thirty days before the
contested case hearing is scheduled to commence.
§701.126. Preliminary Hearing.
(a) The administrative law judge(s) shall hold a preliminary
hearing to determine party status, determine the factual issues in
dispute, and develop a schedule for the proceeding.
(b) All persons seeking party status in a contested case
hearing shall appear at the preliminary hearing and seek to be
admitted as a party. A person seeking party status shall be prepared
to demonstrate that the person is affected by the initial determination
permit and is an applicant who has timely filed an application for an
initial regular permit, as defined under applicable law.
(c) An organization seeking to be admitted as a party must
submit evidence in support of its interest. The administrative law
judge will determine its party status based on the law of organizational
standing.
(d) The applicant and the General Manager are parties in a
contested case hearing involving that applicant’s initial determination
permit.
§701.130. Burden of Proof.
(a) The protestant challenging an initial determination permit
must introduce some evidence that raises a genuine issue of disputed
fact with respect to a factual finding stated or necessarily implied in
an initial determination permit, in which case the proponent of the
finding has the burden to support the finding by a preponderance of
the evidence. If the protestant fails to introduce some evidence that
raises a genuine issue of disputed fact with respect to a factual finding
stated or necessarily implied in an initial determination permit, the
finding shall be binding upon the parties.
(b) The administrative law judge will limit the evidentiary
portion of the hearing to the factual findings upon which the protestant
has raised a genuine issue of disputed fact.
This agency hereby certifies that the adoption has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be a valid exercise of the
agency’s legal authority.





Effective date: February 18, 1997
Proposal publication date: November 12, 1996
For further information, please call: (210) 222–2204
♦ ♦ ♦
Subchapter H. Post Hearing Process
31 TAC §§701.141–701.147
The Authority adopts these rules under the Edwards Aquifer
Authority Act, chapter 626, 73rd Legislature, Regular Session
(1993), as amended (the "Act"), the Authority’s powers and
duties under the Act to promulgate rules and to implement and
enforce the Act’s permitting requirements (Act §§1.08, 1.11,
1.14 - 1.17), Chapter 36 of the Texas Water Code, and the
Conservation Amendment of the Texas Constitution, Article 16,
§59.
The adopted sections implement the Edwards Aquifer Authority
Act, chapter 626, 73rd Legislature, Regular Session (1993),
§§1.08, 1.10, 1.14 - 1.17.
This agency hereby certifies that the adoption has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be a valid exercise of the
agency’s legal authority.





Effective date: February 18, 1997
Proposal publication date: November 12, 1996
For further information, please call: (210) 222–2204
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TEXAS DEPARTMENT  OF INSURANCE
Notification Pursuant to the Insurance Code, Chapter 5, Subchapter L
As required by the Insurance Code, Article 5.96 and 5.97, the Texas Register publishes notice of proposed
actions by the Texas Board of Insurance. Notice of action proposed under Article 5.96 must be published in
the Texas Register not later than the 30th day before the board adopts the proposal. Notice of action
proposed under Article 5.97 must be published in the Texas Register not later than the 10th day before the
Board of Insurance adopts the proposal. The Administrative Procedure Act, the Government Code, Chapters
2001 and 2002, does not apply to board action under Articles 5.96 and 5.97.
The complete text of the proposal summarized here may be examined in the offices of the Texas Department
of Insurance, 333 Guadalupe Street, Austin, Texas 78714-9104.)
This notification is made pursuant to the Insurance Code, Article 5.96, which exempts it from the
requirements of the Administrative Procedure Act.
Texas Department of Insurance
Exept Filing Notification Pursant to the Insurance Code
Chapter 5, Subchapter L, Article 5.96
PROPOSED
ADOPTION OF AMENDMENTS TO THE TEXAS PERSONAL
LINES MANUAL TO ESTABLISH AN OPTIONAL PREMIUM
CREDIT FOR INSTALLATION OF AN APPROVED DRY HY-
DRANT
The Commissioner of Insurance has adopted amendments to the
Texas Personal Lines Manual (Manual) to establish optional premium
credits for residential property insurance policies for the installation
of an acceptable dry hydrant within 1000 feet of a residential risk that
is located in an unprotected area. The Manual rules were proposed by
Department staff in a petition filed on November 14, 1996. Notice of
the proposal (Reference Number P-1196-52-I) was published in the
December 20, 1996 issue of theTexas Register(21 TexReg 12332).
The Manual rules were considered at a public hearing on January 22,
1997, at 9:00 a.m., under docket number 2276 in Room 100 of the
Texas Department of Insurance Building, 333 Guadalupe Street in
Austin, Texas.
The Commissioner has adopted, without changes to the proposal
as noticed in theTexas Register, amendments to the Homeowners,
Dwelling, Farm and Ranch Owners, and Farm and Ranch Sections
of the Manual to establish an optional premium credit for residential
property insurance policies for the installation of a dry hydrant that
meets the recommended specifications.
The adopted amendments to each section of the Manual are as
follows:
(1) In the Homeowners Section, Manual Rule VI-C is amended to
add new item 7 "Water Supply Points (Dry Hydrants)."
(2) In the Dwelling Section, Manual Rule VI-C is amended to add
new item 5 "Optional Dwelling Credits."
(3) In the Farm and Ranch Owners Section, Manual Rule VI-C is
amended to add new item 7 "Water Supply Points (Dry Hydrants)."
(4) In the Farm and Ranch Section, Manual Rule VI-D is amended
to add new item 4 "Optional Farm and Ranch Credits."
These rules specify the following standards that dry hydrants must
meet to qualify for the credit:
(1) Water supply points must be designed and certified by a registered
engineer, hydrologist, geologist, or soil conservationist to provide a
minimum of 30,000 gallons of water during a drought with an average
50 year cycle or an insurer may accept a less stringent standard.
(2) The risk must be located in an unprotected area and within 1,000
feet of the supply point and within five miles of the responding fire
station.
(3) The responding fire apparatus must have drafting capability.
(4) The responding department must verify on an annual basis that
the supply point is operational, maintained, and accessible to fire
apparatus at all times. The rules provide optional premium credits
of up to 10% for Homeowners, Dwelling, Farm and Ranch Owners,
and Farm and Ranch policies for the installation of a dry hydrant that
meets the specifications.
Commissioner’s Order Number 94-1029 created the Residential
Property Insurance Loss Mitigation Advisory Committee (Advisory
Committee). The purpose of the Advisory Committee is to advise
and make recommendations to the Commissioner of Insurance
on reducing residential property insurance losses. The Advisory
Committee recognized that the amount of losses paid is an important
factor in determining insurance rates because a significant reduction in
the amount of losses paid would ultimately reduce residential property
rates in Texas. Furthermore, the Advisory Committee recognized that
many of the losses that occur might be eliminated or reduced through
preventative measures employed by the insured to mitigate or prevent
property losses.
To reduce residential fire losses, the Advisory Committee recom-
mended a credit for the installation of a dry hydrant for fire protection
in rural or unprotected areas. The Advisory Committee noted that a
large number of Texans are migrating from urban population centers
into unprotected small subdivisions and rural communities. With this
population movement into unprotected rural areas, wildfires which
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once burned only brush and grass now have the potential to destroy
homes and property with increasing frequency.
A dry hydrant consists of a supply pipe connected to the hydrant and
to a nearby body of water for the purpose of allowing a pumper truck
to draft water directly from the water supply through the hydrant in
order to fight a residential fire. Although a dry hydrant does not
provide as much protection as a fire hydrant connected to a water
distribution system, the availability of a dry hydrant near residential
property affords fire protection. Currently, dry hydrants are not
recognized in Texas as an acceptable means of fire protection for
the purposes of reducing the cost of insurance in rural or unprotected
areas.
The Advisory Committee recommended that dry hydrants be recog-
nized as a viable means of fire protection in rural and unprotected
areas and by amending the Homeowners, Dwelling, Farm and Ranch
Owners and Farm and Ranch Sections of the Texas Personal Lines
Manual to provide an optional credit of up to (10%) for the instal-
lation of an acceptable dry hydrant within 1,000 feet of a residential
risk which is located in an unprotected area. The Commissioner de-
termined that the credit for installation of a dry hydrant would create
an incentive for property owners to install dry hydrants in fire-prone
unprotected areas. By bolstering fire protection in these unprotected
areas through the installation of dry hydrants, losses from wildfires
could be reduced thus allowing for a decrease in residential property
insurance rates. Based on the recommendation of the Advisory Com-
mittee, information provided by staff, and the testimony provided at
public hearing the Commissioner has adopted the four amendments
to the Texas Personal Lines Manual establishing an optional credit
of up to 10% for dry hydrant installation.
The Commissioner has jurisdiction of this matter pursuant to the
Insurance Code, Articles 5.101, 5.96, and 5.98.
The Manual rules as adopted by the Commissioner of Insurance
are on file in the Chief Clerk’s Office of the Texas Department of
Insurance under Reference Number P-1196-52-l and are incorporated
by reference in the Manual by Commissioner’s Order Number 97-
0093.
This notification is made pursuant to the Insurance Code, Article 5.96,
which exempts action taken under Article 5.96 from the requirements
of the Administrative Procedure Act (Government Code, Title 10,
chapter 2001).
Consistent with the Insurance Code, Article 5.96(h), prior to the
effective date of this action, the Texas Department of Insurance will
notify all insurers affected by this action.
IT IS THEREFORE THE ORDER of the Commissioner of Insurance
that Texas Personal Lines Manual Rules, Rule VI-C in the Home-
owners Section, Rule VI-C in the Dwelling Section, Rule VI-C in the
Farm and Ranch Owners Section, Rule VI-D in the Farm and Ranch
Section, as specified herein and which are attached to this Order and
incorporated into this Order by reference, are adopted to be effective
April 1,1997.
This agency hereby certifies that the adopted Manual rules have been
reviewed by legal counsel and found to be a valid exercise of the
agency’s legal authority.
Issued in Austin, Texas, on January 31, 1997.
TRD-9701472
Caroline Scott
General Counsel and Chief Clerk
Texas Department of Insurance
Effective date: April 1, 1997
♦ ♦ ♦
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TABLES &
 GRAPHICS
Graphic material from the emergency, proposed, and adopted sections is published separately in
this tables and graphics section. Graphic material is arranged in this section in the following
order: Title Number, Part Number, Chapter Number and Section Number.
Graphic material is indicated in the text of the emergency, proposed, and adopted rules by the fol-
lowing tag: the word “Figure” followed by the TAC citation, rule number, and the appropriate sub-
section, paragraph, subparagraph, and so on. Multiple graphics in a rule are designated as
“Figure 1” followed by the TAC citation, “Figure 2” followed by the TAC citation.
Graphic Material will not be reproduced in the Acrobat
version of this issue of the Texas Register due to the
large volume. To obtain a copy of the material please
contact the Texas Register office at (512) 463-5561 or
(800) 226-7199.
OPEN MEETINGS
Agencies with statewide jurisdiction must give at least seven days notice before an impending meeting.
Institutions of higher education or political subdivisions covering all or part of four or more counties
(regional agencies) must post notice at least 72 hours before a scheduled m eting time. Some notices may be
received too late to be published before the meeting is held, but all notices are published in the Texas
Register.
Emergency meetings and agendas. Any of the governmental entities listed above must have notice of an
emergency meeting, an emergency revision to an agenda, and the reason for such emergency posted for at
least two hours before the meeting is convened. All emergency meeting notices filed by governmental
agencies will be published.
Posting of open meeting notices. All notices are posted on the bulletin board at the main office of the
Secretary of State in lobby of the James Earl Rudder Building, 1019 Brazos, Austin. These notices may
contain a more detailed agenda than what is published in the Texas Register.
Meeting Accessibility. Under the Americans with Disabilities Act, an individual with a disability must have
an equal opportunity for effective communication and participation in public meetings. Upon request,
agencies must provide auxiliary aids and services, such as interpreters for the deaf and hearing impaired,
readers, large print or braille documents. In determining type of auxiliary aid or service, agencies must give
primary consideration to the individual's request. Those requesting auxiliary aids or services should notify the
contact person listed on the meeting summary several days prior to the meeting by mail, telephone, or
RELAY Texas (1-800-735-2989).
Texas Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse
(TCADA)
Tuesday, February 11, 1997, 11:00 a.m.
1009 Caddo, Conference Room, Concho Valley Council on Alcohol
and Drug Abuse
San Angelo
Regional Advisory Consortium (RAC) Region 9
AGENDA:
Call to order; public comment; comments; convener and regional
program administrator; approval of December 5, 1996 minutes;
overview of goal 3/4 RAC recommendations; roundtable discussion;
membership and other business; scheduling of next meeting; and
adjournment.
Contact: Jose Salas, 6451 Boeing, El Paso, Texas 79925, (915) 783–
8660 or Georgia Cowan, 1009 Caddo, San Angelo, Texas 76901,
(915) 655–3361.
Filed: January 31, 1997, 1:09 p.m.
TRD-9701430
♦ ♦ ♦
Thursday, February 13, 1997, 9:00 a.m.
201 North Magnolia Street, Woodville Inn, Dogwood Parlor Room,
Highway 69, Downtown
Woodville
Regional Advisory Consortium (RAC) Region 5
AGENDA:
Call to order; introduction of visitors; public comment; approval
of minutes; TCADA update and comments; prevention resource
center; old business; new RAC members; new business; new
funding/awards update- Fiscal Year 1998 funding, current trends;
additional discussion; scheduling of next meeting and committees;
and adjournment.
Contact: Perry Bridges, 3303 West Gentry Parkway, Tyler, Texas
75702, (903) 533–4259.
Filed: January 31, 1997, 10:51 a.m.
TRD-9701420
♦ ♦ ♦
Friday, February 14, 1997, 9:00 a.m.
911B Pegues Place, Woodbine Treatment Center
Longview
Regional Advisory Consortium (RAC) Region 4
AGENDA:
Call to order; introduction of visitors; public comment; approval
of minutes; TCADA update and comments; prevention resource
center; old business: youth subcommittee update; new business; New
funding/awards update- Fiscal Year 1998 funding, minors/tobacco
initiative update, current trends, additional discussion; scheduling of
next meeting and committees; and adjournment.
Contact: Perry Bridges, 3303 West Gentry Parkway, Tyler, Texas
75702, (903) 533–4259.
Filed: January 31, 1997, 1:09 p.m.
TRD-9701431
♦ ♦ ♦
Friday, February 14, 1997, 11:30 a.m.
Highway 77 South toward Kingsville, Joe Cotton’s Bar-B-Que
Robstown
Regional Advisory Consortium (RAC) Region 11
AGENDA:
Call to order; roll call; introduction of visitors; reading and approval
of minutes; old business; new business; and adjournment.
Contact: Miguel Lopez, 3804 Casa Blanca Road, Laredo, Texas
7804, (210) 718–0297.
Filed: January 31, 1997, 2:13 p.m.
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TRD-9701451
♦ ♦ ♦
Tuesday, February 18, 1997, noon
6451 Boeing, Conference Room, Texas Department of Human
Services
El Paso
Regional Advisory Consortium (RAC) Region 10
AGENDA:
Call to order; public comment; comments: convener and regional
program administrator; approval of December 10, 1996 minutes;
Behavioral Health Organization (BHO) pilot report; overview goals
3/4 RAC recommendations; roundtable discussion; scheduling of next
meeting and adjournment.
Contact: Joe Salas, 6451 Boeing, El Paso, Texas 79925, (915) 783–
8660.
Filed: January 31, 1997, 1:09 p.m.
TRD-9701429
♦ ♦ ♦
Coastal Coordination Council (CCC)
Friday, February 7, 1997, 10:00 a.m.





I. Call to order
II. Overview of CMP implementation
a. Review of networked state agency and local government respon-
sibilities.
b. Review of federal consistency review process.
c. Summary of requests for consistency review received since January
10, 1997.
III. U.S. Army Corp of Engineers permits.
a. Coastal Coordination Council and Corps Memorandum of
Understanding
b. General concurrence for activities authorized by Corps Letters of
Permission.
IV. Discussion of Permitting Assistance Program.
a. Small business; Individual Permitting Assistance Coordinator.
b. Permitting Assistance and Preliminary Review Rules.
V. CMP Grants Program-grant cycle #2.
ACTION ITEM: EC recommendation to Council on subgrant awards.
VI. CMP Grants Program — grant cycle #3.
Discussion of schedule and proposed guidance.




Contact: Janet Fatheree, 1700 North Congress Avenue, Room 617,
Austin, Texas 78701, (512) 463–5385.
Filed: January 30, 1997, 8:44 a.m.
TRD-9701367
♦ ♦ ♦
Texas Council on Workforce and Economic
Competitiveness
Tuesday, February 11, 1997, 10:00 a.m.
1701 North Congress Avenue, Room 1–101
Austin
Technical Advisory Committee on Adult Literacy
AGENDA:
10:00 a.m. — Call to Order, Announcements, Public Comments;
10:15 a.m.- Member Identification; 10:30 a.m. — Adult Education’s
Role in Welfare to Work; 11:00 a.m. — Break; 11:15 a.m. —
Developing Collaboration Between Workforce Development Boards
and Adult Education; Panel Discussion — Representatives from the
following Workforce Development Regions; Brazos Valley, Dallas/
Dallas County, Gulf Coast, Rural Capitol Area, West Central; 12:45
p.m. — Lunch; 2:00 p.m. Committee Develops Recommendations
for The Council on Coordinating Local Planning and Service De-
livery Between Adult Education Consortium and Local Workforce
Development Boards; 3:15 p.m. — Demonstration of Texas Literacy
Resource Center Student Information System; 3:40 p.m. Committee
Business; Adjourn after Committee Business.
Persons with disabilities who plan to attend this meeting and who
may need auxiliary aids or services should contact Val Blaschke,
(512) 936–8103 (or Relay Texas 800–735–2988), at least two days
before this meeting so that appropriate arrangements can be made.
Contact: Val Blaschke, P.O. Box 2241, Austin, Texas 78768, (512)
936–8103.
Filed: January 29, 1997, 1:22 p.m.
TRD-9701346
♦ ♦ ♦
State Board of Dental Examiners
Thursday, February 13, 1997, 3:00 p.m.





I. Call to Order
II. Roll Call
III. Review and Approval of Past Minutes
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IV. Review Dental Applications for Licensure by Credentials and
Make Recommendations to the Board for Approval or Denial of Said
Applications.
V. Review Dental Hygiene Applications for Licensure by Credentials





Contact: Mei Ling Clendennen, 333 Guadalupe, Tower 3, Suite 800,
Austin, Texas 78791, (512) 463–6400.
Filed: February 3, 1997, 8:08 a.m.
TRD-9701484
♦ ♦ ♦
Friday, February 14, 1997, 7:30 a.m.
SBDE Offices, William Hobby Building, 333 Guadalupe, Tower 2,




I. Call to Order
II. Roll Call
III. Review and Approval of Past Minutes
IV. Discuss, Consider, Review and Prepare Recommendations to the
SBDE Concerning Unauthorized Continuing Education Courses.
V. Discuss, Consider and Prepare Recommendations to the SBDE
Concerning Letter from UTHSC- San Antonio, Dental Hygiene
Program, Requesting Course Work Taken as part of Baccalaureate
or Master Programs and Time Spent Preparing and Presenting CE
Courses Be Counted Toward Required CE Hours.
VI. Announcements
VII. Adjourn
Contact: Mei Ling Clendennen, 333 Guadalupe, Tower 3, Suite 800,
Austin, Texas 78791, (512) 463–6400.
Filed: February 3, 1997, 8:06 a.m.
TRD-9701482
♦ ♦ ♦
Office of the Governor
Friday, February 21, 1997, 9:00 a.m.
Texas Department of Health, 1100 West 49th Street, Room M-739
Austin
Texas Governor’s Committee on People with Disabilities
AGENDA:
1. Call to Order/Introductions/Housekeeping/Approval of Minutes
2. Discussion/Proposed Action: Governor’s Selection of Executive
Director of the Governor’s Committee on People with Disabilities
3. Committee Members’ Reports, Including Actions on the Commit-
tee Objectives
4. Committee Ex Officio Representatives’ Reports
5. Interim Executive Director’s Report
6. Public Comments and Invited Presentations
7. American Lung Association of Texas
8. Action Plan Objectives for Fiscal Year 1997 Work Session
9. Concurrent Subcommittee Meetings
10. Reports on Action Plan Objectives Work Session
11. Subcommittee Action Items and Report
12. Adjournment
Contact: Pat Pound, 1100 San Jacinto, #142, Austin, Texas 78701,
(512) 463–5743.
Filed: January 31, 1997, 1:53 p.m.
TRD-9701441
♦ ♦ ♦
Texas Department of Health
Friday, February 7, 1997, 9:30 a.m.
Tower Building, T-607, Texas Department of Health, 1100 West 49th
Street
Austin
Osteoporosis Advisory Committee (OAC)
AGENDA:
The committee will discuss and possibly act on: warm up/review
agenda; advisory committee member updates; presentation of the
role of Calcium in Preventing Osteoporosis; reports (Texas Health
Foundation; Physician Health Video; Texas Website for Osteoporo-
sis; Women’s Health Summit; and Osteoporosis Day at the Capi-
tol); SUMA (market research company) contract extension; public
comments/announcements; evaluation of meeting; determine agenda
items for next meeting; and schedule next two meeting dates.
Contact: Veronda L. Durden, 1100 West 49th Street, Austin, Texas
78756, (512) 458–7111, extension 2053.
Filed: January 30, 1997, 2:58 p.m.
TRD-9701387
♦ ♦ ♦
Friday, February 7, 1997, 9:30 a.m.
Tower Building, T-607, Texas Department of Health, 1100 West 49th
Street
Austin
Osteoporosis Advisory Committee (OAC)
REVISED AGENDA:
The committee will discuss and possibly act on: warm up/review
agenda; advisory committee member updates; presentation of the
role of Calcium in Preventing Osteoporosis; reports (Texas Health
Foundation; Physician Health Video; Texas Website for Osteoporo-
sis; Women’s Health Summit; and Osteoporosis Day at the Capi-
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tol); SUMA (market research company) contract extension; public
comments/announcements; evaluation of meeting; determine agenda
items for next meeting; and schedule next two meeting dates.
To request an accommodation under the ADA, please contact
Suzzanna Currier, ADA Coordinator in the Office of Civil Rights
at (5120 458–7627 or TDD at (512) 458–7708 at least two days prior
to the meeting.
Contact: Veronda L. Durden, 1100 West 49th Street, Austin, Texas
78756, (512) 458–7111, extension 2053.




Tuesday February 11, 1997, 9:30 a.m.
333 Guadalupe Street, Suite 2–225
Austin
AGENDA:
1. Call to Order, 9:30 a.m.
2. Roll Call and Introductions
3. Minutes of December 16, 1996 Meeting




8. Comments from the Audience
9. Next Meeting
10. Adjourn
Contact: Jane McFarland, 333 Guadalupe Street, Suite 2–220, Austin,
Texas 78701, (512) 305–8550.




Saturday, February 8, 1997, 9:00 a.m.
Special Hearing Building (Adjacent to 1801 Main)
Houston
Quarterly Board Meeting, State Board of Review
AGENDA:
I. Call to order
II. Announcements
III. Approval of Minutes of the November 9, 1996 meeting




Contact: Judy George, P.O. Box 12276, Austin, Texas 78711, (512)
463–8452.
Filed: January 30, 1997, 10:16 a.m.
TRD-9701368
♦ ♦ ♦
Texas Department of Human Services
Friday, February 7, 1997, 10:30 a.m.
Winters Complex, Room 560– W, 701 West 51st Street
Austin
Advisory Subcommittee on Nursing Facilities
AGENDA:
1. Call to Order. 2. Roll Call. 3. Introduction of Visitors/Staff.
4. Approval of Minutes. 5. Long Term Care Services and Program
Updates. 6. Managed Care Project. 7. Long Term Care-Regulatory
Report. 8. Legislative Review and Rule Changes Update. 9. Quality
Assurance Process in Long Term Care-Regulatory. 10. Other Items
of Interest. 11. Next Meeting and Adjournment.
Contact: Mary Sidelnik, (512) 834–6696, extension 2476 or Debra
Reyes, (512) 834–6696, P.O. Box 149030, Austin, Texas 78714–9030.
Filed: January 29, 1997, 3:13 p.m.
TRD-9701358
♦ ♦ ♦
Texas Department of Insurance
Monday, February 24, 1997, 9:00 a.m.




To consider the application of JOHN KYLE PELT, Duncanville,
Texas, for a Local Recording Agent’s License to be issued by the
Texas Department of Insurance.
Contact: Bernice Ross, 333 Guadalupe Street, Mail Code 113–2A,
Austin, Texas 78701, (512) 463–6328.
Filed: February 3, 1997, 9:29 a.m.
TRD-9701487
♦ ♦ ♦
Thursday, February 27, 1997, 9:00 a.m.




To consider Whether disciplinary action should be taken against
DONALD D. DOBBS, Bastrop, Texas, who holds a Group I,
Legal Reserve Life Insurance Agent’s License issued by the Texas
Department of Insurance (Continued from January 22, 1997).
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Contact: Bernice Ross, 333 Guadalupe Street, Mail Code 113–2A,
Austin, Texas 78701, (512) 463–6328.
Filed: February 3, 1997, 9:28 a.m.
TRD-9701486
♦ ♦ ♦
Thursday, February 27, 1997, 9:00 a.m.




To consider the application of RAY K. INGRAM, Round Rock,
Texas, for an Adjuster’s License to be issued by the Texas Depart-
ment of Insurance.
Contact: Bernice Ross, 333 Guadalupe Street, Mail Code 113–2A,
Austin, Texas 78701, (512) 463–6328.
Filed: February 3, 1997, 9:29 a.m.
TRD-9701488
♦ ♦ ♦
Board of Law Examiners
Thursday, February 13, 1997, 1:30 p.m.




The Board’s Exam Implementation Committee will consider issues
relating to the implementation of the Multistate Performance Test into
the Texas Bar Examination, as well as other modifications.
Contact: Rachael Martin, P.O. Box 13486, Austin, Texas 78711–3486,
(512) 463–1621.
Filed: February 3, 1997, 8:06 a.m.
TRD-9701483
♦ ♦ ♦
Texas State Library and Archives Commission
Monday, February 10, 1997, 1:00 p.m.




1. Approve Minutes of the November 15, 1996 Commission meeting.
2. Report of the Director and Librarian.
3. Approve revisions to the agency Employee Guide.
4. Approve LSCA Title II Construction Grants.
5. Adopt proposed rules on Electronic Documents, 13 TAC §51.1,
§51.3.
6. Adopt proposed revisions to rules on Public Record Fees, 13 TAC
§2.51.
7. Discuss Commission-initiated proposed legislation.
8. Public comment
Contact: Nancy Webb, P.O. Box 12927, Austin, Texas 78711, (512)
463–5460, email nancy.webb@sl. state.tx us
Filed: January 30, 1997, 4:33 p.m.
TRD-9701400
♦ ♦ ♦
Texas Department of Licensing and Regulation
Monday, February 10, 1997, 9:00 a.m.
920 Colorado, E.O. Thompson Building, Fourth Floor Conference
Room
Austin
Enforcement Division, Talent Agencies
AGENDA:
According to the complete agenda, the Department will hold an Ad-
ministrative Hearing to consider possible assessment of administra-
tive penalties against the Respondent, Khristine Model Casting, for
operating as a talent agency without first obtaining a certificate of reg-
istration (two counts), in violation of 16 Texas Administrative Code
§78.20(a), pursuant to the Texas Civil Statutes, Articles 5221a-9 (the
Act) and 9100; the Texas Government Code, Chapter 2001 (APA);
and 16 TAC Chapter 78.
Contact: Paula Hamje, 920 Colorado, Austin, Texas 78701, (512)
463–3192.
Filed: January 30, 1997, 3:00 p.m.
TRD-9701390
♦ ♦ ♦
Tuesday, February 11, 1997, 9:00 a.m.
920 Colorado, E.O. Thompson Building, Fourth Floor, Room 420
Austin
Enforcement Division, Air Conditioning
AGENDA:
According to the complete agenda, the Department will hold an Ad-
ministrative Hearing to consider possible assessment of administrative
penalties against the respondent, Tommy Lee Hargraves, for engag-
ing in air conditioning and refrigeration contracting without a license
in violation of Texas Civil Statutes Article 8861 (the Act) §3B, and
for violating an Order adopted by the Commissioner by continuing
to perform air conditioning contract work without a license in vio-
lation of 16 Texas Administrative Code (TAC) §75.90, pursuant to
the Act and Texas Civil Statutes Article 9100, Texas Government
CodeChapter 2001(APA); and 16 TAC Chapters 60 and 75.
Contact: Paula Hamje, 920 Colorado, Austin, Texas 78701, (512)
463–3192.
Filed: January 30, 1997, 3:00 p.m.
TRD-9701389
♦ ♦ ♦
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Wednesday, February 12, 1997, 9:00 a.m.
920 Colorado, E.O. Thompson Building, Fourth Floor, Room 420
Austin
Enforcement Division, Air Conditioning
AGENDA:
According to the complete agenda, the Department will hold an Ad-
ministrative Hearing to consider possible assessment of administrative
penalties against the Respondent, Maurice Arnold Welch, for violat-
ing Texas Civil Statutes, Article 8861 (the Act) §5(a) and for vio-
lating 16 Texas Administrative Code, (TAC)§§75.70(d)(h) and (i)(3
counts); 16 TAC §75.40 (two counts); and 16 TAC §§75.70 (g) and
(b) (two counts), pursuant to the Act and the Texas Revised Civil
Statutes Annotated article 9100; Texas Government Code, Chapter
2001 (APA); 16 Texas Administrative Code Chapters 60 and 75.
Contact: Paula Hamje, 920 Colorado, Austin, Texas 78701, (512)
463–3192.
Filed: January 31, 1997, 2:50 p.m.
TRD-9701453
♦ ♦ ♦
Texas State Board of Medical Examiners
Thursday, February 6, 1997, 1:00 p.m.
333 Guadalupe, Tower 2, Suite 225
Austin





Review of licensure applicants referred to the Licensure Committee
by the Executive Director for determinations of eligibility for
licensure
Review of physician assistant applications for permanent licensure
Executive session under the authority of the Open Meetings Act,
§551.071 of the Government Code and Article 4495b, and Article
4495b-1, §4(h), Texas Civil Statutes, Article 22 of the Texas
Administrative Code, Chapter 185.3(h).
Contact: Pat Wood, P.O. Box 2018, MC-901, Austin, Texas 78768–
2018, (512) 305–7016; fax (512) 305–7008.
Filed: January 29, 1997, 3:11 p.m.
TRD-9701351
♦ ♦ ♦
Thursday, February 7, 1997, 8:30 a.m.




Probation Appearance, 9:00 a.m.- Wyatt a. Howell, MD, Robert Lee,
Texas
Probation Appearance, 9:30 a.m.- Frank E. Cormia Jr., MD, Canu-
tillo, Texas
Probation Appearance, 9:30 a.m.- Vicki S. Anderson, MD, Odessa,
Texas
Probation Appearance, 9:30 a.m.- Stephen E. Driscoll, MD, Odessa,
Texas
Probation Appearance, 9:30 a.m.- Allen J. McCorkle, MD, Amarillo,
Texas
Termination Request, 8:30 a.m.-Thomas C. Branch, MD, Plainview,
Texas
Modification Request, 9:00 a.m.-Dennis M. Shaughnessy, MD,
Midland, Texas
Executive session under the authority of the Open Meetings Act,
§551.071 of the Government Code and Article 4495b, §§2.07(b)
and 2.09(o), TexasCivil Statutes, regarding pending or contemplated
litigation.
Contact: Pat Wood, P.O. Box 2018, Austin, Texas 78768–2018, (512)
305–7016; fax (512) 305–7008.
Filed: January 30, 1997, 11:32 a.m.
TRD-9701376
♦ ♦ ♦
Friday, February 7, 1997, 8:30 a.m.
333 Guadalupe, Tower 2, Suite 225
Austin




Discussion, recommendation, and possible action on Physician As-
sistant board rules
Update on proposed amendment to Physician Assistant Licensure Act
Legislative update
Contact: Pat Wood, P.O. Box 2018, MC-901, Austin, Texas 78768–
2018, (512) 305–7016; fax (512) 305–7008.
Filed: January 29, 1997, 3:11 p.m.
TRD-9701350
♦ ♦ ♦
Friday, February 7, 1997, 1:00 p.m.
333 Guadalupe, Tower 2, Suite 225
Austin
Texas State Board of Physician Assistant Examiners
AGENDA:
Call to order and roll call
Consideration and approval of agreed orders
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Request for termination of agreed order
Request for termination of suspension of licensure
Probation appearances
Request for modification of order
Approval of minutes from previous board meetings
Executive Director’s report
Report and recommendations from Long Range Planning Committee
Recommendation from Licensure committee related to approval of
physician assistant applications for permanent licensure
Contact: Pat Wood, P.O. Box 2018, MC-901, Austin, Texas 78768–
2018, (512) 305–7016; fax (512) 305–7008.
Filed: January 29, 1997, 3:11 p.m.
TRD-9701349
♦ ♦ ♦
Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commis-
sion
Monday, February 10, 1997, 10:00 a.m.
Building B, Room 201A, (TNRCC Complex), 12124 Park 35 Circle
Austin
AGENDA:
For a hearing before an administrative law judge of the State
Office of Administrative Hearings on an application filed with the
Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission by the CITY
OF FORT WORTH to amend its Certificate of Convenience and
Necessity (CCN) Number 12311 which authorizes the provision of
water utility service in Denton County, Texas. The proposed utility
service area includes the Texas International Raceway and is located
approximately two miles west-southwest of downtown Northlake,
Texas and is generally bounded on the west by State Highway 156,
on the north by the City of Northlake, on the east by Henrietta Creek
and on the south by the county line. The total area being requested
includes approximately 2,800 acres. Dual certification with H2M
Water Service, Inc., in a portion of the area is being requested. SOAH
Docket Number 582–97–0196.
Contact: Pablo Carrasquillo, P.O. Box 13025, Austin, Texas 78711–
3025; (512) 475–3445.
Filed: January 30, 1997, 3:01 p.m.
TRD-9701391
♦ ♦ ♦
Monday, February 10, 1997, 10:00 a.m.
Building B, Room 201A, (TNRCC Complex), 12124 Park 35 Circle
Austin
AGENDA:
For a hearing before an administrative law judge of the State Office
of Administrative Hearings on a request filed with the Texas Natural
Resource Conservation Commission by H2M WATER SERVICE,
INC. against the CITY OF FORT WORTH for a cease and desist
order. H2M Water Service, Inc. (Certificate of convenience and
Necessity Number 11908) is alleging that the City of Fort Worth
(Certificate of Convenience and Necessity Number 12311) is serving
with the service area of H2M Water Service, Inc. in Denton County,
Texas. SOAH Docket Number 582–97–0103.
Contact: Pablo Carrasquillo, P.O. Box 13025, Austin, Texas 78711–
3025; (512) 475–3445.
Filed: January 30, 1997, 3:01 p.m.
TRD-9701392
♦ ♦ ♦
Thursday, February 13, 1997, 9:30 a.m.
Natural Resources Center, Room 1003, Texas A&M University, 6300
Ocean Drive
Corpus Christi
Management Committee of Corpus Christi Bay National Estuary
Program
AGENDA:
I. Call to Order/Introductions/Approval of Minutes
II. Program Update
III. CCMP Development Update
IV. All-Conference Workshop
V. Program Implementation Committee Report
VI. Economic Impact Study
VII. Additional Items/Adjourn
Contact: Richard Volk, TAMU-CC, 6300 Ocean Drive, Suite 3300,
Corpus Christi, Texas 78412, (512) 980–3420.
Filed: January 31, 1997, 1:43 p.m.
TRD-9701437
♦ ♦ ♦
Thursday, February 20, 1997, 10:00 a.m.
Building B, Room 201A, 12100 Park 35 Circle
Austin
AGENDA:
The Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission has referred
the enforcement case on CLIFTON J. BERGERON to the State Office
of Administrating Hearings (SOAH). SOAH has scheduled a public
hearing on the assessment of administrative penalties and requiring
certain actions of Clifton J. Bergeron, SOAH Docket Number 582–
96–2370.
Contact: Pablo Carrasquillo, P.O. Box 13087, Austin, Texas 78711–
3087; (512) 475–3445.
Filed: January 29, 1997, 9:08 a.m.
TRD-9701340
♦ ♦ ♦
Thursday, March 6, 1997, 10:00 a.m.
Building B, Room 201A, 12124 Park 35 Circle
Austin
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AGENDA:
For a hearing before an administrative law judge of the State
Office of Administrative Hearings on an application filed with
the Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission by JONAH
WATER SPECIAL UTILITY DISTRICT to amend its Certificate of
Convenience and Necessity (CCN) Number 10970 which authorizes
the provision of water utility service in Williamson County, Texas.
The applicant proposes to amend CCN Number 10970 by decertifying
and adding portions and is changing from a “facilities plus 200
feet” certification to a “bounded service area” and to have dual
certification with the City of Georgetown. The applicant also
proposes decertification of a portion of water CCN Number 11144
issued to Manville Water Supply Corporation. The proposed utility
service area is located approximately five miles north of downtown
Georgetown, Texas and is generally bounded on the north by CR144
and FM1105, on the east by State Highway 95 and CR348, on the
south by FM 1660 and Brushy Creek, and on the west by CR110
and IH35 Frontage Road. The total area being requested includes
approximately 85,000 acres and 1983 current customers. SOAH
Docket Number 5820–97–0127.
Contact: Pablo Carrasquillo, P.O. Box 13025, Austin, Texas 78711–
3025; (512) 475–3445.
Filed: January 31, 1997, 3:32 p.m.
TRD-9701459
♦ ♦ ♦
Monday, March 10, 1997, 10:00 a.m.
Building B, Room 201A, 12124 Park 35 Circle
Austin
AGENDA:
For a hearing before an administrative law judge of the State
Office of Administrating Hearings on an appeal by ratepayers of
Marlow Water Supply Corporation filed with the Texas Natural
Resource Conservation Commission. MARLOW WATER SUPPLY
CORPORATION approved a change of water rates effective October
14, 1996 for its service area located in Milam County, Texas.
Ratepayers of Marlow Water Supply Corporation have filed a petition
appealing the rate change. SOAH Docket Number 582–97–0177.
Contact: Pablo Carrasquillo, P.O. Box 13025, Austin, Texas 78711–
3025; (512) 475–3445.
Filed: January 31, 1997, 3:31 p.m.
TRD-9701458
♦ ♦ ♦
Wednesday, March 26, 1997, 10:00 a.m.
Building B, Room 201A, 12124 Park 35 Circle
Austin
AGENDA:
For a hearing before an administrative law judge of the State
Office of Administrating Hearings on an application by LOUIS
VOELCKER CONSTRUCTION COMPANY, INC. doing business
as ENCHANTED OAKS WATER SYSTEM for a change in water
rates effective November 1, 1996 for its service area located in Bexar
County, Texas. SOAH Docket 582–97–0176.
Contact: Pablo Carrasquillo, P.O. Box 13025, Austin, Texas 78711–
3025; (512) 475–3445.
Filed: January 31, 1997, 3:31 p.m.
TRD-9701457
♦ ♦ ♦
Board of Nurse Examiners
Tuesday, February 11, 1997, 9:00 a.m.
333 Guadalupe, Tower 3, Suite 460
Austin
Eligibility and Disciplinary Committee
AGENDA:
The Eligibility and Disciplinary Committee of the Board will meet
to consider: the December 10, 1996 minutes.
The Eligibility and Disciplinary Committee of the Board will meet to
consider and take action on: the eligibility requests from: Jeffrey
B. Alexander, Applicant; Alexander Katherine Nash, Applicant,
Suzanne Leigh (Perdue) Ross, Applicant; Robina A. Tomlinson,
Petitioner; and Benjamin Louis Diequez, Applicant/Endorsement.
The Eligibility and Disciplinary Committee of the Board will meet
to consider and take action on: the Petition for Reinstatement of
Licensure for Cheryl E. Pruns.
The Eligibility and Disciplinary Committee of the Board will meet
to consider and take action on: the Declaratory Order requests from:
Thomas Joseph Canady; Lisa Rhea Carlton; Brad Jewel Mayberry;
and Rhonda Ranee Pounds.
The Eligibility and Disciplinary Committee of the Board will meet
to consider and take action on: the Conditional Eligibility Orders
of Kathy Lee Baker, Petitioner; Rebecca Diane Holley, Petitioner;
Sheila K. Matthews, Petitioner; and Debra Joy Mood, Applicant.
The Eligibility and Disciplinary Committee of the Board will meet to
consider and take action on: the post-ratification request to withdraw
endorsement application of Gerald Alan Percival.
The Eligibility and Disciplinary Committee of the Board will meet
to consider and take action on : the Agreed Orders on: Sally Ann
Antrim, 229582; Debra L Benyi, 451519; Estelle Oline Brennan,
438587; Phyllis C. Bridges, 445888; Alicia H.G. Cantu, 220846;
Judith Doraty, 501090; Sharon Rae Dougherty, 558587; Sandra Jo
Funk, 555924; Ruth E. Griffin, 622574; Dorothy M. Jara, 223752;
Kay Kolleen Jaynes, 595398; Carol McIntosh Johnson, 610428;
Peter James McKeown, 587273; Gail Mary Morris, 565449; Suzan
Marie Morton, 578037; Fred J. Patton, 590398; Victoria Ann Patton,
602849; Royce Allen Primeaux, 573279; Valarie Jane Stelling,
624271; Richard Edwin Strother, 599667; Carol Townsel, 619343,
Vertis Mae White, 578973; and Parlin Monica Wint, 502655.
The Eligibility and Disciplinary Committee of the Board will meet
to consider and take action on: the exception to Board Order of Tab
Blane Brown, 543517.
Contact: Cheryl Sepulveda, Box 140466, Austin, Texas 78714, (514)
305–6824.
Filed: January 31, 1997, 4:46 p.m.
TRD-9701476
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♦ ♦ ♦
Texas Department of Public Safety
Friday, February 14, 1997, 12:30 p.m.








Pending and Contemplated Litigation
Real Estate Matters
Public Comment
Miscellaneous and Other Unfinished Business
Contact: Dudley Thomas, 5805 North Lamar Boulevard, Austin, Texas
78752, (512) 424–2000, extension 3700.
Filed: January 31, 1997, 9:02 a.m.
TRD-9701411
♦ ♦ ♦
Railroad Commission of Texas
Tuesday, February 11, 1997, 9:30 a.m.
1701 North Congress Avenue, First Floor Conference Room 1–111
Austin
AGENDA:
According to the complete agenda, the Railroad Commission of
Texas will consider various applications and other matters within
the jurisdiction of the agency including oral arguments at the time
specified on the agenda. The Railroad Commission of Texas may
consider the procedural status of any contested case if 60 days or
more have elapsed from the date the hearing was closed or from the
date the transcript was received.
The Commission may meet in Executive Session on any items listed
above as authorized by the Open Meetings Act.
Contact: Lindil C. Fowler, Jr. P.O. Box 12967, Austin, Texas 78711–
2967, (512) 463–7033.
Filed: January 31, 1997, 4:10 p.m.
TRD-9701470
♦ ♦ ♦
Texas Real Estate Commission
Monday, February 10, 1997, 9:30 a.m.




Call to order; Election of vice-chairman and secretary; Minutes of
December 16, 1996 Commission meeting; Staff reports; committee
reports; General Comments from visitors; Discussion of proposed
amendment to 22 TAC §535.66, concerning accredited schools;
Discussion and possible action to adopt amendment to: (a) 22 TAC
§535.51, concerning applications, (b) 22 TAC §535.63, concerning
broker education and experience, (c) 22 TAC §535.208, concerning
applications, (d) 22 TAC § 535.221, concerning inspector advertising,
(e) 22 TAC §535.222, concerning inspector standards of practice;
Discussion and possible action on jurisdiction in appraisal-related
activity; Discussion and possible action on proposed legislation;
Discussion and possible action to approve revised lead-based paint
addendum for voluntary use; Executive session to discuss pending
litigation pursuant to §551.071, Texas Government Code; Discussion
and possible action to authorize payments from recovery funds;
Discussion and possible action on appointments to the Texas Real
Estate Braker-Lawyer Committee; Discussion and possible action
on appointments to the Texas Real Estate Inspector Committee;
Discussion and possible action on website advertising and use
of electronic links to access public information; Discussion and
possible action regarding acceptance or courses for which credit
was obtained by CLEP examination or prior learning; Discussion
and possible action on request for acceptance of courses offered by
out-of-state proprietary schools; Discussion and possible action to
approve: (a) MCE courses to be offered by: Nations Preferred Home
Warranty, Inc.; NKN (Charles R. Harty and Richard T. Breed), (b)
MCE providership for: NAIFA-National Association of Independent
Fee Appraisers; Advance Continuing Education, Inc.; Appraisal
Institute, Region VIII; Continuing Education Institute; Vanguard
Schools; Consideration of complaint information concerning: David
W. Tindle, Inc.; Robert Milton Hicks; Harry O. Hallows, Jr.;
Mark Anthony Stradone; Joe Frank Livingston; Deborah Sue Kline;
Rhonda Castle Houston; Harder Properties, Inc.; William Matthew
Hackley; Barbara J. Reames; Robert Curtis Duncan; Hal Robert
Pettigrew; Stephen Craig Lynch; Motion for Rehearing in the Matter
of Barry Briscoe Bobbitt, Hearing Number 96–98–960243; Entry of
orders in contested cases; Scheduling of future meetings.
For ADA assistance, call Nancy Guevremont at (512) 465–3923 at
least two days prior to meeting.
Contact: Mark A. Mosely, P.O. Box 12188, Austin, Texas 78711–
2188, (512) 465–3900




Thursday, February 13, 1997, 9:00 a.m., rescheduled from
February 6, 1997




Meeting to Consider: A review of cases filed and pending against
the University.
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Contact: Janet Lightfoot, 3100 Cleburne, Houston, Texas 77044,
(713) 529–8911.
Filed: January 29, 1997, 3:12 p.m.
TRD-9701356
♦ ♦ ♦
Thursday, February 13, 1997, 10:30 a.m., rescheduled from
February 6, 1997
3100 Cleburne/Hannah Hall, Room 111
Houston
Student Services/ Academic Affairs Committees
AGENDA:
Meeting to Consider: Meeting to receive informational items only.
Contact: Janet Lightfoot, 3100 Cleburne, Houston, Texas 77044,
(713) 529–8911.
Filed: January 29, 1997, 3:12 p.m.
TRD-9701355
♦ ♦ ♦
Thursday, February 13, 1997, 10:30 a.m., rescheduled from
noon, February 6, 1997




Meeting to Consider: Meeting to receive informational items only.
Contact: Janet Lightfoot, 3100 Cleburne, Houston, Texas 77044,
(713) 529–8911.
Filed: January 31, 1997, 12:44 p.m.
TRD-9701426
♦ ♦ ♦
Thursday, February 13, 1997, 11:00 a.m., February 6, 1997




Meeting to Consider: The ratification of appointments of instructional
personnel, academic personnel changes.
Contact: Janet Lightfoot, 3100 Cleburne, Houston, Texas 77044,
(713) 529–8911.
Filed: January 29, 1997, 3:12 p.m.
TRD-9701354
♦ ♦ ♦
Thursday, February 13, 1997, 11:30 a.m., rescheduled from





Meeting to Consider: Reports from the administration on university
fund-raising efforts.
Contact: Janet Lightfoot, 3100 Cleburne, Houston, Texas 77044,
(713) 529–8911.
Filed: January 31, 1997, 12:44 p.m.
TRD-9701425
♦ ♦ ♦






Meeting to Consider: Reports from the administration on university
fund-raising efforts.
Contact: Janet Lightfoot, 3100 Cleburne, Houston, Texas 77044,
(713) 529–8911.
Filed: January 29, 1997, 3:12 p.m.
TRD-9701353
♦ ♦ ♦
Thursday, February 13, 1997, 12:30 p.m., rescheduled from
11:00 a.m., February 6, 1997




Meeting to Consider: The ratification of appointments of instructional
personnel, academic personnel changes.
Contact: Janet Lightfoot, 3100 Cleburne, Houston, Texas 77044,
(713) 529–8911.
Filed: January 31, 1997, 12.44 p.m.
TRD-9701424
♦ ♦ ♦
Thursday, February 13, 1997, 1:00 p.m., rescheduled from
February 6, 1997
3100 Cleburne/Hannah Hall, Room 111
Houston
Finance and Building and Grounds Committees
AGENDA:
Meeting to Consider: Matters relating to financial reporting systems,
and budgets; fiscal reports from the administration; investments,
contract award; and informational items.
Contact: Janet Lightfoot, 3100 Cleburne, Houston, Texas 77044,
(713) 529–8911.
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Filed: January 29, 1997, 3:12 p.m.
TRD-9701352
♦ ♦ ♦
Thursday, February 13, 1997, 1:30 p.m., rescheduled from
1:00 p.m. February 6, 1997
3100 Cleburne/Hannah Hall, Room 111
Houston
Finance and Building and Grounds Committees
AGENDA:
Meeting to Consider: Matters relating to financial reporting systems,
and budgets; fiscal reports from the administration; investments,
contract award; and informational items.
Contact: Janet Lightfoot, 3100 Cleburne, Houston, Texas 77044,
(713) 529–8911.
Filed: January 31, 1997, 12:44 p.m.
TRD-9701423
♦ ♦ ♦
Friday, February 14, 1997, 8:30 a.m, rescheduled from Feb-
ruary 7, 1997.




Meeting to Consider: Minutes; Report of the President; Report from
Committees; Executive Session.
Contact: Janet Lightfoot, 3100 Cleburne, Houston, Texas 77044,
(713) 529–8911.
Filed: January 29, 1997, 3:12 p.m.
TRD-9701357
Texas State Technical College
Thursday, February 6, 1997, 10:00 a.m., via Conference Call
Texas State Technical College, System Conference Room, 3801 Cam-
pus Drive, Building 32–01
Waco
Executive Committee of the Board of Regents
AGENDA:
See agenda.
Contact: Murray Watson, Jr., 2600 Washington Avenue, Waco, Texas
76710, (817) 753–0913.
Filed: February 3, 1997, 9:46 a.m.
TRD-9701497
♦ ♦ ♦
University of North Texas/University of North
Texas Health Science Center
Wednesday, February 5, 1997, 10:00 a.m.
Avenue C at Chestnut, Administration Building, Room 201, Univer-
sity of North Texas
Denton
Board of Regents, Facilities Committee
REVISED AGENDA:
UNT: (Executive Session: Radison Hotel and Eagle Point Golf
Course)
Contact: Jana Dean, P.O. Box 13737, Denton, Texas 76203, (817)
369–8515.




Tuesday, February 10, 1997, 1:00 p.m.




AA: Request for waiver of the Four Year Rule by Abel R. Garcia
representing Luther Burbank High School in San Antonio, Texas.
Contact: Sam Harper, 23001 Lake Austin, Boulevard, Austin, Texas
78713, (512) 471–5883.




Thursday, February 6, 1997, 9:00 a.m.
Room 644, TWC Building, 101 East Fifteenth Street
Austin
AGENDA:
Prior meeting notes; Public Comment; Staff reports, update on ac-
tivities relating to Skills Development Fund and other activities as
determined by the Acting Executive Director; Discussion, considera-
tion and possible action regarding potential and pending applications
for certification and recommendations to the Governor of local work-
force development boards for certification; Discussion, consideration
and possible action regarding recommendations to TCWEC for strate-
gic and operational plans submitted by local workforce development
boards; Executive session pursuant to Tex. Govt. Code §551.074 to
discuss personnel matters with executive staff; Actions, if any, re-
sulting from executive session; Consideration and action on whether
to assume continuing jurisdiction on Unemployment Compensation
cases and reconsideration of Unemployment Compensation cases, if
any; Consideration and action on motion for attorney’s fees for Ap-
peal Tribunal Number 96–155343–1–1096; Consideration and action
on higher level appeals in Unemployment Compensation cases listed
on Texas Workforce Commission Docket 6; and Set date of next
meeting.
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Contact: Esther Hajdar, 101 East Fifteenth Street, Austin, Texas
78778, (512) 463–7833.




Meetings filed January 29, 1997
Bell County Tax Appraisal District, Appraisal Review Board, will
meet at 411 East Central Avenue, Belton, February 20, 1997, 9:00
a.m. Information may be obtained from Carl Moore, P.O. Box 390,
Belton, Texas 76513, (817) 939–5841. TRD-9701345.
Colorado River Municipal Water District, Board of Directors, met
at 303 West Fifteenth Street, Austin, February 4, 1997 at 9:00 a.m.
Information may be obtained from John W. Grant, P.O. Box 869, Big
Spring, Texas 79721, (915) 267–6341. TRD-9701347.
Education Service Center, Region VI, Board, will meet at Briarcrest
Country Club, Bryan, February 12, 1997 at 5:00 p.m. Information
may be obtained from Bobby Roberts, (409) 295–9161. TRD-
9701359.
Edwards Aquifer Authority, Finance Committee, met at 1615 North
St. Marys Street, San Antonio, February 6, 1997 at 3:00 p.m.
Information may be obtained from Sally Tamez-Salas, 1615 North
St. Marys Street, San Antonio, Texas 78212, (210) 222–2204. TRD-
9701365.
Edwards Aquifer Authority, Permit Committee, met at 1615 North
St. Marys Street, San Antonio, February 6, 1997 at 4:00 p.m.
Information may be obtained from Sally Tamez-Salas, 1615 North
St. Marys Street, San Antonio, Texas 78212, (210) 222–2204. TRD-
9701362.
Meetings filed on January 30, 1997
Aqua Water Supply Corporation, Board of Directors, met at 305
Eskew, Bastrop, February 3, 1997, at 7:30 p.m. Information may
be obtained from Carol Ducloux, Drawer P, Bastrop, Texas 78602,
(512) 303–3943. TRD-9701388.
Education Service Center, Region One, met at 1900 West Schunior,
Edinburg, February 4, 1997 at 6:30 p.m. Information may be obtained
from Dr. Roberto Zamora, 1900 West Schunior, Edinburg, Texas
78539, (210) 383–5611. TRD-9701371.
Edwards Aquifer Authority, Ad-Hoc Quality/Technical Committee,
met at 1615 North St. Marys Street, San Antonio, February 5, 1997
at 12:00 noon. Information may be obtained from Sally Tamez-Salas,
1615 North St. Marys Street, San Antonio, Texas 78212, (210) 222–
2204. TRD-9701377.
Edwards Aquifer Authority, Special Board Meeting, met at 1615
North St. Marys Street, San Antonio, February 6, 1997 at 6:00 p.m.
Information may be obtained from Sally Tamez-Salas, 1615 North
St. Marys Street, San Antonio, Texas 78212, (210) 222–2204.TRD-
9701375.
Elm Creek Water Supply Corporation Board met at 508 Avenue “E”,
Moody, February 3, 1997 at 6:00 p.m. Information may be obtained
from Rita Foster, P.O. Box 538, Moody, Texas 76557, (817) 853–
3838. TRD-9701384.
Nortex Regional Planning Commission, North Texas Local Work-
force Development Board, met at 4309 Jacksboro Highway, Suite
200, Wichita Falls, February 5, 1997 at 2:00 p.m. Information may
be obtained from Dennis Wilde, P.O. Box 5144, Wichita Falls, Texas
76307–5144, (817) 322–5281. TRD-9701383.
North Texas Regional Library System, Board of Directors, held an
emergency meeting at 1111 Foch Street, Fort Worth, February 4,
1997 at 1:30 p.m. Information may be obtained from Cynthia Brown,
1111 Foch Street, Suite 100, Fort Worth, Texas 76107, (817) 335–
6076. TRD-9701394.
Riceland Regional Mental Health Authority, Board of Trustees, met
at 3007 North Richmond Road, Wharton, February 6, 1997, 9:00 a.m.
Information may be obtained from Marjorie Dornak, P.O. Box 869,
Wharton, Texas 77488, (409) 532–3098. TRD-9701401
Meetings filed January 31, 1997
Barton Springs/Edwards Aquifer Conservation District, Board of
Directors, met at 1124A Regal Row, Austin, February 5, 1997 at
1:00 p.m. Information may be obtained from Bill E. Couch, 1124A
Regal Row, Austin, 78748, (512) 282–8441. TRD-9701409.
Bell-Milam-Falls Water Supply Corporation Board, met at Corpora-
tion Office, FM 485 West, Cameron, February 6, 1997 at 8:30 a.m.
Information may be obtained from Dwayne Jekel, P.O. Box 150,
Cameron, Texas 76520, (817) 697–4016. TRD-9701406.
Bexar Appraisal District, Board of Directors, met at 535 South Main
Street, San Antonio, February 6, 1997 at 4:00 p.m. Information
may be obtained from Beverly M. Houston, P.O. Box 830248, San
Antonio, Texas 78283–0248, (210) 224–8511. TRD-9701452.
Creedmoor Maha WSC, held a special board meeting at 1699 Laws
Road, Austin, February 5, 1997 at 7:00 p.m. Information may be
obtained from Charles Laws, 12603 FM Road 1625, Austin, Texas
78747, (512) 243–2113. TRD-9701440.
Dallas Area Rapid Transit, Legislative Ad Hoc Committee, met at
1401 Pacific, Dallas, February 4, 1997 at 4:00 p.m. Information may
be obtained from Paula J. Bailey, DART, P.O. Box 660163, Dallas,
Texas 75266–0163, (214) 749–3256. TRD-9701432.
Dawson County Central Appraisal District, Board of Directors, met
at 1806 Lubbock Highway, Lamesa, February 5, 1997 at 7:00 a.m.
Information may be obtained from Tom Anderson, P.O. Box 797,
Lamesa, Texas 79331, (806) 872–7060. TRD-9701454.
East Texas Council of Governments, Executive Committee, met
at 5701 South Broadway, Tyler, February 6, 1997 at 1:30 p.m.
Information may be obtained from Glynn Knight, 3800 Stone Road,
Kilgore, Texas 75662, (903) 984–8481. TRD-9701438.
Fisher County Appraisal District, Board of Directors, will meet at
Fisher County Courthouse, Court Room, Roby, February 11, 1997 at
8:00 a.m. Information may be obtained from Betty Mize, P.O. Box
516, Roby, Texas 79543, (915) 776–2733. TRD-9701435.
Heart of Texas Council of Governments, Executive Committee
Personnel Panel, met at 300 Franklin Avenue, Waco, February 6,
1997 at 3:45 p.m. Information may be obtained from Donna Teat,
300 Franklin Avenue, Waco, Texas 76701, (817) 756–7822. TRD-
9701445.
High Plains Underground Water Conservation District Number 1,
met at 2930 Avenue Q., Board Room, Lubbock, February 6, 1997 at
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1:00 p.m. Information may be obtained from A. Wayne Wyatt, 2930
Avenue Q, Lubbock, Texas 79405, (806) 762–0181. TRD-9701442.
Hockley County Appraisal District, Appraisal Review Board, met
at 1103 Houston Street, Levelland, February 4, 1997 at 7:00 a.m.
Information may be obtained from Nick Williams, P.O. Box 1090,
Levelland, Texas 79336, (806) 894–9654. TRD-9701408.
Lower Neches Valley Authority, Board of Directors, met at 7850 Eas-
tex Freeway, Beaumont, February 6, 1997, 10:00 a.m. Information
may be obtained from A.T. Hebert, Jr., P.O. Drawer 3464, Beaumont,
Texas 77704, (409) 892–4011. TRD-9701455.
San Antonio-Bexar County Metropolitan Planning Organization,
Bicycle Mobility Task Force, met at Municipal Plaza Building, “B”
Room, Main and Commerce, San Antonio, February 5, 1997, at
4:00 p.m. Information may be obtained from Joe Coleman, 603
Navarro, Suite 904, San Antonio, Texas 78205, (210) 227–8651.
TRD-9701427.
San Antonio-Bexar County Metropolitan Planning Organization,
Technical Advisory Committee, will meet at Fourth Floor Conference
Room, 603 Navarro, San Antonio, February 7, 1997, at 1:30 p.m.
Information may be obtained from Joe Coleman, 603 Navarro, Suite
904, San Antonio, Texas 78205, (210) 227–8651. TRD-9701428.
Shackelford Water Supply Corporation, Directors, met at Fort Griffin
Restaurant, Albany, February 5, 1997, at noon. Information may be
obtained from Gaynell Perkins, Box 11, Albany, Texas 76430, (817)
3456–6868 or (915) 762–2575. TRD-9701414.
Stephens County Rural WSC, Regular Board, met at 301 West Elm
Street, Breckenridge, February 6, 1997 at 6:00 p.m. Information may
be obtained from Mary Barton, P.O. Box 1621, Breckenridge, Texas
76424, (817) 559–6180. TRD-9701410.
Tyler County Appraisal District, Board of Directors, will meet at 806
West Bluff, Woodville, February 11, 1997, 10:00 a.m. Information
may be obtained from Tyler Cad, P.O. Drawer 9, Woodville, Texas
75979, (409) 283–3736. TRD-9701407.
Meetings filed February 3, 1997
Bosque County Central Appraisal District, Appraisal Review Board,
met at 202 South Highway 6, Meridian, February 11, 1997 at 9:00
a.m. Information may be obtained from Janice Henry, P.O. Box 393,
Meridian, Texas 76665–0393, (817) 435–2304. TRD-9701493.
Deep East Texas Council of Governments, Board of Directors, will
meet at 1600 East Loop 304 South, Crockett Inn, Crockett, February
27, 1997 at noon. Information may be obtained from Walter G.
Diggles, 274 East Lamar Street, Jasper, Texas 75951, (409) 384–
5704. TRD-9701499.
Edwards Aquifer Authority, Special Board, met at 1615 North
St Mary’s Street, San Antonio, February 6, 1997 at 6:00 p.m.
Information may be obtained from Sally Tamez-Salas, 1615 North St.
Mary’s Street, San Antonio, Texas 78212, (210) 222–2204. TRD-
9701485.
North Plains Ground Water Conservation District Number Two,
Board, will meet at 603 East First, Dumas, February 11, 1997 at
10:00 a.m. Information may be obtained from Richard S. Bowers,
P.O. Box 795, Dumas, Texas 79029–0795, (806) 935–6401. TRD-
9701491.
Permian Basin Regional Planning Commission, Permian Basin Work-
force Development Board, will meet at 2910 La Force Boulevard,
Midland, February 12, 1997, 10:00 a.m. Information may be ob-
tained from Terri Moore, P.O. Box 60660, Midland, Texas 79711,
(915) 563–1061. TRD-9701504.
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IN ADDITION
The Texas Register is required by statute to publish certain documents, including applications to purchase
control of state banks, notices of rate ceilings, changes in terest rate and applications to install remote
service units, and consultant proposal requests and awards.
To aid agencies in communicating information quickly and effectively, other information of general interest to
the public is published as space allows.
Coastal Coordination Council
Notice and Opportunity to Comment on Memorandum of
Understanding
The Coastal Coordination Council (Council) is publishing a proposed
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with the U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers (Corps) regarding Council review of Corps permits
for consistency with the Texas Coastal Management Program. The
Council is soliciting public comment on the proposed MOU in its
entirety. However, the Council specifically requests comments on
(1) the provision in Section VII, Final Council Action, in which
the Council agrees to expedite review so that permit applicants can
receive a response from the Council in the shortest time possible, and
(2) the provision in Section V, Consistency Concurrence or Objection,
under which the Council must follow Chapter 506 of its procedural
rules in the event notice of the Council’s election to follow Chapter
505 is not sent to the Corps and the permit applicant in a timely
manner. Interested parties should submit comments by 5:00 p.m. on
February 24, 1997, to Ms. Janet Fatheree, Council Secretary, General





This Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) is entered into by the
Coastal Coordination Council (Council) and the United States Army
Corps of Engineers (Corps). The Corps regulates the discharge of
dredged or fill material into waters of the United States by authority
of §404 of the Clean Water Act (33 U.S.C.A. §§1251-1387) and also
regulates work and the placement of structures in navigable waters
of the United States by authority of §10 of the Rivers and Harbors
Act of 1899 (33 U.S.C.A. §403).
The Council administers the Texas Coastal Management Program
(CMP), which is codified at 31 TAC Chapters 501, 503, 505, and
506. The Council is chaired by the commissioner of the General
Land Office (GLO) and includes members of the Railroad Com-
mission of Texas (RRC) and the State Soil and Water Conserva-
tion Board, the chairs of the Texas Natural Resource Conservation
Commission (TNRCC), Texas Parks & Wildlife Commission, Texas
Transportation Commission, and Texas Water Development Board,
and four public members appointed by the governor to represent
coastal residents, local governments, business, and agriculture. Under
the Coastal Coordination Act (the Act), Chapter 33, Subchapter F,
TEXAS NATURAL RESOURCE CODE ANNOTATED, the GLO
is directed to assist the Council in carrying out its duties.
The CMP took effect on January 10, 1997, when National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) approval of the CMP under
the federal Coastal Zone Management Act (CZMA) (16 U.S.C.A.
§§1451-1464) was published (62 Federal Register pp. 1439-1440).
Section 307 of the CZMA provides that the Corps may not issue
a permit for an activity affecting land or water uses or natural
resources of Texas’ coastal zone unless the state has concurred, either
affirmatively or by default, with the applicant’s certification that the
activity to be permitted will be consistent with the CMP goals and
policies in Chapter 501. The Corps of Engineers’ Galveston District
is responsible for the entire Texas coastal zone. State Consistency
Review Procedures
Under the Act, the state evaluates the consistency of activities
authorized by Corps permits using either one of two processes. The
first process is in 31 TAC Chapter 505 and the second is in 31 TAC
Chapter 506. Under both processes, a prerequisite for objecting to the
consistency of an activity is that three Council members agree that
there is a significant consistency issue and place the matter on the
agenda of a Council meeting for formal action. Section 404 permit
activities are subject to review under both Chapter 505 and Chapter
506, so the Council elects to follow one or the other to evaluate each
such activity.
Under Chapter 505, the Council may, for certain activities above
quantitative review thresholds, review the water quality certification
issued by TNRCC or RRC (the §401 state agencies) for a proposed
§404 permit under §401 of the Clean Water Act. This process is
further described in the Texas Coastal Management Program Final
Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS), Part II, Chapter 5, pp. 6-9.
If the Council elects to review the §401 certification, it cannot review
the activity under Chapter 506.
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Chapter 506 is based on NOAA regulations at 15 CFR Part 930. This
process is further described in FEIS, Part II, Chapter 5, pp. 15 and
16. Under Chapter 506, the Council’s review is independent of the
§401 certification process. It is the only process by which the Council
may object to the consistency of activities permitted under §10 and
provides an alternative process, subject to the same review thresholds,
for evaluating the consistency of activities permitted under §404. If
the Council elects to review a §404 permit activity under Chapter
506, it cannot review TNRCC’s or RRC’s §401 certification for the
permit.
II. PURPOSE
This MOU establishes procedures for:
a. joint application, public notice, public hearing, and review of
activities authorized under Corps permits by Council members, the
Corps, and the §401 state agency where appropriate;
b. notifying applicants, the Corps, and the §401 state agency of
whether the Council will follow the Chapter 505 process or the
Chapter 506 process when it reviews a §404 permit activity that is
above review thresholds; and
c. notifying applicants, the Corps, and the §401 state agency of
the progress of the Council members’ review and the results of the
review.
This MOU is designed to meet the statutory and regulatory require-
ments of the Corps’ §404 regulatory program, TNRCC’s and RRC’s
§401 certification programs, and the CMP and to ensure an appropri-
ate level of consistency review of state and federal actions subject to
the CMP. It is intended to be a joint procedure pursuant to 33 CFR
§325.2(e)(3), which authorizes the Corps to develop joint procedures
with states with ongoing management programs for activities also
regulated by the Corps.
III. DEFINITIONS
"Applicant" means any person who applies to the Corps for a permit
to discharge into waters of the United States under 33 U.S.C.A. §1344
(also known as §404 of the Clean Water Act) or to excavate or fill
or to in any manner alter the course, location, condition, or capacity
of any navigable water of the United States under 33 .S.C.A. §§401
and 403 (also known as §§9 and 10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act
of 1899).
"CMP Boundary" means the area within the boundary established in
31 TAC §503.1.
"Permit" means a permit issued by the Corps under §404 of the Clean
Water Act, 33 U.S.C.A. §1344, or §§9 or 10 of the Rivers and Harbors
Act of 1899, 33 U.S.C.A. §§401 and 403.
"Critical Area" means a coastal wetland, an oyster reef, a hard
substrate reef, submerged aquatic vegetation, or a tidal sand or mud
flat.
"Section 401 certification" means the individual state agency ac-
tion subject to Council consistency review pursuant to 31 TAC
§505.11(a)(3)(C) and §505.11(a)(6)(F), also known as certification
under §401 of the Clean Water Act, 33 U.S.C.A. §1341.
"Section 401 state agency" means the state agency authorized to issue
a certification under §401 of the Clean Water Act; specifically:
a. the RRC for §401 certification of a Corps permit relating to oil and
gas exploration, production and development activities, including the
pipeline transportation of oil or natural gas prior to the refining of
such oil or prior to the use of such gas in any manufacturing process
or as a residential or industrial fuel; and
b. the TNRCC for §401 certification of a Corps permit relating to all
other activities.
IV. COORDINATED PROCESSING AND REVIEW OF §404 AND
§10 PERMITS
Materials for Application Packets
The Council and the Corps agree that it is in the best interest of the
applicant that the applicant be fully apprised of both the consistency
requirements of §307 of the CZMA and the consistency review
procedures of the CMP. To that end, the Council will provide the
Corps with an adequate supply of the following materials, which
the Corps will supply to applicants in the Corps’ standard permit
application packet.
a. A plain language explanation of the consistency requirements and
review process.
b. Maps of the CMP Boundary.
c. Names and phone numbers of contact persons for the Council and
the §401 state agencies.
The Council will also provide the Corps with copies of the CMP
rules, which the Corps will provide to applicants on request. Admin-
istrative Completeness and Initiation of Consistency Review
The Corps will include in its standard application form the consis-
tency certification required of applicants by §307 of the CZMA. To
ensure that applicants are apprised of the consistency requirements of
§307 of the CZMA, the Corps will not determine an application for
a permit for an activity within the CMP boundary to be administra-
tively complete unless the applicant has completed this certification.
The Council and the Corps agree that it is in the best interest
of the applicant that their respective review periods commence as
close together in time as possible. To that end, upon declaring an
application administratively complete, the Corps shall immediately
send a copy of the application, indicating the date the Corps
received it, to the Council secretary for immediate distribution to
the appropriate §401 state agency and other Council members.
The Corps is not obligated to determine whether applications for
permits for activities outside the CMP boundary are subject to the
consistency requirements. The Council will follow the procedures in
15 CFR §930.54 if it wishes to invoke the consistency requirements
for those permits. Joint Public Notice
The Council, the Corps, and the §401 state agencies will use a joint
public notice for applications for permits for activities within the
CMP boundary. The joint public notice shall describe the consistency
review process. The joint notice shall also advise the public that
comments are solicited regarding:
a. for purposes of Chapter 506 reviews, the applicant’s consistency
certification for the permit and whether and under what conditions,
if any, the Council should concur with or object to it;
b. for purposes of Chapter 505 reviews, whether and under
what conditions, if any, the TNRCC or RRC should issue a §401
certification; and
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c. whether the matter should be referred to the Council for review if
it is above the applicable consistency review threshold.
Joint Evaluation Meetings
The Corps will use its best efforts to regularly schedule interagency
meetings for review of applications. The Corps will provide inter-
ested Council members and the §401 state agencies with advanced
notice of the agendas for the meetings. The Corps shall schedule
one meeting a month in or near the City of Corpus Christi, Texas,
and two meetings a month in or near the City of Galveston, Texas.
One purpose of the meetings will be for the Corps, interested Council
members, and the §401 state agency to evaluate proposed activities,
both prior to issuance of the joint notices as well as during the pe-
riod between close of public comment and issuance of the state’s
401 certification or concurrence with or objection to an applicant’s
consistency certification.
Joint Public Hearings
The Council, the Corps, and the §401 state agencies will use their
best efforts to coordinate any public hearings where the consistency
of a permit activity or a §401 certification is at issue. Joint hearings
will be conducted in a manner that complies with all of the procedural
requirements applicable to each agency participating in the hearing.
Exchange of Comments
Immediately upon the close of public comment, the Corps, the
Council, and the §401 state agency will each exchange the comments
each receives with respect to the consistency of any proposed permit.
Council secretary shall notify the Corps and the §401 agency as soon
as possible when public comment raises a consistency issue.
V. CONSISTENCY CONCURRENCE OR OBJECTION FOR §404
PERMITS
Below Thresholds
Under 31 TAC §506.12(c), if an activity to be authorized by a
§404 permit is below applicable TNRCC or RRC review thresholds
identified in Appendix A, the §401 state agency’s consistency
determination for its §401 certification will constitute the state’s
consistency concurrence with or objection to the §404 permit required
under §307 of the CZMA. That determination is not subject to
Council review.
Above Thresholds: Council Election
Pursuant to 31 TAC §506.12(d), if an activity to be authorized by a
§404 permit is above the applicable TNRCC or RRC review thresh-
olds identified in Appendix A, it is subject to Council review. The
Council will either:
a. review the §401 state agency’s §401 certification for the permit,
pursuant to Chapter 505; or
b. issue its own consistency concurrence or objection for the permit,
independent of the §401 certification, pursuant to the Chapter 506.
Generally, the Council will follow the Chapter 505 process. Within
forty-five (45) days of receipt of an administratively complete
application under 31 TAC §506.30, the Council will elect whether
to follow Chapter 505 or Chapter 506. If the Council secretary does
not notify the Corps, the applicant, and the §401 state agency of the
election within 45 days of receipt of the application, then the Council
will be deemed to have elected to follow Chapter 505.
VI. CONCURRENCE OR OBJECTION FOR §10 PERMITS
The Council will issue a consistency concurrence or objection for
activities to be authorized by only a §10 permit by using the Chapter
506 process.
VII. FINAL COUNCIL ACTION ON §404 AND §10 PERMITS
Expedited Action and Notice
Under both Chapter 505 and Chapter 506, the Council is deemed to
have agreed with the §401 state agency’s consistency determination
for a §401 certification or the applicant’s consistency certification
for a permit if the Council fails to take action by certain times.
Rather than allowing consistency to be determined by default in this
manner, the Council members will use their best efforts to expedite
steps in the review process whenever possible under the Council’s
rules, particularly with respect to Letters of Permission and other
authorizations the Corps issues on abbreviated timeframes. At the
earliest possible time, the Council secretary will send written notice
to the Corps, the applicant, and the §401 state agency of the results of
the review, whether the review is concluded by default or otherwise.
Notice to Council and §401 State Agency of Enforceability of
Conditions
The Corps will use its best efforts to notify the Council and the
§401 state agency in writing at the earliest possible time, but before
finalizing the permit, if the Corps determines that any conditions
proposed by the Council or a state §401 agency for inclusion in a
permit are not enforceable by the Corps. The Corps will explain in
the notice why it lacks such authority. Upon such notice, the Council
or the §401 state agency may either object or deny certification or
conditionally concur or certify, in which case the conditions shall be
enforced under state law.
VIII. GENERAL PERMITS AND CONCURRENCES
Council General Concurrences
The Council and the Corps agree that it is appropriate to develop ways
to authorize routine activities with minor resource impacts without
intensive individual review. To that end, the Council and the Corps
will work to develop general concurrences, as provided in 31 TAC
§506.35, for these activities at the earliest possible time.
Corps General Permits
Nationwide and regional general permits proposed before the effec-
tive date of the CMP (including the nationwide permits published in
the Federal Register on December 13, 1996) are not subject to consis-
tency requirements. Individual consistency certifications or concur-
rences for the activities authorized by those permits are not required.
If the Council determines in the future that a nationwide or regional
general permit is subject to review and, following the Chapter 506
process, determines that the permit is inconsistent with the goals and
policies of the CMP, the Council shall issue a general concurrence
establishing whatever additional conditions the Council finds are
necessary to make the permit consistent.
IX. REVIEW OR TERMINATION
Review
The Council agrees to evaluate the effectiveness of the consistency
review process outlined in this MOU one year after it is executed. The
Council will solicit comments about its consistency review of projects
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requiring both federal and state authorizations and will include its
evaluation in the annual report required by TEXAS NATURAL
RESOURCE CODE §33.204(f).
Termination
Either party to this MOU may terminate it after sixty (60) days written
notice to the other party.
APPENDIX A
Review Thresholds
For §401 certifications issued by TNRCC, an activity is above the
threshold if it affects one or more acres of a critical area and
authorizes the discharge of not less than one thousand (1,000) cubic
yards of dredged or fill material, all or part of which occurs in a
critical area.
For §401 certifications issued by RRC, an activity is above the
threshold if it permanently disturbs five (5) or more acres of critical
area or authorizes the removal of more than ten thousand (10,000)
cubic yards of material from a critical area, except with respect to
submerged aquatic vegetation or tidal sand or mud flats south of Pass
Cavallo, in which case the permanent disturbance must be ten (10)
acres or more.





Filed: February 3, 1997
♦ ♦ ♦
Office of the Consumer Credit Commissioner
Notice of Rate Ceiling
The Consumer Credit Commissioner of Texas has ascertained the
following rate ceilings by use of the formulas and methods described
in Title 79, Texas Civil Statutes, Article 1.04, as amended (Texas
Civil Statutes, Article 5069-1.04).
[graphic]




Office of Consumer Credit Commissoner
Filed: January 31, 1997
♦ ♦ ♦
Texas Energy Coordination Council
Invitation to Comment
On October 4, 1996, the Advisory Committee on Research Programs
(ACORP) of the Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board met to
discuss the Texas Energy Coordination Council’s (TECC) responsi-
bility for coordinating state-funded energy research, and the Coordi-
nating Board’s (THECB) responsibility for providing oversight to the
Advanced Research and Advanced Technology Programs.
The understanding resulting from that meeting is that TECC will
develop a set of energy research priorities through a public process
that incorporates the views of a reasonable cross-section of energy
researchers. The authority for this project is Article 4413(47f), Article
3, sec. 3.06(15) which provides that TECC "shall coordinate energy
research among state research programs;"...
With this purpose in mind, TECC invites written comments through
March 10, 1997, on energy research, topic areas and their relative
priorities for research, including but not limited to, supply and de-
mand side consideration, for the purpose of guiding the development
of a research plan in the energy sector.
Please forward written comments to: Mike Wiley, Executive Direc-
tor, Texas Energy Coordination Council, CES-R7100, 10100 Burnet
Road, Austin, Texas 78758; include your name, title, address, and
phone number. To submit written comments electronically, please
subscribe to the TECC listserv titled: EnergyResearch.
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Subscribe to the listserv by sending email to: list-
proc@mcfeeley.cc.utexas.edu. Include in the body of the mail
message the following:
subscribe EnergyResearch firstname lastname
Here, first name and last name represent your actual first and last
name.
Thank you for your response.
Issued in Austin, Texas, on February 3, 1997.
TRD-9701511
Mike Wiley
Executive Secretary to the Board
Texas Energy Coordination Council
Filed: February 3, 1997
♦ ♦ ♦
Texas Ethics Commission
List of Late Filers
Listed below are the names of filers from the Texas Ethics Com-
mission who did not file reports, or failed to pay penalty fines for
late reports in reference to the listed filing deadline. If you have any
questions, you may contact Kristin Newkirk at (512) 463-5800 or
(800) 325-8506.
Deadline: Candidate/Officeholder Semi-Annual Campaign Finance
report, due July 15, 1996
Brad Clardy
2211 B 17th Street
Lubbock, Texas 79401
Deadline: General Purpose PAC Semi-Annual Campaign Finance
Report, due July 15, 1996
Kevin Zapp
Galveston County Apartment Association
305 21st Street #247
Galveston, Texas 77550
Deadline: Monthly PAC Report, due September 5, 1996
Leroy Bruner




South Texans Physicians PAC
1111 West Nolane
McAllen, Texas 78504
Deadline: Political Party 50th Day Before The General Election
Campaign Finance Report, due September 16, 1996
Ted Lewis
Denton County Democratic Party
P.O. Box 297
Denton, Texas 76202-0297




Deadline: Monthly PAC Report, due October 7, 1996
Leroy Bruner




South Texans Physicians PAC
1111 West Nolane
McAllen, Texas 78504
Deadline: Candidate/Officeholder 30th Day Before The General
Election Campaign Finance Report, due October 7, 1996
Richard N. Draheim Jr.
275 Henry M. Chandler’s Dr.
Rockwall, Texas 75087
David A. Offutt
1904 Park Hill Circle North
Fort Worth, Texas 76110-2416





Filed: January 30, 1997
♦ ♦ ♦
Texas Department of Health
Designation of Sites Serving Medically Underserved Popula-
tions
The Department of Health is required under Texas Civil Statutes,
Article 4495b, §3.06, to designate sites serving medically underserved
populations. In addition, the department is required to publish notice
of its designations in theTexas Registerand to provide an opportunity
for public comment on the designations.
Accordingly, the department has designated the following as sites
serving medically underserved populations: The University Hospital
Emergency Center, located at 4502 Medical Drive, San Antonio
(Bexar County), Texas. Designation is based on proven eligibility
as a site serving a disproportionate number of clients eligible for
federal, state or locally funded health care programs.
Oral and written comments on this designation may be directed to
Demetria Montgomery, M.D., Chief, Bureau of Community Oriented
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Primary Care, Texas Department of Health, 1100 West 49th Street,
Austin, Texas 78756; (512) 458-7771. Comments will be accepted
for 30 days from the date of this notice.




Texas Department of Health
Filed: January 29, 1997
♦ ♦ ♦
Designation of Sites Serving Medically Underserved Popula-
tions - Farmers Branch, Texas
The Department of Health is required under Texas Civil Statutes,
Article 4495b, §3.06, to designate sites serving medically underserved
populations. In addition, the department is required to publish notice
of its designations in the Texas Register and to provide an opportunity
for public comment on the designations.
Accordingly, the department has designated the following as a site
serving medically underserved populations: The Magee Verplank
Watts Family Health Center/Community Oriented Primary Care
(COPC) at Vivian Field Middle School, located at 13551 Dennis
Lane, Farmers Branch (Dallas County), Texas. Designation is based
on proven eligibility as a site serving a disproportionate number
of clients eligible for federal, state or locally funded health care
programs.
Oral and written comments on this designation may be directed to
Demetria Montgomery, M.D., Chief, Bureau of Community Oriented
Primary Care, Texas Department of Health, 1100 West 49th Street,
Austin, Texas 78756; (512) 458-7771. Comments will be accepted
for 30 days following publication of this notice in the Texas Register.




Texas Department of Health
Filed: January 31, 1997
♦ ♦ ♦
Request for Proposal for Preventive and Primary Health Ser-
vices to Public School Populations
The Texas Department of Health (TDH) announces the availability
of approximately $750,000 in Maternal and Child Health Block
Grant funds for the provision of preventive and primary health
services to public school populations. A maximum of $125,000 per
program annually is planned for up to six programs serving school-
age children. Funds are for fiscal year 1997-98, beginning June 1,
1997, and ending August 31, 1998.
Qualifying programs must meet the following requirements:
(1) demonstrate an unmet need for health services in the student
population to be served;
(2) be planned and directed by a local advisory body which includes
but is not limited to parents of students served, school administrators,
school nurses, local physicians, and representatives of local agencies
serving students;
(3) be supervised and monitored by a physician who has expertise in
the care of children and adolescents;
(4) demonstrate referral linkages for provision of emergency care
and other specialized acute and chronic health care services, and
mechanisms for the efficient and confidential exchange of medical
information among providers; and
(5) provide assurance that students will not receive services at the
school health center unless a parent or guardian executes a consent
form approved by the advisory body.
Applicants will be judged on the basis of proposal narratives and
budget documents.
Applications must be received by TDH on or before April 15, 1997.
Requests for applications and other inquiries should be directed
to: School Health Program, Bureau of Children’s Health, Texas
Department of Health, 1100 West 49th Street, Austin, Texas 78756.
Phone inquiries may be directed to John Dillard, M.Ed., at (512) 458-
7111, extension 2782.




Texas Department of Health
Filed: January 31, 1997
♦ ♦ ♦
Texas Health and Human Services Commission
Excluded Medicaid Providers
In compliance with the Medicare and Medicaid Patient Protection
Act of 1987, the following list provided by the Texas Health and
Human Services Commission (HHSC) which identifies providers or
employees of providers who are excluded from state and federal
health care programs since publication of the May 1996 Medicaid
Bulletin.
Providers excluded from the Medicaid and Title XX programs must
not order or prescribe services to clients after the date of exclusion.
Services rendered under the medical direction or under the prescribing
orders of an excluded provider will also be denied. Providers who
submit cost reports cannot include the salaries/wages/benefits of
employees who have been excluded from Medicaid. Additionally,





Effective Date of Exclusion
Period of Exclusion
DENTISTS:
Davis, James M., DDS
D11795


















































































Ballard, Sharon M., RN
















































































Werner, Paula R., LVN
102965
Houston
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November 15, 1996
indefinitely

































Cyndi Ferris Health and Human Services Commission, Medicaid
Provider Sanctions Division, (512) 424-6519 Fax (512) 424-6591,
internet address:cyndi_f@hhsc.state.tx.us




Texas Health and Human Services Commission
Filed: January 31, 1997
Texas Department of Housing and Community
Affairs
HOME Investment Partnerships Program 1997 Application
Workshops
The Texas Department of Housing and Community Affairs, HOME
Investment Partnerships (HOME) Program, invites you to attend
one of six application workshops for Program Year 1997. HOME
staff will introduce the HOME regulations and requirements of each
activity, and will provide guidance on how to complete the various
applications. HOME Program will accept requests for applications
starting February 14, 1997.
Workshop Schedule for Workshops in Fort Worth, Houston, El Paso,
Edinburg, and Austin





Lunch from 12:00 noon-1:00 p.m.




Workshop Schedule for Workshop in Lubbock





Break from 4:30 p.m.-5:00 p.m.




Due to limited space, we are requiring pre-registration by February
21, 1997. To pre-register, send the name of your organization,
address, phone number, contact person, and the number of people
who will be attending to the HOME Program, TDHCA, P.O. Box
13941, Austin, Texas 78711-3941; or fax it to (512) 475-3287.
Please include your choice of workshop locations. Walk-ins will
be welcome, however, materials will be limited.
Requests for applications should be mailed to: HOME Program,
Texas Department of Housing and Community Affairs, P.O. Box
13941, Austin, Texas, 78711-3941 or fax to (512) 475-3287. For
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additional information call (512) 475-3109. Thank you for your
interest.
Workshop Dates and Locations:
February 25, 1997-Fort Worth
Fort Worth Housing Authority
300 South Beach
Fort Worth, Texas 76105
Contact: Susie Lopez at (817) 534-9927 for directions
February 26, 1997-Socorro
City of Socorro Council Chambers
124 South Horizon Boulevard
Socorro, Texas 79927





Contact: Alvino Lopez at (806) 762-8667 for directions
March 4, 1997-Houston
HUD Conference Room






Contact: Joe Saenz at (210) 383-4045 for directions
March 7, 1997-Austin
Texas Department of Housing and Community Affairs
507 Sabine, Fourth Floor
Austin, Texas 78701
Individuals who require auxiliary aids or services for these meetings
should contact Aurora Carvajal, ADA Responsible Employee, at
(512) 475-3822 or Relay Texas at 1-800-735-2989 at least two days
before the meeting so that appropriate arrangements can be made.




Texas Department of Housing and Community Affairs
Filed: January 31, 1997
♦ ♦ ♦
Texas Department of Human Services
Public Notice-Proposed State Plan Amendment for Reim-
bursement of Computer Hardware and Software Cost by
Voucher System for Medicaid Nursing Facilities
Pursuant to the settlement agreement and court order in THCA
versus Terry Trimble, Civil Action #A-96-CA-774-SS, the Texas
Department of Human Services (TDHS) is planning to submit a
Medicaid state plan amendment to allow Medicaid nursing facilities
to be reimbursed through a voucher system for computer hardware
and software costs necessarily incurred to automate the MDS 2.0
resident assessment form and to permit electronic submittal to the
federal Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA). Providers
will be reimbursed up to $4,000 for basic computer hardware and
software necessary to accomplish this task. The department is making
this change to allow nursing facilities to meet federal requirements
pertaining to electronic submission of the MDS 2.0. This amendment
will increase the total expenditures during Fiscal Year 1997 by
$4,352,000.
For further information, contact local TDHS offices or Pam McDon-
ald, M/C W-425, P.O. Box 149030, Austin, Texas 78714-9030, (512)
438-4086. Written comments can also be submitted to this address.




Texas Department of Human Services
Filed: February 3, 1997
♦ ♦ ♦
Texas Department of Insurance
Insurer Services
The following applications have been filed with the Texas Department
of Insurance and are under consideration:
Application for admission in Texas for Great American Life Assur-
ance Company, a foreign life, accident and health company. The
home office is in Cincinnati, Ohio.
Application for a name change in Texas for United Services Life
Insurance Company, a foreign life, accident and health company.
The proposed new name is ReliaStar United Services Life Insurance
Company. The home office is in Arlington, Virginia.
Application for a name change in Texas for Mead Reinsurance
Corporation, a foreign fire and casualty company. The proposed new
name is MidStates ReInsurance Corporation. The home office is in
Chicago, Illinois.
Any objections must be filed within 20 days after this notice was filed
with the Texas Department of Insurance, addressed to the attention of
Cindy Thurman, 333 Guadalupe Street, M/C 305-2C, Austin, Texas
78701.
Issued in Austin, Texas, on January 31, 1997.
TRD-9701473
Caroline Scott
General Counsel and Chief Clerk
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Texas Department of Insurance
Filed: January 31, 1997
♦ ♦ ♦
Notice of Public Hearing
The public hearing originally scheduled before the Commissioner of
Insurance for March 18, 1997 at 9:00 a.m. under Docket Number
2278, has been rescheduled to March 25, 1997, at 9:00 a.m.
Notice of the hearing was published in the January 10, 1997, issue
of the Texas Register(22 TexReg 404).
Issued in Austin, Texas, on January 29, 1997.
TRD-9701360
Caroline Scott
General Counsel and Chief Clerk
Texas Department of Insurance
Filed: January 29, 1997
♦ ♦ ♦
Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commis-
sion
Enforcement Orders
An agreed enforcement order was entered regarding DOMESTIC
ENGINEERING OF TEXAS, INC. ET AL., Docket Number 96-
0394-PST-E, SOAH Docket Number 582-96-1464 (Enforcement ID
Number E11376) on January 21, 1997 assessing $25,450.88 in
administrative penalties.
Information concerning any aspect of this order may be obtained
by contacting Ray Winter, Staff Attorney at (512) 239-0477 or
Karen Berryman, Enforcement Coordinator at (512) 239-2172, Texas
Natural Resource Conservation Commission, P. O. Box 13087,
Austin, Texas 78711-3087.
An agreed enforcement order was entered regarding LOUISIANA-
PACIFIC CORPORATION, Docket Number 96-1444-IWD-E (Per-
mit Numbers 01754, 01950) on January 18, 1997 assessing $28,240
in administrative penalties with $8,472 deferred.
Information concerning any aspect of this order may be obtained
by contacting Kathy Keils, Staff Attorney at (512) 239-0678 or Bill
Main, Enforcement Coordinator at (512) 239-4481, Texas Natural
Resource Conservation Commission, P. O. Box 13087, Austin, Texas
78711-3087.
An agreed enforcement order was entered regarding CITY OF BON-
HAM, Docket Number 96-1578-MWD-E (Permit Number 10070-
001) on January 18, 1997.
Information concerning any aspect of this order may be obtained by
contacting Guy Henry, Staff Attorney at (512) 239-6292 or Michael
Meyer, Enforcement Coordinator at (512) 239-4492, Texas Natural
Resource Conservation Commission, P. O. Box 13087, Austin, Texas
78711-3087.
An agreed enforcement order was entered regarding NORTHWEST
INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT, Docket Number 96-1353-
MWD-E (Permit Number 11760-002) on January 18, 1997 assessing
$13,280 in administrative penalties with $3,984 deferred.
Information concerning any aspect of this order may be obtained by
contacting Guy Henry, Staff Attorney at (512) 239-6259 or Bill Main,
Enforcement Coordinator at (512) 239-4481, Texas Natural Resource
Conservation Commission, P. O. Box 13087, Austin, Texas 78711-
3087.
An agreed enforcement order was entered regarding COASTWIDE
MARINE SERVICES, INCORPORATED, Docket Number 96-1354-
MWD-E (Permit Number 10931-001) on January 18, 1997 assessing
$10,640 in administrative penalties with $3,192 deferred.
Information concerning any aspect of this order may be obtained by
contacting Ray Winter, Staff Attorney at (512) 239-0477 or Bill Main,
Enforcement Coordinator at (512) 239-4481, Texas Natural Resource
Conservation Commission, P. O. Box 13087, Austin, Texas 78711-
3087.
An agreed enforcement order was entered regarding PARTICIPA-
TION DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, INC., Docket Number
96-1442-MWD-E (Permit 11506-001) on January 18, 1997 assessing
$2,760 in administrative penalties with $828. deferred.
Information concerning any aspect of this order may be obtained by
contacting Guy Henry, Staff Attorney at (512) 239-6259 or Mary
Smith, Enforcement Coordinator at (512) 239-4484, Texas Natural
Resource Conservation Commission, P. O. Box 13087, Austin, Texas
78711-3087.
An agreed enforcement order was entered regarding CITY OF
BALLINGER, Docket Number 96-1148-MWD-E (Permit Number
10325-003) on January 18, 1997 assessing $3,680 in administrative
penalties with $1,104 deferred.
Information concerning any aspect of this order may be obtained
by contacting Guy Henry, Staff Attorney at (512) 239-6259 or Lin
Zhang, Enforcement Coordinator at (512) 239-4497, Texas Natural
Resource Conservation Commission, P. O. Box 13087, Austin, Texas
78711-3087.
An agreed enforcement order was entered regarding GREG SPEARS
DBA SCENIC POINT NORTHVIEW, Docket Number 96-1056-
MWD-E (No TNRCC Permit) on January 18, 1997 assessing $10,030
in administrative penalties with $3,009 deferred.
Information concerning any aspect of this order may be obtained
by contacting Kathy Keils, Staff Attorney at (512) 239-0678 or
Pamela Campbell, Enforcement Coordinator at (512) 239-4493,
Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission, P. O. Box 13087,
Austin, Texas 78711-3087.
An agreed enforcement order was entered regarding ALI RAJAB
A., Docket Number 96-0553-PST-E (Facility Number 0064364,
Enforcement ID Number E1200028) on January 18, 1997 assessing
$900. in administrative penalties.
Information concerning any aspect of this order may be obtained by
contacting Ray Winter, Staff Attorney at (512) 239-0477 or Craig
Carson, Enforcement Coordinator at (512) 239-2126, Texas Natural
Resource Conservation Commission, P. O. Box 13087, Austin, Texas
78711-3087.
An agreed enforcement order was entered regarding CHUNG WOO
LEE, Docket Number 96-1224-PST-E (Facility Number 0036198,
Enforcement ID Number E1200029) on January 18, 1997 assessing
$1,500 in administrative penalties.
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Information concerning any aspect of this order may be obtained by
contacting Ray Winter, Staff Attorney at (512) 239-0477 or Craig
Carson, Enforcement Coordinator at (512) 239-2126, Texas Natural
Resource Conservation Commission, P. O. Box 13087, Austin, Texas
78711-3087.
An agreed enforcement order was entered regarding HUSEIN
ABDUL-LATIF, Docket Number 96-1225-PST-E (Facility Number
0023823, Enforcement ID Number E1200030) on January 18, 1997
assessing $1,500 in administrative penalties.
Information concerning any aspect of this order may be obtained by
contacting Ray Winter, Staff Attorney at (512) 239-0477 or Craig
Carson, Enforcement Coordinator at (512) 239-2126, Texas Natural
Resource Conservation Commission, P. O. Box 13087, Austin, Texas
78711-3087.
An agreed enforcement order was entered regarding SAM PILK-
INGTON, Docket Number 96-1380-PST-E (Facility Number 11564,
Enforcement ID Number E11626) on January 18, 1997 assessing
$12,200 in administrative penalties with $3,660 deferred.
Information concerning any aspect of this order may be obtained by
contacting Ray Winter, Staff Attorney at (512) 239-0477 or Mick
Wilson, Enforcement Coordinator at (512) 239-2228, Texas Natural
Resource Conservation Commission, P. O. Box 13087, Austin, Texas
78711-3087.
An agreed enforcement order was entered regarding ZINCO, INCOR-
PORATED, Docket Number 96-1506-PST-E (FACILITY 24609,
(more permit #’s) , Enforcement ID E11369) on January 18, 1997
assessing $600. in administrative penalties with $180. deferred.
Information concerning any aspect of this order may be obtained by
contacting Ray Winter, Staff Attorney at (512) 239-0477 or Craig
Carson, Enforcement Coordinator at (512) 239-2126, Texas Natural
Resource Conservation Commission, P. O. Box 13087, Austin, Texas
78711-3087.
An agreed enforcement order was entered regarding SAM PILKING-
TON, Docket Number 96-1379-PST-E (Facility Number 11572, En-
forcement ID Number E11627) on January 21, 1997 assessing $5,000
in administrative penalties with $1,500 deferred.
Information concerning any aspect of this order may be obtained by
contacting Ray Winter, Staff Attorney at (512) 239-0477 or Mick
Wilson, Enforcement Coordinator at (512) 239-2228, Texas Natural
Resource Conservation Commission, P. O. Box 13087, Austin, Texas
78711-3087.
An agreed enforcement order was entered regarding RYDER TRUCK
RENTAL, INCORPORATED, Docket Number 96-0389-PST-E (Fa-
cility Number 31862, Enforcement ID Number E11505) on January
18, 1997 assessing $1,200 in administrative penalties with $360. de-
ferred.
Information concerning any aspect of this order may be obtained by
contacting Ray Winter, Staff Attorney at (512) 239-0477 or Srini
Kusumanchi, Enforcement Coordinator at (512) 239-5874, Texas
Natural Resource Conservation Commission, P. O. Box 13087,
Austin, Texas 78711-3087.
An agreed enforcement order was entered regarding LUCKY LADY
OIL COMPANY, Docket Number 96-1800-PST-E (Facility Number
27517, Enforcement ID Number E10829) on January 18, 1997
assessing $1,800 in administrative penalties.
Information concerning any aspect of this order may be obtained by
contacting Walter Ehresman, Staff Attorney at (512) 239-0573 or
Mick Wilson, Enforcement Coordinator at (512) 239-2228, Texas
Natural Resource Conservation Commission, P. O. Box 13087,
Austin, Texas 78711-3087.
An agreed enforcement order was entered regarding JACK E.
BRISCOE, Docket Number 96-1551-PST-E (No Facility ID Number,
Enforcement ID Number E11675) on January 18, 1997 assessing
$8,800 in administrative penalties with $2,640 deferred.
Information concerning any aspect of this order may be obtained by
contacting Ray Winter, Staff Attorney at (512) 239-0477 or Connie
Wong, Enforcement Coordinator at (512) 239-2567, Texas Natural
Resource Conservation Commission, P. O. Box 13087, Austin, Texas
78711-3087.
An agreed enforcement order was entered regarding GLEN HILL,
Docket Number 96-1616-PST-E (Facility Number 43716, Enforce-
ment ID Number E11134) on January 18, 1997 assessing $1,800 in
administrative penalties with $540. deferred.
Information concerning any aspect of this order may be obtained by
contacting Ray Winter, Staff Attorney at (512) 239-0477 or Srini
Kusumanchi, Enforcement Coordinator at (512) 239-2126, Texas
Natural Resource Conservation Commission, P. O. Box 13087,
Austin, Texas 78711-3087.
An agreed enforcement order was entered regarding JUANITA
MORA, Docket Number 96-1203-PST-E (Facility Number 12875,
Enforcement ID Number E10884) on January 18, 1997 assessing
$4,400 in administrative penalties.
Information concerning any aspect of this order may be obtained
by contacting Lisa Newcombe, Staff Attorney at (512) 239-2269 or
Jaime Lopez, Enforcement Coordinator at (512) 239-5868, Texas
Natural Resource Conservation Commission, P. O. Box 13087,
Austin, Texas 78711-3087.




Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission
Filed: February 3, 1997
♦ ♦ ♦
Notice of Application for Waste Disposal Permits
Attached are Notices of Applications for waste disposal permits
issued during the period of January 23rd thru January 31, 1997.
The Executive Director will issue these permits unless one or more
persons file written protests and/or a request for a hearing within 30
days after newspaper publication of this notice.
To request a hearing, you must submit the following: (1) your name
(or for a group or association, an official representative), mailing
address, daytime phone number, and fax number, if any; (2) the
name of the applicant and the permit number; (3) the statement
"I/we request a public hearing;" (4) a brief description of how
you would be adversely affected by the granting of the application
in a way not common to the general public; (5) the location of
your property relative to the applicant’s operations; and (6) your
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proposed adjustments to the application/permit which would satisfy
your concerns and cause you to withdraw your request for hearing.
Information concerning any aspect of these applications may be
obtained by contacting the Texas Natural Resource Conservation
Commission, Chief Clerks Office-MC105, P. O. Box 13087, Austin,
Texas 78711. Individual members of the public who wish to inquire
about the information contained in this notice, or to inquire about
other agency permit applications or permitting processes, should call
the TNRCC Office of Public Assistance, Toll Free, at 1 (800) 687-
4040.
Listed are the name of the applicant and the city in which the facility
is located, type of facility, location of the facility, permit number and
type of application-new permit, amendment, or renewal.
ALDINE INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT, 14910 Aldine-
Westfield Road, Houston, Texas 77032, the Ann Louise Educational
Complex Wastewater Treatment Plant is located approximately 700
feet southeast of the intersection of Frick Road and Ann Louise
Road, approximately 1,200 feet southeast of Halls Bayou, and
approximately 6,500 feet southwest of Beltway 8 and Veterans
Memorial Drive in Harris County, Texas, renewal, 13609-01.
BRENDA DAMRON, 5,000 CR300, Zephyr, Texas 76890, the dairy
is approximately five miles southeast of Blanket, Brown County,
Texas, on County Road 323. From Blanket, head south on Farm-
to-Market Road 1467 approximately four miles, then turn east onto
County Road 294, then turn north on County Road 285, then west
onto County Road 323 and follow the road through a right turn and
the dairy will be located on the east side of the road in Brown County,
Texas, new, 03910.
BROWNSVILLE NAVIGATION DISTRICT, P. O. Box 3070,
Brownsville, Texas 78523, a marine cargo handling facility at the Port
of Brownsville, the disposal site is located on the north side of State
Highway 48 at points approximately 1.4 miles (Pit Number 2) and
2.2 miles (Pit Number 1) east of the intersection of State Highway 48
with FM 511 northeast of the City of Brownsville, Cameron County,
Texas, renewal, 02597.
CITY OF CANADIAN, 6 Main Street, Canadian, Texas 79014, the
wastewater treatment plant site is located northeast of the City of
Canadian, about 0.5 mile east of U.S. Highway 60, and one mile
north of Farm-to-Market Road 2388 at the east end of the golf course
and fairgrounds in Hemphill County, Texas, renewal, 10072-01.
CITY OF GUSTINE, P. O. Box 145, Gustine, Texas 76455, the
Gustine Wastewater Treatment Facilities are located approximately
two miles east of the intersection of State Highway 36 and Farm-to-
Market Road 1476 in Comanche County, Texas, renewal, 10841-01.
HARRIS COUNTY MUNICIPAL UTILITY DISTRICT NUMBER
182, c/o Smith, Murdaugh, Little & Bonham, L.L.P., 1100 Louisiana
Street, Suite 400, Houston, Texas 77002-5211, the Harris County
M.U.D. Number 182 Wastewater Treatment Facilities are located on
the east bank of Greens Bayou and approximately 0.5 mile south of
Farm-to-Market Road 525 in Harris County, Texas, renewal, 12273-
01.
LUMBERTON MUNICIPAL UTILITY DISTRICT, P. O. Box 8065,
Lumberton, Texas 77657-8065, the wastewater treatment facilities are
approximately 200 feet east of U.S. Highway 69, and approximately
2 miles north of the intersection of Tram Road and U.S. Highway 69
in Hardin County, Texas, renewal, 11709-01.
CITY OF NASSAU BAY, 1800 Nasa Road One, Nassau Bay, Texas
77058, the wastewater treatment facilities are at 18920 Point Lookout,
approximately one mile south of Nasa Road One at the confluence of
Clear Creek and Clear Lake and adjacent to Lake Nassau (Pearsons
Lake) and approximately one mile east of the City of Webster in the
City of Nassau Bay in Harris County, Texas, amendment, 10526-01.
CITY OF NEWARK, P. O. Box 156, Newark, Texas 76071, the
City of Newark Wastewater Treatment Plant, the plant site is located
on the east bank of Derrett Creek immediately south of the Newark
Beach Road Bridge, about 850 feet west of the intersection of Roger
Road and Berke Street in Wise County, Texas, renewal, 11626-01.
CITY OF PEARLAND, 3519 Liberty Drive, Pearland, Texas 77581,
the wastewater treatment facilities are at 1092 1/2 Barry Rose Street,
immediately west of Clear Creek and approximately 7,000 feet north
of Farm-to-Market Road 518 in Brazoria County, Texas, amendment,
10134-02.
CITY OF PORT NECHES, P. O. Box 758, Port Neches, Texas 77651,
the wastewater treatment plant is located in the 6100 block of Georgia
Street, approximately 1 mile northwest of the intersection of State
Highway 347 and State Highway 73 in Jefferson County, Texas,
amendment, 10477-04.
PORTER MUNICIPAL UTILITY DISTRICT, P. O. Box 1030,
Porter, Texas 77365-1030, the wastewater treatment plant is located
approximately 4,300 feet east of the intersection of Wallis Drive
and U.S. Highway 59, and approximately 7,000 feet south of the
intersection of Farm-to-Market Road 1314 and U.S. Highway 59 in
Montgomery County, Texas, renewal, 12242-01.
SOUTHWEST UTILITIES, INC., P. O. Box 907, El Campo, Texas
77437, the Colonial Hills Wastewater Treatment Facilities are located
on the east side of Sellers Road, approximately 700 feet north of the
intersection of Hollyvale and Sellers Road in Harris County, Texas,
renewal, 10694-01.
TEXAS DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION, 1601 Southwest
Parkway, Wichita Falls, Texas 76307, the wastewater treatment
plant site is located within the northbound right-of-way of Interstate
Highway 35, approximately 2.8 miles north of the intersection of
Interstate Highway 35 and Farm-to-Market Road 922 in Cooke
County, Texas, renewal, 11743-01.
TEXAS-NEW MEXICO POWER COMPANY, P.O. Box 2943, Fort
Worth, Texas 76113, the applicant operates the TNP One, a lignite
fired steam electric station, the plant site is located approximately
one mile east of the town of Hammond and approximately eight
miles north (via State Highway 6) of the city of Calvert, Robertson
County, Texas, amendment w/o renewal.
TIMBER LANE UTILITY DISTRICT, 1100 Louisiana Street, Suite
400, Houston, Texas 77002, the Timber Lane Wastewater Treatment
Facilities are located 0.5 mile southwest of the intersection of Wood
River Drive and Aldine-Westfield Road, 2.75 miles northeast of the
intersection of Farm-to-Market Road 1960 and Interstate Highway
45, and approximately 20 miles north of the City of Houston Central
Business District in Harris County, Texas, renewal, 11142-02.
VIA RANCH MUNICIPAL UTILITY DISTRICT NUMBER 4, c/
o Schwartz, Page & Harding, 1300 Post Oak, Suite 1400, Houston,
Texas 77056, the wastewater treatment facilities are approximately
1,100 feet west-northwest of the intersection of Farm-to-Market Road
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1093 and Mason Road in Fort Bend County, Texas, renewal, 13245-
01.
WADSWORTH WATER SUPPLY CORPORATION, P. O. Box 368,
Wadsworth, Texas 77483, the wastewater treatment facilities are
approximately 400 feet east of State Highway 60 and approximately
1,100 feet south of Laird Road in Matagorda County, Texas, renewal,
12618-01.
WEBB COUNTY, 919 Houston Street, Laredo, Texas 78040, the
proposed wastewater treatment facility will serve Webb County, the
plant site is located 2,000 feet east of the Rio Grande River, 10,000
feet west of U.S. Highway 83 and approximately 13,000 feet south
south-west from the intersection of U.S. Highway 83 and Mangana
Hein Road in Webb County, Texas, new, 13577-03.




Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission
Filed: February 3, 1997
♦ ♦ ♦
Notice of Opportunity to Comment on Settlement Agree-
ments of Administrative Enforcement Actions
The Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission (TNRCC)
Staff is providing an opportunity for written public comment on the
listed Agreed Orders (AOs) pursuant to the Health and Safety Code,
the Texas Clean Air Act (the Act), Chapter 382, §382.096. The
Act, §382.096 requires that the TNRCC may not approve these AOs
unless the public has been provided an opportunity to submit written
comments. Section 382.096 requires that notice of the proposed
orders and of the opportunity to comment must be published in
the Texas Registerno later than the 30th day before the date on
which the public comment period closes, which in this case is March
12, 1997. Section 382.096 also requires that the TNRCC promptly
consider any written comments received and that the TNRCC may
withhold approval of an AO if a comment indicates the proposed
AO is inappropriate, improper, inadequate, or inconsistent with the
requirements of the Act. Additional notice is not required if changes
to an AO are made in response to written comments.
A copy of each of the proposed AOs is available for public inspection
at both the TNRCC’s Central Office, located at 12100 Park 35 Circle,
Building C, First Floor, Austin, Texas 78753, (512) 239-1864 and at
the applicable Regional Office listed as follows. Written comments
about these AOs should be sent to the enforcement coordinator
designated for each AO at the TNRCC’s Central Office at P. O.
Box 13087 Austin, Texas 78711-3087 and must be received by 5:00
p.m. on March 12, 1997. Written comments may also be sent by
facsimile machine to the enforcement coordinator at (512) 239-1893.
The TNRCC enforcement coordinators are available to discuss the
AOs and/or the comment procedure at the listed phone numbers;
however, §382.096 provides that comments on the AOs should be
submitted to the TNRCC in writing.
(1)COMPANY: Auto Body Repair; DOCKET NUMBER: 96-1198-
AIR-E; ACCOUNT NUMBER: DB-3653-V; LOCATION: Dallas,
Dallas County, Texas; TYPE OF FACILITY: vehicle repair and
refinishing plant; RULE VIOLATED: 30 TAC §116.110(a) and
the Act, §382.0518(a) and §382.085(b), by failing to obtain a
permit or satisfy the conditions of a standard exemption prior to
constructing and operating a vehicle repair and refinishing plant;
and 30 TAC §115.422(1)(A) and the Act, §382.085(b), by failing
to install and operate a system that totally encloses spray guns, cups,
nozzles, bowls, and other parts during washing, rinsing, and draining
procedures; PENALTY: $0; ENFORCEMENT COORDINATOR:
Kevin Cauble, (512) 239-1874; REGIONAL OFFICE: 6421 Camp
Bowie Boulevard, Suite 312, Fort Worth, Texas 76116, (817) 732-
5531.
(2)COMPANY: Beck Steel, Inc; DOCKET NUMBER: 96-1430-
AIR-E; ACCOUNT NUMBER: LN-0414-T; LOCATION: Lubbock,
Lubbock County, Texas; TYPE OF FACILITY: steel fabrication
plant; RULE VIOLATED: 30 TAC §116.110(a) and the Act,
§382.0518(a) and §382.085(b), by operating a sandblasting and paint-
ing operation without first qualifying for a standard exemption or
obtaining a permit; PENALTY: $0; ENFORCEMENT COORDINA-
TOR: Lance Owens, (512) 239-1878; REGIONAL OFFICE: 4630
50th Street, Suite 600, Lubbock, Texas 79414-3509, (806) 796-7092.
(3)COMPANY: The Body Shop; DOCKET NUMBER: 96-1222-
AIR-E; ACCOUNT NUMBER: WN-0166-C; LOCATION: Newark,
Wise County, Texas; TYPE OF FACILITY: paint and body shop;
RULE VIOLATED: 30 TAC §116.110(a) and the Act, §382.0518(a)
and §382.085(b), by failing to obtain a permit or satisfy the conditions
of a standard exemption prior to constructing and operating an auto-
motive spray painting operation; PENALTY: $0; ENFORCEMENT
COORDINATOR: David Edge, (512) 239-1779; REGIONAL OF-
FICE: 6421 Camp Bowie Boulevard, Suite 312, Fort Worth, Texas
76116, (817) 732-5531.
(4)COMPANY: Bronquitos Motors; DOCKET NUMBER: 96-1332-
AIR-E; ACCOUNT NUMBER: EE-0734-O; LOCATION: El Paso,
El Paso County, Texas; TYPE OF FACILITY: used car dealer-
ship; RULE VIOLATED: 30 TAC §114.1(c)(1)-(3) and the Act,
§382.085(b), by offering for sale vehicles with missing and inoperable
emission control systems or devices, and failing to post the required
"notice of prohibition" sign; PENALTY: $700; ENFORCEMENT
COORDINATOR: Lawrence King, (512) 239-1405; REGIONAL
OFFICE: 7500 Viscount Boulevard, Suite 147, El Paso, Texas 79925,
(915) 778-9634.
(5)COMPANY: Brueck’s Auto Sales; DOCKET NUMBER: 96-
1928-AIR-E; ACCOUNT NUMBER: DB-4481-T; LOCATION: Gar-
land, Dallas County, Texas; TYPE OF FACILITY: used car lot;
RULE VIOLATED: 30 TAC §114.1(c)(1) and (2) and the Act,
§382.085(b), by offering for sale a vehicle with missing and in-
operable emission control system or devices; PENALTY: $0; EN-
FORCEMENT COORDINATOR: Mary Jennings, (512) 239-1864;
REGIONAL OFFICE: 6421 Camp Bowie Boulevard, Suite 312, Fort
Worth, Texas 76116, (817) 732-5531.
(6)COMPANY: Burl’s Used Cars; DOCKET NUMBER: 96-1454-
AIR-E; ACCOUNT NUMBER: CP-0319-R; LOCATION: Melissa,
Collin County, Texas; TYPE OF FACILITY: used car lot; RULE
VIOLATED: 30 TAC §114.1(c)(1), Agreed Order 95-0751-AIR-
E and the Act, §382.085(b), by offering for sale two vehicles
with missing and/or inoperable required emission control systems or
devices; PENALTY: $1,050; ENFORCEMENT COORDINATOR:
David Edge, (512) 239-1779; REGIONAL OFFICE: 6421 Camp
Bowie Boulevard, Suite 312, Fort Worth, Texas 76116, (817) 732-
5531.
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(7)COMPANY: City Auto Sales; DOCKET NUMBER: 96-1534-
AIR-E; ACCOUNT NUMBER: GB-0292-B; LOCATION: Texas
City, Galveston County, Texas; TYPE OF FACILITY: used car
dealership; RULE VIOLATED: 30 TAC §114.1(c)(1) and the Act,
§382.085(b), by offering for sale a vehicle with missing and/or
inoperable emission control systems or devices; PENALTY: $1,000;
ENFORCEMENT COORDINATOR: Tel Croston, (512) 239-5717;
REGIONAL OFFICE: 5425 Polk Avenue, Suite H, Houston, Texas
77203-1423, (713) 767-3500.
(8)COMPANY: D. J. Tarrant Lumber and Tie Company; DOCKET
NUMBER: 96-1388-AIR-E; ACCOUNT NUMBER: 92-0697-G; LO-
CATION: Buffalo, Leon County, Texas; TYPE OF FACILITY:
portable saw mill; RULE VIOLATED: 30 TAC §111.101 and
§116.115(a), Standard Exemption 120(e), Agreed Order 92-07(r), and
the Act, §382.085(b), by conducting unauthorized burning of lumber
waste material; PENALTY: $1,050; ENFORCEMENT COORDINA-
TOR: Lance Owens, (512) 239-1878; REGIONAL OFFICE: 6801
Sanger Avenue, Suite 2500, Waco, Texas 76710-7807, (817) 751-
0335.
(9)COMPANY: Dansaba Foreign Car Repair; DOCKET NUMBER:
96-1277-AIR-E; ACCOUNT NUMBER: DB-3902-A; LOCATION:
Dallas, Dallas County, Texas; TYPE OF FACILITY: automotive
repair shop; RULE VIOLATED: 30 TAC §115.422(1)(A) and the
Act, §382.085(b), by failing to install and operate a spray gun
cleaner; PENALTY: $0; ENFORCEMENT COORDINATOR: Tel
Croston, (512) 239-5717; REGIONAL OFFICE: 6241 Camp Bowie
Boulevard, Suite 312, Fort Worth, Texas 76116, (817) 732-5531.
(10)COMPANY: The Dow Chemical Company; DOCKET NUM-
BER: 96-1584-AIR-E; ACCOUNT NUMBER: BL-0023-K; LOCA-
TION: Freeport, Brazoria County, Texas; TYPE OF FACILITY:
chemical plant; RULE VIOLATED: 30 TAC §101.20(2), 40 CFR
61.65(a), 30 TAC §116.115(a), and the Act, §382.085(b), by releas-
ing vinyl chloride on two occasions in violation of Permit Numbers
941 and 19401; PENALTY: $5,000; ENFORCEMENT COORDINA-
TOR: Max A. Turner, (512) 239-1890; REGIONAL OFFICE: 5425
Polk Avenue, Suite H, Houston, Texas 77023-1423, (713) 767-3500.
(11)COMPANY: George Brothers Fabrication, Incorporated;
DOCKET NUMBER: 96-1566-AIR-E; ACCOUNT NUMBER:
ML-0298-C; LOCATION: Midland, Midland County, Texas; TYPE
OF FACILITY: fabrication shop; RULE VIOLATED: 30 TAC
§116.110 and the Act, §382.0518(a) and §382.085(b), for failure
to obtain a permit or qualify for a standard exemption prior to
constructing sandblasting and painting facilities; PENALTY: $350;
ENFORCEMENT COORDINATOR: Carl Schnitz, (512) 239-1892;
REGIONAL OFFICE: 3300 North A Street, Building 4, Suite 107,
Midland, Texas 79705, (915) 570-1359.
(12)COMPANY: Paulshar Chemical Corporation; DOCKET NUM-
BER: 96-1499-AIR-E; ACCOUNT NUMBER: HG-1459-C; LOCA-
TION: South Houston, Harris County, Texas; TYPE OF FACILITY:
degreasing plant; RULE VIOLATED: 30 TAC §116.110(a) and the
Act, §382.0518(a) and §382.085(b), by operating a degreasing plant
without first obtaining a permit or satisfying the conditions of a stan-
dard exemption; PENALTY: $0; ENFORCEMENT COORDINA-
TOR: Sheila Smith, (512) 239-1670; REGIONAL OFFICE: 5425
Polk Avenue, Suite H, Houston, Texas 77023-1423, (713) 767-3500.
(13)COMPANY: Sun Coast Industries, Incorporated; DOCKET
NUMBER: 96-1579-AIR-E; ACCOUNT NUMBER: DB-0655-P;
LOCATION: Dallas, Dallas County, Texas; TYPE OF FACILITY:
plastics manufacturing plant; RULE VIOLATED: 30 TAC §101.4
and the Act, §382.085(a) and (b), by causing off-site odor emissions
from the plastics manufacturing process of such duration and concen-
tration as to adversely affect human health or welfare, animal life,
vegetation, or property, or as to interfere with the normal use and en-
joyment of animal life, vegetation, or property; PENALTY: $4,200;
ENFORCEMENT COORDINATOR: Kevin Cauble, (512) 239-1874;
REGIONAL OFFICE: 6421 Camp Bowie Boulevard, Suite 312, Fort
Worth, Texas 76116, (817) 732-5531.




Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission
Filed: February 3, 1997
♦ ♦ ♦
Provisionally-Issued Temporary Permits to Appropriate State
Water
Listed below are permits issued during the period of January 31,
1996.
Application Number TA-7769 by Champagne Webber, Inc. Texas for
diversion of 10 acre-feet in a one year period for industrial (highway
construction) use. Water may be diverted from Chambers Creek at
the stream crossing of Interstate Highway 45, approximately 5 miles
north of Corsicana in Navarro County, Texas, Trinity River Basin.
Application Number TA-7770 by Transcontinental Gas Pipe Line
Corporation for diversion of 2 acre-feet in a 1-year period for
industrial (hydrostatic test of pipeline) use. Water may be diverted
from the State Highway 494 right of way crossing of Bens Branch,
approximately 20 miles southeast of Conroe, Montgomery County,
Texas, San Jacinto River Basin.
Application Number TA-7771 by Ballenger Construction Company
for diversion of 10 acre-feet in a 1-year period for industrial (highway
construction) use. Water may be diverted from the Rio Grande
(impounded in an off-channel reservior) 1.4 miles west of the
intersection of FM 1430 & US 183, Starr County, Texas, Rio Grande
Basin.
Application Number TA-7772 by Nobles Road Construction, Inc. For
diversion of 9.00 acre-feet in a 12 month period for industrial use.
Water may be diverted from Clear Fork of the Brazos River, Brazos
River Basin, at a location approximately 14 miles north-northeast of
Albany, Shackleford County, Texas, Brazos River Basin.
Application Number TA-7773 by D. L. Lennon, Incorporated for
diversion of 2 acre-feet in a one year period for industrial (highway
construction) use. Water may be diverted from South Sulphur River,
at the stream crossing of Farm to Market Road 272, approximately
14 miles south of Bonham in Fannin County, Texas.
The Executive Director of the TNRCC has reviewed each application
for the permits listed and determined that sufficient water is available
at the proposed point of diversion to satisfy the requirements of the
application as well as all existing water rights. Any person or persons
who own water rights or who are lawful users of water on a stream
affected by the temporary permits listed above and who believe that
the diversion of water under the temporary permit will impair their
rights may file a complaint with the TNRCC. The complaint can
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be filed at any point after the application has been filed with the
TNRCC and the time the permit expires. The Executive Director
shall make an immediate investigation to determine whether there is
a reasonable basis for such a complaint. If a preliminary investigation
determines that diversion under the temporary permit will cause
injury to the complainant the commission shall notify the holder
that the permit shall be cancelled without notice and hearing. No
further diversions may be made pending a full hearing as provided
in Section 295.174. Complaints should be addressed to Water
Rights Permitting Section, Texas Natural Resource Conservation
Commission, P. O. Box 13087, Austin, Texas 78711, Telephone
(512) 239-4433. Information concerning these applications may be
obtained by contacting the Texas Natural Resource Conservation
Commission, P. O. Box 13087, Austin, Texas 787311, (512) 239-
3300.
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♦ ♦ ♦
Texas Parks and Wildlife Department
Barton Springs Salamander Conservation Team Meeting
The Barton Springs Salamander Conservation Team (BSSCT) will
hold a working group meeting on Tuesday, February 18, 1996, 9:30
a.m. in the Commission Hearing Room, Texas Parks and Wildlife
Department headquarters , 4200 Smith School Road, Austin. The
public is invited to observe this meeting. No opportunity for oral
comments from the public is allotted for this meeting, but written
comments will be accepted. For more information, contact Dr. David
E. Bowles, BSSCT Chairman (512) 754-6844.




Texas Parks and Wildlife Department
Filed: January 30, 1997
♦ ♦ ♦
Public Utility Commission of Texas
Notices of Intent to File Pursuant to Public Utility Commis-
sion Substantive Rule 23.27
Notice is given to the public of the intent to file with the Public
Utility Commission of Texas an application pursuant to Public Utility
Commission Substantive Rule 23.27 for approval of an 80 station
addition to the existing PLEXAR-Custom Service for City of Fort
Worth in Fort Worth, Texas.
Tariff Title and Number. Application of Southwestern Bell Tele-
phone Company for Approval of 80 Station Addition to Existing
PLEXAR-Custom Service for City of Fort Worth in Fort Worth,
Texas, Pursuant to Public Utility Commission Substantive Rule 23.27.
Tariff Control Number 16935.
The Application. Southwestern Bell Telephone Company is request-
ing approval of an 80 station addition to existing PLEXAR-Custom
ervice for City of Fort Worth in Fort Worth, Texas. The geographic
service market for this specific service is the Dallas, Texas, area.
Persons who wish to comment upon the action sought should contact
the Public Utility Commission of Texas, by mail at P.O. Box 13326,
Austin, Texas, 78711-3326, or call the Public Utility Commission
Consumer Affairs Section at (512) 936-7120. Hearing and speech-
impaired individuals with text telephones (TTY) may contact the
Commission at (512) 936-7136.
Issued in Austin, Texas, on January 31, 1997.
TRD-9701468
Paula Mueller
Secretary of the Commission
Public Utility Commission of Texas
Filed: January 31, 1997
♦ ♦ ♦
Notice is given to the public of the intent to file with the Public
Utility Commission of Texas an application pursuant to Public Utility
Commission Substantive Rule 23.27 for approval of a new PLEXAR-
Custom Service for Amarillo National Bank in Amarillo, Texas.
Tariff Title and Number. Application of Southwestern Bell Tele-
phone Company for New PLEXAR-Custom Service for Amarillo
National Bank in Amarillo, Texas, Pursuant to Public Utility Com-
mission Substantive Rule 23.27. Tariff Control Number 16963.
The Application. Southwestern Bell Telephone Company is request-
ing approval for a new PLEXAR-Custom service for Amarillo Na-
tional Bank in Amarillo, Texas. The geographic service market for
this specific service is the Amarillo, Texas, area.
Persons who wish to comment upon the action sought should contact
the Public Utility Commission of Texas, by mail at P. O. Box 13326,
Austin, Texas, 78711-3326, or call the Public Utility Commission
Consumer Affairs Section at (512) 936-7120. Hearing and speech-
impaired individuals with text telephones (TTY) may contact the
commission at (512) 936-7136.
Issued in Austin, Texas, on January 31, 1997.
TRD-9701463
Paula Mueller
Secretary of the Commission
Public Utility Commission of Texas
Filed: January 31, 1997
♦ ♦ ♦
Notice is given to the public of the intent to file with the Public
Utility Commission of Texas an application pursuant to Public Utility
Commission Substantive Rule 23.27 for approval of a 75 station
addition to the existing PLEXAR-Custom Service for Smith County
in Tyler, Texas.
Tariff Title and Number. Application of Southwestern Bell Tele-
phone Company for Approval of 75 Station Addition to Existing
PLEXAR-Custom Service for Smith County in Tyler, Texas, Pur-
suant to Public Utility Commission Substantive Rule 23.27. Tariff
Control Number 16958.
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The Application. Southwestern Bell Telephone Company is request-
ing approval of a 75 station addition to existing PLEXAR-Custom
service for Smith County in Tyler, Texas. The geographic service
market for this specific service is the Longview, Texas, area.
Persons who wish to comment upon the action sought should contact
the Public Utility Commission of Texas, by mail at P. O. Box 13326,
Austin, Texas, 78711-3326, or call the Public Utility Commission
Consumer Affairs Section at (512) 936-7120. Hearing and speech-
impaired individuals with text telephones (TTY) may contact the
commission at (512) 936-7136.
Issued in Austin, Texas, on January 31, 1997.
TRD-9701467
Paula Mueller
Secretary of the Commission
Public Utility Commission of Texas
Filed: January 31, 1997
♦ ♦ ♦
Notice is given to the public of the intent to file with the Public
Utility Commission of Texas an application pursuant to Public Utility
Commission Substantive Rule 23.27 for approval of a 1750 station
addition to the existing PLEXAR-Custom Service for The University
of Texas M.D. Anderson Cancer Center in Houston, Texas.
Tariff Title and Number. Application of Southwestern Bell Tele-
phone Company for Approval of 1750 Station Addition to Existing
PLEXAR-Custom Service for The University of Texas M.D. An-
derson Cancer Center in Houston, Texas, Pursuant to Public Utility
Commission Substantive Rule 23.27. Tariff Control Number 16959.
The Application. Southwestern Bell Telephone Company is request-
ing approval of a 1750 station addition to existing PLEXAR-Custom
service for The University of Texas M.D. Anderson Cancer Center
in Houston, Texas. The geographic service market for this specific
service is the Houston, Texas, area.
Persons who wish to comment upon the action sought should contact
the Public Utility Commission of Texas, by mail at P. O. Box 13326,
Austin, Texas, 78711-3326, or call the Public Utility Commission
Consumer Affairs Section at (512) 936-7120. Hearing and speech-
impaired individuals with text telephones (TTY) may contact the
commission at (512) 936-7136.
Issued in Austin, Texas, on January 31, 1997.
TRD-9701466
Paula Mueller
Secretary of the Commission
Public Utility Commission of Texas
Filed: January 31, 1997
♦ ♦ ♦
Notice is given to the public of the intent to file with the Public
Utility Commission of Texas an application pursuant to Public Utility
Commission Substantive Rule 23.27 for approval of a 460 station
addition to the existing PLEXAR-Custom Service for El Paso Times
Inc. in El Paso, Texas.
Tariff Title and Number. Application of Southwestern Bell Tele-
phone Company for Approval of 460 Station Addition to Existing
PLEXAR-Custom Service for El Paso Times Inc. in El Paso, Texas,
Pursuant to Public Utility Commission Substantive Rule 23.27. Tar-
iff Control Number 16961.
The Application. Southwestern Bell Telephone Company is request-
ing approval of a 460 station addition to existing PLEXAR-Custom
service for El Paso Times Inc. in El Paso, Texas. The geographic
service market for this specific service is the El Paso, Texas, area.
Persons who wish to comment upon the action sought should contact
the Public Utility Commission of Texas, by mail at P. O. Box 13326,
Austin, Texas, 78711-3326, or call the Public Utility Commission
Consumer Affairs Section at (512) 936-7120. Hearing and speech-
impaired individuals with text telephones (TTY) may contact the
commission at (512) 936-7136.
Issued in Austin, Texas, on January 31, 1997.
TRD-9701465
Paula Mueller
Secretary of the Commission
Public Utility Commission of Texas
Filed: January 31, 1997
♦ ♦ ♦
Notice is given to the public of the intent to file with the Public
Utility Commission of Texas an application pursuant to Public Utility
Commission Substantive Rule 23.27 for approval of a 20 station
addition to the existing PLEXAR-Custom Service for Bank One-Fort
Worth in Fort Worth, Texas.
Tariff Title and Number. Application of Southwestern Bell Tele-
phone Company for Approval of 20 Station Addition to Existing
PLEXAR-Custom Service for Bank One-Fort Worth in Fort Worth,
Texas, Pursuant to Public Utility Commission Substantive Rule 23.27.
Tariff Control Number 16962.
The Application. Southwestern Bell Telephone Company is request-
ing approval of a 20 station addition to existing PLEXAR-Custom
service for Bank One-Fort Worth in Fort Worth, Texas. The geo-
graphic service market for this specific service is the Dallas, Texas,
area.
Persons who wish to comment upon the action sought should contact
the Public Utility Commission of Texas, by mail at P. O. Box 13326,
Austin, Texas, 78711-3326, or call the Public Utility Commission
Consumer Affairs Section at (512) 936-7120. Hearing and speech-
impaired individuals with text telephones (TTY) may contact the
commission at (512) 936-7136.
Issued in Austin, Texas, on January 31, 1997.
TRD-9701464
Paula Mueller
Secretary of the Commission
Public Utility Commission of Texas
Filed: January 31, 1997
♦ ♦ ♦
Notice is given to the public of the intent to file with the Public
Utility Commission of Texas an application pursuant to Public Utility
Commission Substantive Rule 23.27 for approval of an 89 station
addition to the existing PLEXAR-Custom Service for Fort Worth
ISD in Fort Worth, Texas.
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Tariff Title and Number. Application of Southwestern Bell Tele-
phone Company for Approval of 89 Station Addition to Existing
PLEXAR-Custom Service for Fort Worth ISD in Fort Worth, Texas,
Pursuant to Public Utility Commission Substantive Rule 23.27. Tar-
iff Control Number 16964.
The Application. Southwestern Bell Telephone Company is request-
ing approval of an 89 station addition to existing PLEXAR-Custom
service for Fort Worth ISD in Fort Worth, Texas. The geographic
service market for this specific service is the Dallas, Texas, area.
Persons who wish to comment upon the action sought should contact
the Public Utility Commission of Texas, by mail at P. O. Box 13326,
Austin, Texas, 78711-3326, or call the Public Utility Commission
Consumer Affairs Section at (512) 936-7120. Hearing and speech-
impaired individuals with text telephones (TTY) may contact the
commission at (512) 936-7136.
Issued in Austin, Texas, on January 31, 1997.
TRD-9701462
Paula Mueller
Secretary of the Commission
Public Utility Commission of Texas
Filed: January 31, 1997
♦ ♦ ♦
Notice is given to the public of the intent to file with the Public
Utility Commission of Texas an application pursuant to Public
Utility Commission Substantive Rule 23.27 for approval of Optional
Features only addition to the existing PLEXAR-Custom Service for
Uvalde Consolidated ISD in Uvalde, Texas.
Tariff Title and Number. Application of Southwestern Bell Tele-
phone Company for Approval of Optional Features Only Addition to
Existing PLEXAR-Custom Service for Uvalde Consolidated ISD in
Uvalde, Texas, Pursuant to Public Utility Commission Substantive
Rule 23.27. Tariff Control Number 16934.
The Application. Southwestern Bell Telephone Company is request-
ing approval of optional features only addition to existing PLEXAR-
Custom service for Uvalde Consolidated ISD in Uvalde, Texas. The
geographic service market for this specific service is the Houston,
Texas, area.
Persons who wish to comment upon the action sought should contact
the Public Utility Commission of Texas, by mail at P.O. Box 13326,
Austin, Texas, 78711-3326, or call the Public Utility Commission
Consumer Affairs Section at (512) 936-7120. Hearing and speech-
impaired individuals with text telephones (TTY) may contact the
commission at (512) 936-7136.
Issued in Austin, Texas, on January 31, 1997.
TRD-9701460
Paula Mueller
Secretary of the Commission
Public Utility Commission of Texas
Filed: January 31, 1997
♦ ♦ ♦
Notice is given to the public of the intent to file with the Public
Utility Commission of Texas an application pursuant to Public
Utility Commission Substantive Rule 23.27 for approval of a 137
station addition to the existing PLEXAR-Custom Service for Abilene
Regional Medical Center-MHMR in Abilene, Texas.
Tariff Title and Number. Application of Southwestern Bell Tele-
phone Company for Approval of 137 Station Addition to Exist-
ing PLEXAR-Custom Service for Abilene Regional Medical Center-
MHMR in Abilene, Texas, Pursuant to Public Utility Commission
Substantive Rule 23.27. Tariff Control Number 16931.
The Application. Southwestern Bell Telephone Company is request-
ing approval of a 137 station addition to existing PLEXAR-Custom
service for Abilene Regional Medical Center-MHMR in Abilene,
Texas. The geographic service market for this specific service is
the Abilene, Texas, area.
Persons who wish to comment upon the action sought should contact
the Public Utility Commission of Texas, by mail at P. O. Box 13326,
Austin, Texas, 78711-3326, or call the Public Utility Commission
Consumer Affairs Section at (512) 936-7120. Hearing and speech-
impaired individuals with text telephones (TTY) may contact the
commission at (512) 936-7136.
Issued in Austin, Texas, on January 31, 1997.
TRD-9701461
Paula Mueller
Secretary of the Commission
Public Utility Commission of Texas
Filed: January 31, 1997
♦ ♦ ♦
Public Notice of Interconnection Agreement
On January 24, 1997, Western Wireless Corporation, doing business
as Cellular One (Western Wireless) filed a proposed interconnection
agreement with GTE Southwest, Incorporated (GTE), seeking com-
mission approval of the interconnection agreement under the Fed-
eral Telecommunications Act of 1996 (FTA96) (Public law Number
104-104, 110 Statute 56 (1996), (to be codified at 47 United States
Code §§151 et seq), and the Public Utility Regulatory Act of 1995
(PURA95) (Texas Revised Civil Statute Annotated, Article 1446c-0
Vernon Supplement 1997). The interconnection agreement was filed
in compliance with the Arbitration Award issued by the commission’s
FTA96 §252 Arbitration Panel in Docket Number 16402. The filed
interconnection agreement is available for public inspection at the
commission’s offices in Austin, Texas.
FTA96 authorizes the commission to review and approve any
interconnection agreement adopted pursuant to arbitration. Pursuant
to FTA96 §252(e)(2) the commission may reject any agreement
only in the particular circumstances set forth in the statute. Under
FTA96 §252(e)(3), the commission may establish or enforce other
requirements of state law in its review of the agreement, including
requiring compliance with intrastate telecommunications service
quality standards or requirements. The commission must act to
approve the agreement within 30 days after it is submitted by the
parties.
The commission finds that additional public comment should be
allowed before the commission issues a final decision approving or
rejecting the interconnection agreement. Any interested person may
file written comments on the interconnection agreement by filing 18
copies of the comments with the commission’s filing clerk. A copy
of the comments should be served on Western Wireless and GTE.
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The comments should specifically refer to Docket Number 16402.
The comments shall be filed no later than February 12, 1997, and
shall include:
(1) a detailed statement of the person’s interest in the agreement
including a description of how approval of the agreement may
adversely affect those interests;
(2) specific allegations that the agreement, or some portion thereof:
(A) does not meet the requirements of FTA96 §251, including any
applicable FCC regulations implementing §251; or
(B) is not consistent with the standards established in FTA96 §252(d);
or
(C) is not consistent with other requirements of state law; and
(3) the specific facts upon which the allegations are based.
After reviewing any comments, the commission will determine
whether to conduct further proceedings concerning the filed agree-
ment.
Persons with questions about this docket or who wish to comment
on the proposed interconnection agreement should contact the Public
Utility Commission of Texas, 1701 North Congress Avenue, P.O.
Box 13326, Austin, Texas 78711-3326. You may call the Public
Utility Commission Office of Consumer Affairs at (512) 936-7120.
Hearing and speech-impaired individuals with text telephones (TTY)
may contact the commission at (512) 936-7136. All correspondence
should refer to Docket Number 16402.
Issued in Austin, Texas, on January 30, 1997.
TRD-9701382
Paula Mueller
Secretary of the Commission
Public Utility Commission of Texas
Filed: January 30, 1997
♦ ♦ ♦
Public Notice of Interconnection Agreement
On January 27, 1997, Southwestern Bell Telephone Company (SWB)
and M-Tel Resources, Inc. (M-Tel) collectively referred to as
Applicants filed a joint application for approval of an interconnection
agreement under the Federal Telecommunications Act of 1996 (FTA)
(Public Law Number 104-104, 110 Statutes 56 (1996), (to be
codified at 47 United States Code §§151 et seq) and the Public
Utility Regulatory Act of 1995 (PURA95) (Texas Revised Civil
Statutes Annotated Article 1446c-0 Vernon Supplement 1997). The
joint application has been designated Docket Number 16957. The
joint application and the underlying interconnection agreement are
available for public inspection at the commission’s offices in Austin,
Texas.
The FTA authorizes the commission to review and approve any in-
terconnection agreement adopted by negotiation of the parties. Pur-
suant to FTA §252(e)(2) the commission may reject any agreement
if it finds that the agreement discriminates against a telecommuni-
cations carrier not a party to the agreement, or that implementation
of the agreement, or any portion thereof, is not consistent with the
public interest, convenience, and necessity. Additionally, under FTA
§252(e)(3), the commission may establish or enforce other require-
ments of state law in its review of the agreement, including requiring
compliance with intrastate telecommunications service quality stan-
ards or requirements. The commission must act to approve the
agreement within 90 days after it is submitted by the parties.
The commission finds that additional public comment should be
allowed before the commission issues a final decision approving or
rejecting the interconnection agreement. Any interested person may
file written comments on the joint application by filing 18 copies of
the comments with the commission’s filing clerk. Additionally, a
copy of the comments should be served on each of the Applicants.
The comments should specifically refer to Docket Number 16957.
As a part of the comments, an interested person may request that a
public hearing be conducted. The comments, including any request
for public hearing, shall be filed by March 14, 1997, and shall include:
1) a detailed statement of the person’s interests in the agreement,
including a description of how approval of the agreement may
adversely affect those interests;
2) specific allegations that the agreement, or some portion thereof:
a) discriminates against a telecommunications carrier that is not a
party to the agreement; or
b) is not consistent with the public interest, convenience, and
necessity; or
c) is not consistent with other requirements of state law; and
3) the specific facts upon which the allegations are based.
After reviewing any comments, an Administrative Law Judge (ALJ)
of the commission will determine whether to conduct further pro-
ceedings concerning the joint application. The ALJ shall have the
authority given to a presiding officer pursuant to Public Utility Com-
mission Procedural Rule §22.202. The ALJ may identify issues raised
by the joint application and comments and establish a schedule for
addressing those issues, including the submission of evidence by the
Applicants, if necessary, and briefing and oral argument. The ALJ
may conduct a public hearing. Interested persons who file comments
are not entitled to participate as intervenors in the public hearing
Persons with questions about this docket or who wish to comment
on the application should contact the Public Utility Commission of
Texas, 1701 North Congress Avenue, P. O. Box 13326, Austin,
Texas 78711-3326. You may call the Public Utility Commission
Office of Consumer Affairs at (512) 936-7120. Hearing and speech-
impaired individuals with text telephones (TTY) may contact the
Commission at (512) 936-7136. All correspondence should refer to
Docket Number 16957.
Issued in Austin, Texas, on January 31, 1997.
TRD-9701469
Paula Mueller
Secretary of the Commission
Public Utility Commission of Texas
Filed: January 31, 1997
♦ ♦ ♦
The Texas A&M University System-Board of
Regents
Group Life Insurance Proposal Request
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In accordance with the Texas Insurance Code, Article 3.50-3,
as amended, The Texas A&M University System (the System)
announces a Request for Proposals (RFP) for its group life insurance
plans. The System offers a basic life plan, a salary-based optional
life plan and a dependent life plan with two levels of coverage.
Firms wishing to respond to this request should be able to demon-
strate experience and qualifications necessary to provide coverage
and services to support the plans. The System is interested in of-
fering employees/retirees financially stable plans and quality service.
Consequently, the chosen vendor must be able to demonstrate prior
experience in offering life insurance plans to large multi-location
employers. The System will only work directly with the insurance
carrier rather than through a broker, agent or dealer.
The RFP instructions which detail information regarding the project
are available upon request from the System.
The deadline for receipt of the proposals in response to this request
will be 4:00 p.m. on March 18, 1997.
The System reserves the right to accept or reject any or all proposals
submitted. It is under no legal requirement to execute a resulting
contract on the basis of this advertisement. The System intends to
use responses as a basis for evaluation and further negotiations of
specific project details and will base its choice on cost, demonstrated
competence, superior qualifications, and evidence of conformance
with the RFP criteria.
This RFP does not commit the System to pay any costs incurred
prior to execution of a contract. Issuance of this material in no way
obligates the System to pay any costs incurred in the preparation
of a response. The System specifically reserves the right to vary all
provisions set forth at any time prior to execution of a contract where
the System deems it to be in its best interest.
To obtain copies of the RFP instructions, please submit a written
request to Mr. Steven W. Hassel, Director, Benefit Programs, System
Human Resources, The Texas A&M University System, College
Station , Texas 77843-1117 (physical address: 301 Tarrow Drive,
John B. Connally Building, 5th Floor, College Station, Texas 77840),
FAX (409) 845-5281. For questions or further information regarding
this notice, contact Mr. Steven W. Hassel, at (409) 845-2026.
Issued in Austin, Texas, on January 31, 1997.
TRD-9701480
Vickie Burt
Executive Secretary to the Board
The Texas A&M University System-Board of Regents
Filed: February 3, 1997
♦ ♦ ♦
Notice Upon Entering into Major Consulting Services Con-
tract (Cost Accounting Standards Board Disclosure)
The Texas A&M University System provides the following informa-
tion for publication in theTexas Registerto fulfill post-award publi-
cation requirements for a consultant contract accepted on January 10,
1997. The original request for proposal appeared in the November
26, 1996, issue of theTexas Register(21 TexReg 11547).
A description of the study to be conducted:
The consultant has been hired by The Texas A&M University System
(A&M System) to provide advice and counsel in the filing of the
Cost Accounting Standards Board Disclosure Statement, as required
for educational institutions by Office of Management and Budgets
Circular A-21 . The consultant will conduct a workshop with A&M
System employees to review and revise a draft Disclosure Statement.
He will check for inconsistencies and errors. He will determine
whether the Disclosure Statement is a true reflection of actual
accounting practices. The consultant will compare the A&M System
Disclosure Statement to those already filed with the Department
of Health and Human Services by other universities. Lastly, the
consultant will review the final A&M System Disclosure Statement
before submission to the Department of Health and Human Services.
The name of the consultant:
Gary Talesnik, KPMG Peat Marwick, 707 17th Street, Suite 2300,
Denver CO, 80202
The amount of the contract:
The contract is initially capped at $30,000 plus actual out-of-pocket
expenses not to exceed 40% of professional fees. These expenses
include such items as secretarial support and travel. This means the
total contract should not exceed $42,000.
The due dates of the reports the consultant is requires to give the
system part:
Gary Talesnik will conduct a workshop in February of 1997 to
review and revise a draft Disclosure Statement. He will check for
inconsistencies and errors in our draft. He will discuss the final
Disclosure Statement with A&M System employees before August
1997. The Disclosure Statement is due to the Department of Health
and Human Services on August 31, 1997.
Issued in College Station, Texas, on January 29, 1997.
TRD-9701372
Vickie Running
Executive Secretary to the Board
The Texas A&M University System, Board of Regents
Filed: January 30, 1997
♦ ♦ ♦
Texas Department of Transportation
Request for Proposals
Notice of Invitation: The Transportation Planning and Programming
Division of the Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT) intends
to engage an engineer, pursuant to Texas Government Code, Chapter
2254, Subchapter A, and 43 TAC §§9.30-9.40, to provide the
following services. To qualify for contract award a selected engineer
must perform a minimum of 30 percent of the actual contract work.
Contract Number 50-745P5006: IH 35 Corridor Study. This study
will be a needs assessment for the corridor from Laredo, Texas to
Duluth, Minnesota. The study objective is to investigate the current
modes of travel in the corridor, evaluate the current and future
required transportation infrastructure, and evaluate the potential use
of emerging technologies to support freight and passenger travel.
Deadline: A letter of interest notifying TxDOT of the provider’s
intent to submit a proposal will be accepted by fax at (512) 467-3952,
by E-mail at pthurin@mailgw.dot.state.tx.us, or by hand delivery
to TxDOT, Transportation Planning and Programming Division,
Attention: Peggy Thurin, 40th and Jackson Avenue, Building 1,
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Austin, Texas, or by mail addressed to TxDOT, Attention: Peggy
Thurin, P.O. Box 5051, Austin, Texas, 78763-5051. Letters of
interest will be received until 5:00 p.m. on Tuesday, February 25.
The letter of interest must include the engineer’s firm name, address,
telephone number, fax number, E-mail address, name of engineer’s
contact person and refer to 50-745P5006: IH 35 Corridor Study.
Upon receipt of the letter of interest a Request for Proposal packet
will be issued. (Note: The letters of interest, either by mail/hand
delivery, fax or E-mail, will be required to receive the Request for
Proposal packet. The letter of interest is required in order to receive
a request for proposal packet and in order for a prime provider to
submit a proposal.)
Preproposal Meeting: A preproposal meeting will be held on
Wednesday, March 5, at the TxDOT, Dallas District Headquarters,
9700 East R. L. Thorton, Dallas, Texas 75228 beginning at 2 p.m.
(TxDOT will not accept a proposal from an engineer who has failed
for any reason to attend the mandatory preproposal meeting).
Persons with disabilities who plan to attend this meeting and who
may need auxiliary aids or services such as interpreters for persons
who are deaf or hearing impaired, readers, large print or braille, are
requested to contact Mary Bush, at (214) 320-6111 at least two work
days prior to the meeting so that appropriate arrangements can be
made.
Proposal Submittal Deadline: Proposals for Contract Number 50-
745P5006, IH 35 Corridor Study, will be accepted until 5:00
p.m. on Wednesday, April 9, at the previously mentioned TxDOT,
Transportation Planning and Programming Division addresses.
Agency Contact: Requests for additional information regarding this
notice of invitation should be addressed to Alvin R. Luedecke, Jr.,
P.E. at (512) 465-7346 or fax (512) 467-3952.




Texas Department of Transportation
Filed: February 3, 1997
♦ ♦ ♦
Stephen F. Austin State University
Notice of Availability of Construction Management Project
Pursuant to Chapter 2254, Government Code, Stephen F. Austin
State University (SFASU) requests proposals from qualified firms
to provide construction management services for renovation of the
University Centers cafeteria on the SFASU campus. SFASU is
presently using J. E. Kingham Construction Company as construction
manager in construction and renovation of the Music Building,
renovation of the Austin Building, installation of an elevator in
the Human Sciences building, and installation of a campus-wide
utility loop. J. E. Kingham has expressed an interest in serving
as construction manager for renovation of the University Centers
cafeteria and SFASU will fully consider the efficiencies inherent
in employing Kingham on this project, unless a better proposal is
received.
SFASU will select the construction manager based on demonstrated
competence, knowledge, qualifications, and reasonableness of the
proposed fee; additionally, if other considerations are equal, pref-
erence will be given to a construction manager whose principal place
of business is in the State or who will manage the contract wholly
from an office in the State.
Firms interested in responding to this request for proposals may
obtain information by contacting John Rulfs, Assistant Director of
Physical Plant, Stephen F. Austin State University, PO Box #13031
SFA Station, Nacogdoches, Texas 75962. Phone (409) 468-4341 or
Fax (409) 468-4446. Proposals must be received no later than 2:00
p.m., February 28, 1997.




Stephen F. Austin State University




TEXAS RESOURCE and REFERRAL CHILD CARE GRANT
The Texas Workforce Commission invites proposals for Texas Child
Care Resource and Referral Grant (TRRCCG) for child care resource
and referral (R&R) enhancement activities. Proposers may request
funds for initiatives that would improve or expand R&R service
quality and effectiveness. Funds must be requested for direct service
activities (no administrative costs). The grant requires 25% local
matching funds.
A. Authorization of Funding The funds for the Child Care Fund
Grant are authorized under the FY 1997 Appropriations Bill for
the Department of Health and Human Services, Child Care and
Development Fund (CCDF). Funds are subject to the requirements of
the Child Care and Development Block Grant (CCDBG) Act.
B. Scope of Work Grant funds may be used for the planning, devel-
opment, establishment, operation, expansion, and/or improvement of
programs to provide child care resource and referral services.
C. Eligible Applicants Criteria
Eligible applicants submitting proposals for the TRRCCG grant
must meet the following criteria and must provide requested service
eligibility documentation in the grant application in the format
requested.
1) Eligible applicants include public agencies, not-for-profit organi-
zations, and for-profit businesses.
2) Eligible applicants must have a proven track record of three years
of successful business operation, and:
a. maintain a comprehensive up to date data base with the technical
capacity to collect, analyze, and provide public access on all child
care programs (regulated care. pre-k, Head Start, etc.) supported by
consultation and referral on child care options by child development
experts to all income and ethnic backgrounds for a specific geographic
defined area.
b. offer training and technical assistance to all categories of child
care providers by a child development or early childhood specialist.
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c. have experience conducting analyses of community child care
needs for infants through school-age children and developing re-
sources in response to identified needs.
d. have established communication and linkages with existing
community services, especially information resource and referral
(IR&R) and other family-serving agencies through the R&R service
area.
e. describe any leverage funding and any other resources available
to develop services for families of all income levels (e.g., corporate
contracts, grants, child and adult care food program).
D. Available Funding Proposals for resource and referral services
may request up to $50,000. Grant funds will be reimbursed on a cost
reimbursement basis. Total grant funding is approximately $500,000.
E. Funding Restrictions
1) One hundred percent of grant funds must be used for "direct
service" program costs. Administrative costs are not eligible for
reimbursement under the grant.
2) Recipients of grant funds must have an accounting system that
can track grant revenues and/or expenditures separately to meet State/
Federal monitoring requirements.
3) Funding should not be used to supplant existing funding or services
currently provided, and/or for child care fees
F. Matching Funds Proposals are required to provide 25% local
matching funds (direct costs and/or in-kind) for this grant. Matching
funds must not be from Federal/State sources that prohibit use of
matching and/or any funds that are dedicated to another fund as
match. Proposals must identify the source and type of funds dedicated
for Match.
G. Length of Contract The contract period is 15 months beginning
June 1, 1997, or as soon thereafter as contracts can be executed. All
contracts will end on August 31, 1998, or before if funds have been
expended.
H. Selection, Notification, and Negotiation Process Proposals will be
graded by both the Texas Workforce Commission and outside readers.
Grading criteria will be included in the grant applicant packet.
The Texas Workforce Commission anticipates completing the selec-
tion process by no later than April 4, 1997. Negotiations will be
conducted by TWC as deemed necessary. TWC reserves the right
to vary all provisions of this RFP prior to the execution of a con-
tract and to execute amendments to contracts when TWC deems such
variances and/or amendments are in the best interest of the State of
Texas.
I. Due Date and Agency Contact The deadline for receipt and con-
sideration of the Child Care Fund Grant proposal is 4:00 p.m. CST,
April 4, 1997. For further information and to order Application Pack-
ets, contact the Grants Staff, Texas Work and Family Clearinghouse,
Room 416T, 101 East 15th Street, Austin, Texas 78778-0001. Phone:
(512) 936-3228, FAX: (512) 936-3255.
A list of funded grantees will be published in the Texas Register
following contract execution.
J. TWC’s Obligations TWC’s obligations under this RFP are contin-
g nt upon the actual receipt by the Agency of funds from the US
Department of Health and Human Services. If adequate funds are
not available to make payments under this grant, TWC shall termi-
nate this RFP and will not be liable for failure to make payments to
applicants under this RFP.
Issued in Austin, Texas, on January 31, 1997.
TRD-9701412
Esther Hajdar
Director of Legal Services
Texas Workforce Commission
Filed: January 31, 1997
♦ ♦ ♦
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     Friday, November 14 No Issue Published
86 Tuesday, November 18 Monday, November 10 Wednesday, November 12Wednesday, November 12
87 Friday, November 21 Wednesday, November 12Monday, November 17 Monday, November 17
88 Tuesday, November 25 Monday, November 17 Wednesday, November 19Wednesday, November 19
89 Friday, November 28 Wednesday, November 19Monday, November 24 Monday, November 24
     Tuesday, December 2 No Issue Published
90 Friday, December 5 Wednesday, November 26Monday, December 1 Monday, December 1
91 Tuesday, December 9 Monday, December 1 Wednesday, December 3 Wednesday, December 3
92 Friday, December 12 Wednesday, December 3Monday, December 8 Monday, December 8
93 Tuesday, December 16 Monday, December 8 Wednesday, December 10Wednesday, December 10
94 Friday, December 19 Wednesday, December 10Monday, December 15 Monday, December 15
95 Tuesday, December 23 Monday, December 15 Wednesday, December 17Wednesday, December 17
96 Friday, December 26 Wednesday, December 17Monday, December 22 Monday, December 22
     Tuesday, December 30 No Issue Published
Texas Register
Services
TheTexas Registeroffers the following services. Please check the appropriate box (or boxes).
Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission, Title 30
❑ Chapter 285 $20 ❑ update service $15/year(On-Site Wastewater Treatment)
❑ Chapter 290$20 ❑ update service $15/year(Water Hygiene)
❑ Chapter 330$45 ❑ update service $15/year(Municipal Solid Waste)
❑ Chapter 334 $35 ❑ update service $15/year(Underground/Aboveground Storage Tanks)
❑ Chapter 335 $25 ❑ update service $15/year(Industrial Solid Waste/Municipal
 Hazardous Waste)
Update service should be in❑ printed format❑ 3 1/2” diskette ❑ 5 1/4” diskette
Texas Workers Compensation Commission, Title 28
❑ Update service $25/year




Texas Administrative Code (512) 463-5565
Inf ormation For Other Divisions of the Secretary of State’s Office
Executive Offices (512) 463-5701
Corporations/
Copies and Certifications (512) 463-5578
Direct Access (512) 463-2755
Information (512) 463-5555
Legal Staff (512) 463-5586






Notary Public (512) 463-5705
Public Officials (512) 463-5552
Uniform Commercial Code
Information (512) 475-2700
Financing Statements (512) 475-2703
Financing Statement Changes (512) 475-2704
UCC Lien Searches/Certificates (512) 475-2705
Please use this form to order a subscription to theTexas Register, to order a back issue, or to
indicate a change of address. Please specify the exact dates amd quantities of the back issues
required. You may use your VISA or Mastercard. All purchases made by credit card will be suject
to an additional 2.1% service charge. Return this form to the Texas Register, P.O. Box 13824,
Austin, Texas 78711-3824. For more information, please call (800) 226-7199.
❐ Change of Address ❐ New Subscription (Yearly)
Printed ❐ $95
❐ Back Issue Diskette ❐ 1 to 10 users $200
________ Quantity ❐ 11 to 50 users $500
Volume ________, ❐ 51 to 100 users $750
Issue # ________ ❐ 100 to 150 users $1000
(Prepayment required ❐ 151 to 200 users $1250
for back issues) More than 200 users--please call
Online BBS ❐ 1 user $35
❐ 2 to 10 users $50
❐ 11 to 50 users $90
❐  51 to 150 users $150
❐ 151 to 300 $200




CITY, STATE, ZIP __________________________________________________
Customer ID Number/Subscription Number ______________________________
(Number for change of address only)
❐ Bill Me ❐ Payment Enclosed
Mastercard/VISA Number ____________________________________________
Expiration Date ___________ Signature ________________________________
Please make checks payable to the Secretary of State. Subscription fees are not refundable.






and additonal entry offices
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
